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Prof ace 
Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space Network Progress Report changed 
from the Technical Report 32- series to the Progress Report 42- series. The volume 
number continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report 
42-20 is the twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninter- 
rupted follow-on to Technical Report 32-1526, Volume XU(. 
This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data 
acquisition (TDA) research and technology, network engineering, hardware and 
software implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some, 
but not all, of the following categories in the order indicated: 
Description of the DSN 
Mission Support 
Ongoing Planetary/Interplanetary Flight Projects 
Advanced Flight Projects 
Radic Science 
Radio Science Support 
Spec:al Projects 
Supporting Research and Technology 
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation 
Communications-Spacecraft/Ground 
Station Control and Operations Technology 
Network Control and Data Processing 
Network Engineering and Implementation 
Network Control System 
Ground Communications 
Deep Space Stations 
Operations 
Network Operations 
Network Control System Operations 
Ground Communications 
Deep Space Stations 
Planning and Facilities 
TDA Planning 
Facility Engineering 
In each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions 
and facilities of the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the 
five DSN systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor and Control, and 
Test and Training). 
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the 
Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of JPL for NASA. 
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DSN Functions and Facilities 
N. A. Renzetti 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquis~tion 
The objectives, functions, and organizution of the Deep Spuce Network are 
summarized. Deep space station, ground communication, and network operations 
control capabilities are described. 
The Derp Space Network (DSN), established by the (4) Mariner Mars 1964. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition (OTDA) under (5) Mariner Venris 1967. 
the system management and technical direction of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two-way (6) Mariner Mars 1969. 
communic:~tions with unmanned spacecraft traveling ap- 
proximately 16,000 km (10,000 mi) from Earth to the (7) Mariner hlilrs 1971. 
farthest planets of our solar system. It has provided track- (8) Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973. 
ing and data acquisition support for the following NASA 
deep space exploration projects, for which JPL has been 
responsible for the management, development of The DSN has also provided tracking m d  data anluisi- 
the spacecraft, and conduct of mission operations: tion support for the following projects: 
(1) Ranger. 
(2) Surveyor. 
(3) Mariner Venus 1962. 
(1) Lunar Orbiter, for which the ungley Research 
Center carried out the project management, space- 
craft development, and mission operations func- 
tions. 
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Pioneer, for which the Ames Research Center car- 
ried out the project management, spacecraft devel- 
opment, and mission operations functions. 
Apollo, for which the Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center was the project center and the Deep Space 
Network supplemented the Spaceflizht Tracking 
and Data Network (STDN), which is managed by 
the Coddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
Helios, a joint United StatedWest Germany project. 
Viking, for which the Langley Research Center pro- 
vides the project management and Lander space- 
craft, and conducts mission operations, and fm 
which JPL provides the Orbiter spacecraft. 
The Deep Space Network is one of two NASA net- 
works. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data 
Network, is under the system management and technical 
direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center. Its function 
is to support manned and unmanned Earth-orbiting and 
lunar scientific and advanced technology satellites, Al- 
though the DSN was concerned with unmanned lunar 
spacecraft in its early years, its primary objective now and 
into the future is to continue its support of planetary and 
interplanetary flight projects. 
A development objective has been to keep the network 
capability at the state of the art of telecommunications 
and data handling and to support as many flight projects 
as possible with a minimum of mission-dependent hard- 
ware and software. The DSN provides direct support to 
each flight project through that project's tracking and 
data systems. This management element is responsible for 
the design and operation of the hardware and software in 
the DSN which are required for the conduct of flight 
operations. 
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the inter- 
face between the network and the flight projects. Since 
January 1, 1964, the network, in addition to consisting of 
the Deep Space Stations awl the Ground Communications 
Facility, had also included the Mission Control and Com- 
puting Facility and had provided the equipment in the 
mission support areas for the conduct of mission opera- 
tions. The latter facilities were housed in a building at 
JPL known as the Space Flight Operations Facility 
(SFOF). The interface change was lo accommodate a 
hardware interface between the network operations con- 
trol f~trctions and the mission control and computing 
functions. This resulted in the flight project's picking up 
the cognizance of the large general-purpose digital com- 
puters, which were used for network processing as well w 
mission data processing. It also assumed cognizance of 
all of the equipment in the flight operations faality for 
display and communications necessary for the conduct of 
mission operations. The network has already undertaken 
the development of hardware and computer software 
necessary to do its network operations control and monitor 
functions in separate comput~rs. This activity became 
known as the Network Control System implementation. 
A characteristic of the new interface is that the network 
provides direct data flow to and from the stations via 
appropriate ground communications equipment to Mission 
Operations Centers, wherever they may be; namely, 
metric data, science and engineering telemetry, and such 
network monitor data as are useful to the flight project. 
It accepts command data from the flight project directly 
into the ground communications equipment for trans- 
mission to the station and theilce to the spacecraft in a 
standardized format. 
In carrying out its functions, the network activities can 
be divided into two general areas. The first includes those 
functions which ate associated with the in-flight support 
and in tracking the spacecraft; its configuration can be 
characterized as follows: 
DSN Tracking System. Generates radio metric data; 
i.e., angles, one- and two-way doppler and range, 
and transmits raw data to mission control. 
DSN Telemetry System. Receives, decodes, records, 
and retransmits engineering and scientific data 
generated in the spacecraft to Mission Control. 
DSN Command System. Accepts coded signals from 
Mission Control via rhe Ground Communications 
Facility (GCr') and transmits them to the space- 
craft in order to initiate spacecraft functions in 
flight. 
The second category of activity supports testing, train- 
ing, and network operations control functions and is con- 
figured as follows: 
(1) DSN Monitor and Contr~l System. Instruments, 
transmits, records, and displays those parameters of 
the DSN necessary to verify configuration and 
validate the network. Provides operational direction 
and configuration control of the network and 
primary interface with flight project mission con td  
personnel. 
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(2 )  DSN Test and Tminfng System. Generates and con- 
trols simulated data to support development, test, 
training, and fault isolation within the DSN. Partid- 
pates in mission simulation with flight projects, 
The capabilities needed to carry out the above func- 
tions have evolved in three technical areas: 
(I) The Deep Space Stations that are distributed 
around Earth and which, prior to 1964, formed 
part of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. 
The technology involved in equipping these sta- 
tions is strongly related to the state of the art of 
telecommunications and flight/ground design con- 
siderations and is allnost completely multilnission in 
character. Table 1 gives a description of the Deep 
Spce Stations and the Deep Space Communica- 
tions Complexes (DSCCs) they comprise. 
(2) Ground communications. This technology supports 
the Earth-based point-to-point voice and data com- 
munications from the stations to the Network 
Operations Control Area at JPL, Pasadena, and to 
the Mission Operations Centers, wherever they may 
be. It is based largely on the capabilities of the 
common carriers throughout the world which are 
engineered into an integrated system by the 
Goddard Space Flight Center for support of all 
NASA programs. Thr term "Ground Communica- 
tions Facility" is used for the sets of hardware and 
software needed to carry out the functions. 
The Network Operations Control Center is the func- 
tional entity for centraliz~d operational control of the 
network and interfaces with the users. It has two 
separable functional elements; namely, Network Opera- 
tions Control and Network Data Proc'essing. 
The functions of the Network Operations Control Cen- 
ter are: 
(1) Control and coordination of network support to 
meet commitments to network users. 
(2) Utilization of the network data processing com- 
puting capability to generate all standards and 
limits required tor network operations. 
(3) Utilization or network data processing computing 
capability to enalyze and validate the performance 
of all network systems. 
The personnel who carry out the above functions are on 
the first floor of Building 230, wherein mission operations 
functions are carried out by certain flight projects. Net- 
work personnel are directed by an Operations Control 
Chief. The functions of the Network Data Processing are: 
(1) Processing of data used by Network Operations 
Control for the control and analysis of the network. 
(2) Display in Network Operations Control Area of 
data processed in Network Data Processing Area. 
(3) Interface with communications circuits for inpot to 
and output from Network Data Processing Area. 
(4) Data logging and production of the intermediate 
data records. 
The personnel who carry out these functions are lo- 
cated in Building 202, which is approximately 200 m from 
Building 230. The equipment consists of minicomputers 
for real-time data system monitoring, two XDS Sigma S's, 
display, magnetic tape recorders, and appropriate inter- 
face equipment with the ground data communications. 
Table 1. Tntklng and data rcqulskion strtknr of the DSN 
Antenna 
DSCC DSS DSS serial Year of initial Location designation Diameter. Type of operation 
m ( f t )  mounting 
Goldstone California Pioneer 
Echo 
( Venus )a 
Man 
11 28(85) Polar 1958 
12 W S )  Polar 1982 
13 W S )  Az-El 1982 
14 64(210) AZ-El 1068 
Tidbinbilla Australia Weemaln 42 =(as) Polar 1965 
- Australia Honeysuckle Creek 44 28( 85 ) X-Y 1973 
Madrid Spain Rohledo 81 W a )  Polar 1965 
Cebreros 82 26( 85 ) Polar 1967 
- 
Hobledo 83 64(210) &-El 1973 
.A maintenance facility. Besides the 28-m (B5-ft) diam Az-El mounted antenna, DSS 13 has a 9-m (30-ft) diam Az-El 
rrmunted antenna that is used for interstation time correlation using lunar reflection techniques, for tating the design of new 
equipment, and for support of ground-based radio science. 
DSN Telemetry System, 1973-1976 
E. C. Gatz 
DSN Systems Engineering 
This artfcle prooides a definition, functional description, and block dfagram of 
the DSN TeZemety System. The characteristics of the capabilities being added 
durfng the 1973-1976 period are described. This system u;iU be wed to prouide 
multiple-miasion support to uarfoua flight prdects. 
I. Introduction II.  System Description 
The Deep Space Network Telemetry System is being The DSN Telemetry System performs three main func- 
implemented by means of incremental additions and tions: 
modifications, to provide multiple-mission support to a 
variety of planetary and interplanetary flight projects. 
Specifically, current system configurations are imple- 
mented to support: 
(1) Pioneers C1 through 8 
(2) Pioneers 10 and 11 
(3) Mariner Venus/Mercury 
(4) Helios A 
(5) Viking 
(1) Telemetry data acquisition and detection 
(2) Telemetry data processing and transmission 
(3) Telemetry System validation 
Telemetry data acquisition and detection consist of 
those functions necessary to extract the telemetry infor- 
mation modulated on the downlink radio-frequency 
carrier(s) from the spacecraft and to detect the data bits. 
Telemetry data processing and transmission consist of 
those functions necessary to format, record, and transmit 
the data to users. Telemetry System validation consists 
of those functions necessary to validate the performance 
of the Network and to verify that this performance meets 
specifications. 
Ill. Key Characteristics 
Key characteristics of the DJN Telemetry System 
evolve as new components and capabilities are added. 
For this reason, a succession of Telemetry System models 
is defined, each representing a new increment of capa- 
bility. The following are key characteristics of the models 
through the period of 1973-1976. 
A. Mark 111-73 Model 
Multimission capability at each DSS for receiving 
and formatting uncoded telemetry and block-coded 
telemetry 
Mission-peculiar software for Pioneer convolutional- 
coded telemetry 
Centrc'i~ed monitoring of Telemetry System per- 
formance by observation of project &plays in the 
Mission Control and Computing Center (MCCC) 
Capability at each DSS for single carrier, dual sub- 
carrier, and formatting for high-speed and wide- 
band communication 
Recording of pre- and post-detection analog records 
with nonreat-time playback 
Production of digital Original Data Record (ODR) 
at each DSS, and playback via manual control or 
automatic response to project inputs 
Real-time reporting of telemetry status at the station 
to the DSS Monitor and Control Subsystem 
8. Mark 111-74 Modd 
Key characteristics of the Mrrk 111-74 model are the 
same as those for Mark 111-73, plus the following: 
Multimission capability for sequential decoding of 
convolutionally coded telemetry data (to a m m o -  
date both Pioneer and Hslios coded data) 
Real-time monitoring of Telemetry System pet- 
formance at the Network Operations Control Cen- 
ter (NOCC) 
C. Mark 111-75 Model 
Key characteristic! -f the Mark 111-75 are +he same as 
those for Mark 111-74, plus the following: 
(1) Capability at the 64-m DSS to handle multiple 
carriers (up to four) and multiple subcarriers (up to 
six) with decoding, ODR, and formatting for com- 
munications circuits 
(2) Centr.l!;zed monitoring of Telemetry System per- 
formance at the NOCC, and reporting via the DSN 
Monitor and Control System 
(3) Central log (Network Data Log) of all data received 
at the DSS, with gap accounting and automated 
recall of missing data from the DSS ODRs 
(4) Generation of the Intermediate Data Record (IDR), 
a time-merged rec~rd of all received telemetry data 
(5) Generation of Telemetry System predicts and con- 
figurations, and transmission to DSS for manual 
control of system elements 
IV. Functional Description 
A brief description of the operation of the DSN Telem- 
etry System is presented in the remaindc t of this section. 
A simplified block diagram of the system is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
At the Deep Space Station, spacecraft ? : pals are 
received and amplified in the Antenna ! eve Sub- 
system. The RF carriers are then acqairf ! .racked by 
the receivers. A coherent reference and %ideband sig- 
nals are passed to the Subcarrier Dernoaulator Assem- 
blies (SDA) where the subcarriers are regenerated, sep- 
arated, and demodulated. Low-rate uncoded data are 
passed through analog-to-digital (A-D) converters to the 
Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP) for bit syn- 
chronization detection, and formatting for high-speed 
data transmission. All medium and high-rate streams are 
passed to a Symbol Synchroniix. Assembly (SSA). Coded 
symbol streams are then foru arded to either a Block 
Decoder Assembly (BDA) or to a Digital Decoder 
Assembly (DDA) for decoding. Resulting data streams 
are outputted to high-speed data (HSD) or wideband 
(WBD) lines, depending upon data rate. Interlaced with 
these data are time tags and partial status. 
Analog records of all receiver and SDA outputs are 
made at the DSS by the Pre/Post Detection Recording 
Subsystem; digital ODRs are made of all data after the 
bit synchronimtion and decoding processes. 
The high-speed or wideband data are then transmitted 
to the MCCC or to a Remote Project interface at JPL, and 
to the Network Operations Control Ce.lter. All data inputs 
to the MCCC and Remote Project Interface are recorded 
on the Network Data Log. In the NOCC, the telemetry 
data are processed to analyze DSN Telemetry System 
performance. The performance is compared to expected 
values, and status and alarms are relayed to the Network 
Operations Control Area (NOCA). In addition, a penna- 
nent System Performance Hecord (SPR) is made of the 
DSN performance arrd a gap list of all missing or error 
data is prepared. In the Mark 111-75 model, this gap list is 
used to recall missing data from the DSS ODRs. In the 
Mark 111-73 and 74 models, the recall requests come from 
the MCCC or are manually inputted at the DSS. 
In the Mark 111-75 model, the Network Data Log and 
data recalled from the ODR can be combined in time 
sequence so that selected data blocks and their time inter- 
vals can be placed on an Intermediate Data Record. This 
record, which can r~ntain data up to a full DSS pass, will 
be available to projects for their Master Data Record 
(MDR) processing. 
In the Mark 111-75 model, Telemetry System predicted 
signal levels are generated in the NOCC and transmitted 
to the DSS to be displayed as an aid in the manual rontro! 
and configuration of the station. These predictions require 
project inputs concerning spacecraft configvration and 
data mode. 
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Fig. 1. irsN Te'w atry System Mark 111-71 block diagram 
DSN Tracking System Predictions 
W. D. Chaney 
DSN Systems Engineering 
0. 0. Shows 
Philco-Ford Corporation 
The Deep Space Network Tracking System predictions include angles, fiequen- 
cies and ranges for use by the Deep Space Stations in the acquisition and tracking 
of spacecraft. These predictions are also used to uafidate the radio metric data 
by the ~ e e i  Space Stations. 
I. Introduction 
The Network Operations Control Center Sigma 5 com- 
puter will assume the responsibility of generatiirg the DSN 
predictions which are currently computed by the Mission 
Control and Computing Center. Since the Deep Space 
Network tracking prediction capability will be a phased 
implementation, the transfer of prediction capability from 
the Mission Control and Computing Center to the Net- 
work Operations Control Center will be incremental. 
II. System 1: Network Operations Control 
Center, Block I 
System 1 became operational March 1, 1974. In this 
phase the Sigma 5 computer assumes the responsibility 
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of transmitting the predicts to the Deep Space Stations. 
The Mission Control and Computing Center generates 
the predictions and provides a magnetic tape of the pre- 
diction transmission file. The prediction tape is converted 
for high-speed data transmission on the off-line Sigma 5 
computer and a high-speed data formatted tape is out- 
putted for transmission by the on-line Sigma 5 computer 
(see Fig. 1). 
Ill. System 2: Network Operations Control 
Center, Block II 
The Sigma 5 computer will provide a capability of 
generating predictions from a project supplied p h i  factor 
polynomial" magnetic tape interface. The predictions 
generated on the Sigma 5 computer will contain the same 
prediction data output that was previously generated by 
the Mission Control and Computing Center. 
The Sigma 5 batch process mode system (off-line com- 
puter) generates the predictions and converts these pre- 
dictions to a high-speed data formatted magnetic tape. 
The predictions are then computed from the prcjed- 
supplied phi factor polynomial tape. The prediction 
transmissio~l on the on-line Sigma S will be the same as 
System 1 (see Fig. 1). 
IV. System 3: Network Operations Control 
Center, Block Ill 
System 3 will provide a capability of generating pre- 
dictions from project-supplied state vector or probe 
ephemeris tape (Ref. 1). The state vector will simplify 
the DSN/Project interface from a magnetic tape interface 
to a six-parameter administrative interface. The state 
vector interface would be used for DSN acquisition 
studies and for DSN prediction generation in support 
of spacecraft tracking. 
The DSN Tracking System predictions will utilize a 
special program designed specifically for generating accu- 
rate station prediction data. Economics, simplicity, size, 
and speed dictate its design. Program capabilities include 
the following: 
(1) The ability to generate the trajectory of a space- 
craft or landed probe utilizing adequate force 
models and to write a trajectory tape. 
(2) The ability to process a trajectory tape generated 
by the Project's Double Precision Trajectory Pro- 
gram (DPTRAJ). 
(3) The ability to write a tape with station observables 
and events (rise, set, occultations, etc.) for up to 
10 stations. 
(4) The ability to correct for range bias, antenna cone 
offsets, and angular observables correction (geo- 
detic, aberration, refraction, and structural). 
(5) The aldity to utilize accurate time transformation 
and polar motion data. 
The trajectory portion includes mathematical models 
of the forces which influence the space probe's motion. 
These forces are integrated numerically (Cowell method) 
to generate a probe trajectory in the inertial 1950.0 Earth 
mean equator frame (EME 1950.0) utilizing planetary 
ephemerides generated in the same coordinate system. 
Accurate time and coordinate transformation capabilities 
provide the ability to represent the trajectory profile and 
probe's accelerations in their natural or desired frames. 
A single "calibration station" is used in the interactive 
light times calculation instead of an actual station. Actual 
station light times are analytically related to the calibra- 
tion station. The calibration or reference station is placed 
on the surface of a transparent Earth, and is located at 
longitude and latitude zero for maximum diurnal signa- 
ture. Upleg and downleg light times are independently 
calculated at selected times corresponding to the natural 
frequencies of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind 
and specified degree. This automatically yields the best 
least squares fit of the calculated qualities in polynomial 
form. 
Analytic methods are introduced to calculate the view- 
ability windows of up to 10 stations, the Chebyshev poly- 
.nomial coefficients of the light time solutions and other 
useful quantities within the windows. The independent 
variable for all calculated polynomials is ephemeris time. 
Consequently, actual events and types of observables in 
any time scale can all be calculated from the polynomials. 
Station observables such as range, range rate, trans- 
mitted frequency shifts, and angular data are all accurately 
calculated. The calculations include precise station loca- 
tion, antenna and media corrections, and relativistic 
effects on radip signals and coordinates of the time clock 
and probe. More efficiency is achieved by utilizing selec- 
tive double precision as contrasted to blanket double pre- 
cision in the calculations. The program generates a 
trajectory tape for later use or processes a trajectory tape 
generated by Project navigation programs. Reference sta- 
tion polynomials are saved for processing different sets 
of stations. The station polynomials are output and 
saved for processing observables at densities specified by 
the user. 
The phi factors generated by the Fast Phi Factor Gen- 
eration Program are stored on a phi factor file and a phi 
factor save tape. The phi factors stored on the phi factor 
file are interpolated to produce the prediction data. The 
prediction data are converted for high-speed data trans- 
mission to the Deep Space Stations and to the Network 
Operations Control Center radio metric monitor for 
system validation (Fig. 1). 
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V. Summary will generate phi factors from a state vector or project- 
supplied trajectory tape. The phi factors will be inter- i I System 1, which is operational, will transmit predictions 
to the DSSs. System 2 will complete acceptance testing polated to produ- ~redictiom. The ~redictiom be 
in September 1974 and will generate predi&ons using a transmitted to the Deep Spacc Stations and to the Net- 
I 
f 
project-supplied phi factor polynomial tape. System 3 work Operations Control Center. i 1 
Reference 
1. Khatib, A. R., 'The Fast Phi-Factor Ca ra to r  Program," Document 9WW, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., July 7.1973 (an internal document). 
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Viking Mission Support 
D. J. Mudgway 
DSN Systems Engineering 
D. W. Johnston 
DSN Operations 
In a previous article the basis for integration and data systems testing between 
the Compatibility Test Area (CTA 21) and the Viking Mission Control and Com- 
puting Centzr (VMCCC) was given, and the first elewn of these tests were de- 
scribed. This article describes the concluding tests in the system integration series 
and the results of a series of five data system computibility tests. These tests pro- 
vide an end-to-end uerificution of the integrity of the ,3ound Data System under 
typical mission loading conditions. Starting with the modulated RF carriers input 
to CTA 21, the data are sequentially processed through the station, passed across 
the Ground Communications Facility to VMCCC and finally displayed in the 
Mission Support Areas. For sewral of these tests, maximum duta loading c o n d i t h  
were established which included six simultaneous telemetry clata streams, two 
commandstreams, one monitor and one tracking data stream. 
This report covers the final tests of the DSN/VMCCC 
System Integration Test series. It also covers the Data 
System Compatibility Test Series. 
I. DSN/VMCCC System Integration 
The interfaces, test plans, and responsibilities for the 
DSNNMCCC System Integration Test (SIT) series were 
described in the last issue. This article gives results of the 
final test of this series. 
i 
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A. SIT 12, June 24,1974 - Two Orbiters and lander 
Telemetry and Command 
The primary objective of this test was to repeat the 
steps of SIT 11 and its objectives and to verify specific 
objectives of earlier SITS which had not been completed 
or against which liens existed. The secondary objective 
was to transfer Viking Orbiter and Lander telemetry and 
command data at maximum rates to determine if con- 
straints existed as applicable to the Data System Compati- 
bility Tests and as a result recommend operational work- 
arounds. 
The test was to be conducted in four phases. 
P k e  1. Transfer and process six telemetry data streams 
in real-time using the 28.5 kbps widc!und line and the 
high speed data line. 
Phase 2. To replay the 7- and Wrack digital original 
data records (DODRs) recorded during Phase 1 while 
continuing to process real-time data in one telemetry and 
command data (TCD) string. 
Phase 3. To repeat Phase 1 while using the SO-kbp 
wideband line. 
Phase 4.  To repeat Phase 2 for data recorded during 
Phase 3. 
Of the four test phases, only parts of Phases 1 and 2 
were completed. Problems included hardware failures 
at CTA 21, simulation problems, and VMCCC processing 
problems. For Phase 2, 8-1/3 and 33-1/3 bps engineering 
data and command data were successfully replayed using 
telemetry and command processor (TCP) alpha from the 
7-track DODR. Time did not permit the use of the DOI- 
5050-OP-C P-9 module and replay of the 9-track DODR. 
The test was considered to be only partially successful. 
The 6-channel simulation conversion assembly (SCA) and 
Data-Routing Operational Program (DROP)-F software 
package was used for the first time during this test. 
0. GDS-l,3 July 1974 -Two Orbiters and Lander 
Telemetry and Command 
The primary difference between the SIT tests and the 
Ground Data System (GDS) test was the use of as much 
of the GDS as possible for GDS testing, whereas the SIT 
tests were primarily to test computer interfaces only. 
GDS 1 was to verify end-to-end telemetry processing of 
all Viking orbiter and Viking lander data rates. During 
the short-loop high-speed wideband communications 
portion of the test, problems with wideband simulation 
made it obvious that the test objectives could not be com- 
pleted. The remainder of the test time was used to 
trouble-shoot these problems. After extensive checkout of 
wideband communications hardware (GCF and MCCF) 
it was determined that a problem existed in the MCCC 
(software) operating system which resulted in only the 
first 40 bits of each 2400-bit wideband data block being 
saved for use by other programs. A software correctior~ 
was made in real-time and data were correctly processed 
in a short-loop configuration. 
C. GDS Retest, July 20,1974 -- Two Orbitors a d  
lander Tekmetry and Command 
Objectives for this test were to complete the objectives 
of CDS-1. Telemetry and Com,ihand Systems were suc- 
cessfully tested, Minor problems were experienced in the 
operation of the &channel SCA and DROP-F software; 
however all were either corrected or suitable work- 
arounds were implemented. With the successful comple- 
tion of this test, it was determined that the DSNNMCCC 
were ready to support the Data System Compatibility 
testing effort. 
11. Data System Compatibility 
The primary purpose of these tests was to demonstrate 
compatibility between the Viking Flight Operations Sys- 
tem (FOS) and the Viking spacecraft, Viking Orbiter, and 
Viking Lander, in response to requirements of the Viking 
Master Integrated Test Plan. The Data System Compati- 
bility Test Program is divided into three phases as follows: 
(1) Design compatiiility test (DCT) 
(2) Pathfinder compatibility test (PCT) 
(3) Flight article compatibility test (FCT) 
This report covers the first phase of testing conducted 
at JPL. Phases 2 and 3 to be conducted with the Space- 
craft Compatibility/Monitor Station, STDN, Memtt 
Island, Florida will be covered in subsequent articles. 
The design compatibility phase of testing demonstrated 
that the basic design of the Viking FOS was compatible 
with the Viking spacecraft. The tests were divided into 
six separate phases with results described in Subsecfbns 
zz A to c. 
A. DCT-1, July 15, 1974 - Lander Direct Link 
Telemetry and Command 
The objective of DCT-1 was to demonstrate that CDS 
design could support the Viking mission and is compatible 
with Viking lander data transmitted from the Viking 
lander S-band direct link. It was also to verify the direct 
S-band command capability. Engineering data at 81/3 
bps was successfully processed simultaneously with com- 
manding; however, frame lock could not be accomplished 
on the science data rates of 250,500, and 1000 bps. After 
extensive trouble-shooting, it was determined that pre- 
recorded science on the flight tape recorder was in error. 
It was decided to terminate the test and utilize the cmr- 
tingency test period. 
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( 6. DCT-1 Retost, July 17, 1974 - bndw Diroct Link telemetry in the Viking spacecraft (mated) configuration. Tdrmotry and Command Telemetry data at mated configuration data rates (&1/3, i 
f 33-1/3,1K and 2k bps) were processed. Cammanding was r 
i 'Ihis tea repeated the objectives of ml' The ob- conducted simultaneously with telemetry processing. I jecthes were successfully met. All Viking Lander data 1 (81/3, m* 500. lMO b p )  wne suenrrfdy pro- F, Dm4 Aug. 14,1974 - Mking ( R )  
cessed while simultaneously processing commands. Telrmotry and Command 
C. DCT-2, July 21,1974 - Orbiter Telemetry and DCT-4 was to demonstrate that the GDS is compatible 
Command with telemetry data transmiqed by the Viking orbiter 
DCT-2 was to demonstrate that the GDS, which was 
designed to support the Viking 75 mission, was compati- 
ble with the Viking Orbiter telemetry and csmmand data 
systems. All objectives were met during this test. Telem- 
etq] data rates (8-1/3,33-1/3, lk, 2k, 4k, 8k, l6k bps) were 
successfully processed with simultaneously processing 
orbiter commands. 
D. DCT-3, Uplink, July 22,1974 - Viking Spacwnft 
Telemetry and Command 
This test was to demonstrate that the CDS design was 
compatible with the Viking spacecraft (mated Viking 
Orbiter and Viking Lander hardware) telemetry and 
command data systems. The test was divided into two 
parts with the first part to demonstrate uplink design and 
part two to demonstrate downlink design compatibility. 
Part one was successfully completed. Commands were 
transmitted to the mated spacecrafts with verification and 
evaluation via the downlink telemetry stream. 
E. DCT-3, Downlink, Aug. 8 -- Viking Spacecraft 
Tekm6'ty and Command 
This second part of DCT-3 was to demonstrate CDS 
design compatibility with respect to processing Viking 
which contaiied both pre-recorded (Track 8) and real- 
tinle telemetry data relayed from the Viking Lander. 
Telemetry data rates (8-1/3,33-1/3, lk, 2k, 4k, 8k and l6k 
bps) for the pre-recorded data were processed. Telemetry 
at &1/3,33-1/3 and 1k bps (uilcoded) was also processed. 
Orbiter commanding was conducted simultaneously with 
the telemetry processing. A fai!ure of channel 2 of the 
TCP at CTA 21 did not comvromise the test. The re- 
dundrrnt TCP was used following this failure. All ob- 
jectives were met. 
G. :T-5, July 3l/Aug. 1,1974 - Two Wim and 
.nder Telemetry and Command 
The test objective was to demonstrate that the CDS 
design was compatible with a multi-spacecraft environ- 
ment. This test was completed in two days. Six simul- 
taneous telemetry streams (8-1/3, 8-1/3,33-1/3, 18k, Mk, 
and lk bps) were successfully processed simultaneously 
with lander and orbiter commanding. Minor problems 
existed in simulation of one 81/3 bps data stream and 
the processing of 81/3 bps data. Inadequate time was 
allowed for data transfer tests prior to test start. The 
test was completed early, which permitted DODR recall 
of selected low and high data rates recorded during 
DCT-3. All test objectives were met. 
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Helios Mission Support 
P. S. Goodwin 
Mission Support Office 
The preuious article, in The Deep Space Network Progress Report 42-22, db- 
cussed the Helios Prototype Model Spacecraft/DSN compatibility test effort con- 
ducted at the let Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. Since that time, the prototype 
has been transported to Cape Canawral where it wiU serue both a8 a forerunner to 
the first flight spacecrafi and as back-up. This article treats the compatibilfty verifi- 
cation tests that were performed after the prototype's arrioal a? Cape Canaoeral, 
with particular emphasis upon the first use of the former Spacecraft Compatibility 
Station euuipment in the consolidated Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network 
facility at ~ & t t  Island, Florida. 
I. Introduction 
After completing environmental and DSN compatibility 
testing at JPL (Ref. I), the Helios prototype model (PM) 
spacecraft and its associated support equipment were 
transported ta Cape Canaveral, Florida, where they will 
serve as a back-up to the flight model spacecraft during 
the latter's launch preparations. 
After unpacking and set-up in Building A 0  at Cape 
Canaveral, the condition of the PM spacecraft was 
checked by running a DSN compatibility verification 
test with the newly relocated Spacecraft Compatibility 
Station (formerly DSS 71) equipment within the STDN 
facility at Merritt Island, Florida now designated STDN 
(MIL-71). The tests between the PM spacecraft and 
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STDN (MIL-71) were conducted between July 31, and 
Aug. 2, 1974, and totaled 39 hours in length. 
These tests, while successful, did reveal a few correc- 
tive actions that will be necessary prior to the start of the 
flight (F-1) model/DSN compatibility tests scheduled for 
the latter part of September 1974. The three most signi- 
ficant corrective actions are discussed. 
II. Corrective Actions 
A. Commu~!ications Distance 
Because of the increased distance between Building A 0  
and the STDN (MIL-71) facility over that between Build- 
ing A 0  and the former DSS 71 facility, there was insuffi- i 
cient signal level to perform a two-way link range f I 
19 
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- 
calibration using the ranging zero delay device. Thb was 
temporarily circumvented by employing the STDN's 
9-m-diam tracking antenna operating at 500 W of power 
for the uplink to the spacecraft, while maintaitling the 
downlink from the spacecraft into the small, fixed- 
orientation roof-mounted antennas normally used with 
the DSN equipment housed at the STDN fadlity-denoted 
STDN (MIL-71). Since such an arrangement is nor- 
standard for both the DSN and for STDN (when acting 
as a Near-Earth Phase Network (NEPN) support facility), 
it is desirable to add 32 dB to the STDN (MIL-71) link 
capability by either, or a combination of, higher trans- 
mitter power and larger fixed antennas on the roof. Both 
of these options are under current study with considera- 
tion being given to both the short-term (F-1 Compatibility 
Tests) and long-term (future flight project) needs. 
8. Signal level Fluctuations 
The PM/DSN compatibility verification tests were the 
first involving a spacecraft and the newly relocated equip 
ment STDN (MIL-71) using a microwave path over a 
body of water (Banana Giver). Signal level variations lu 
much as + 4 dB interfered with testing-most notably the 
command threshold tests and telemetry bit-error-rate tests 
at 32 and 8 bps. Whi!e a major contributor to these fluc- 
tuations was eventually traced to a faulty RF coupler 
(test adapter) at the spacecraft end of the link, there 
remained a -1 dB link iluctuation. Serious consideration 
is being given to techniq:les for at least partially com- 
pensating these fluctuations in the microwave path. 
C. Threshold Measurements 
The unattenuated RF signal level from the PM space- 
craft (Building AO) as received via the existing small 
roof-top antennas at STDN (MIL-71) was -70 dBm. PIN 
modulators are used within the STDN (MIL71) equip 
ment to reduce the effective received signal level to the 
value specified for each particular portion of the com- 
patibility test sequence. These PIN modulators have a 
dynamic range of only 70 dB-thereby necessitating the 
use of additional (usually variable) attenuators in series 
with the receiver input for threshold tests. Some of the 
testing was impaired by RF leakage around these external 
attenuators and into the receiver. Effort is now underway 
to supply STDN (MIL-71) with a special, shielded atten- 
uator box which will permit independent attenuator 
adjustment of both the up- and down-links. Again, both 
the short-term and long-term aspects are being considered. 
Ill. Tests 
Despite the foregoing initial difficulties, sufficient tests 
were successfully completed at Cape Canaveral to verify 
that both the PM spacecraft and the relocated DSN 
equipment at STDN (MIL-71) were compatible. This 
verification test was a prelude to ~urther ground data 
system (GDS) tests the Helios Project wished to perform 
in addition to the somewhat limited %day GDS testing 
that occurred at the conclusion of the PM/CTA 21 com- 
patibility tests during May 1974. The CDS tests with the 
PM at Cape Canaveral included an end-to-end test 
wherein PM telemetry was decoded at STDN (MIL-71), 
formatted onto high-speed data lines (HSDLP) and sent 
to the Mission Control and Computing Center (MCCC) at 
JPL, where it was processed and re-routed via other 
HSDLs to the German Control Center in Oberpfaffen- 
hofen (Southwest oi Munich) where it was successfully 
displayed. A test of the reverse process, wherein com- 
mands originating at Oberpfaffenhofen were to 'be sent 
through the MCCC to the PM spacecraft at Cape Canav- 
era1 was not successful due to procedural problems in 
Germany. However, commands originating nt the MCCC 
were successfully executed via STDN (WL71) to the 
PM spacecraft, thereby verifying the proper operation of 
the DSN/MCCC portion of the command system inter- 
face. Since the MCCC interface with Germany had been 
previously verified, the command procedural problem 
that occurred during the Cape tests was not considered 
serious; however, the test will be repeated at a later date. 
In addition to the preceding, the GDS tests involved 
the relocated DSN equipment at STDN (MIL-71) in an 
NEPN compatibility/data flow test. In this latter con- 
figuration, PM telemetry data were received by the 
STDN (MIL-71) 9-m antenna and fed into the STDN 
(MIL-71) receivers where it was detected and symbol- 
synchronized, then placed onto an HSDL. This HSDL, 
routed via the Goddard Space Flight Center, was one of 
two fed into the Automatic Switching Unit (ASU) com- 
puter in the (MIL-71) portion of that STDN facility. The 
other HSDL carried Helios telemetry received by the 
AFETR TEL-4 station. After data stream selection by the 
ASU, the data were passed into the standard DSN telem- 
etry system for decoding and formatting for transmission 
to the MCCC. This test successfully demonstrated the 
PM spacecraft's compatibility with the NEPN, thereby 
achieving another important milestone in the preparation 
for Helios-A launch. 
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Helios Prototype Spacecraft Deep Space 
Network Compatibility Test Summary 
A. I. Bryan 
DSN Systems Engineering Office 
Thr Helios Prototype Model Spacecraft/Deep Space Network (DSN) compatf- 
bilfty test program consisted of subsystem desfgn, system design, and system wdf i -  
cation tests in three phases, which were performed at the let Propulsion kbora- 
tory and Cape Canaoeral. Subsystem desfgn tests were fnfthted on the Engineering 
Model in early 1072 and the program culminated fn oerijication cf DSN/Helios 
Spacecraft compatibility on Aug. 2, 1974. Thfs report describes the tests and ted 
results that prooided the basis for establishment o f  telecommunfcath~ system 
design com&tibilfty and wrification. 
I. Introduction 
Phase I of the DSN/Helios Spacecraft Compatibility 
Test Program began at the Spacecraft Compatibility Sta- 
tion (formerly DSS 71) in April 1072. The Engineering 
Model (EM) transponder was tested extensively for RF, 
command, and metric compatibility, but telemetry testing 
was limited because of the nonavailability of the space- 
craft drtta handling unit and DSN operational software. 
Several design deficiencies were discovered, principally 
interactior. between the transmitter and receivers and 
interaction between the two receivers. Results of Phase I 
testing have been documented and are detailed in Ref. 1. 
Phase I1 of the DSN/Helios S p a w a f t  Compatibility 
Test Program was performed with the Compatibility 
Test Area (CTA 21) in May 1074. CTA 21 is the DSN 
facility established to simulate an operational Deep Space 
Station for verification of communications performance, ational hardware and software including Telemetry and -g 
The ohjectives of this series of tests was to establish sys- Command Processor (TCP) software, DO14050 (OP-B, 1 
tem design compatibility between the Prototype Model modified). Thc Helios spacecraft was configured for flight 
(PM) Spacecraft and the DSN. - operation. 
Phase I11 of the test program was performed at Cape 
! Canaveral, Florida, between the DSN equipment at the 
: Goddard Tracking Station at Merritt Island, Florida and 
the Helios PM. The DSN equipment is referred to as 
STDN (MIL 71). The ~bjectives of these tests were two- 
fold: (1) to verify continued interface integrity and main- 
tenance of compatibility following transportation of the 
PM Spacecraft to Florida, and (2) to verify the capability 
of STDN (MIL 71) to support Flight ProjedDSN com- 
patibility testing. 
Procedures fc conducting these tests were prepared by 
the DSN and included DSN test parameters and criteria. 
Spacecraft test parameters and design criteria were pro- 
vided by the Helios Telecommunications Project of the 
German Society for Space Research (GfW). The final 
procedures were approved by a joint DSN/Helios Project 
test team. 
On May 17, the RF link was tested and thc amplitude 
stability was measured to be -+. 0.2 dB over a 24hour 
period. The formal tests started on May 18 and the test 
duration was approximately 120 hours. Excellent support 
from the spacecraft team and CTA 21 provided a smooth 
and continuous flow of testing. Decommutation of space- 
craft telemetry via high-speed data blocks to the Simula- 
tion Conversion Assembly (SCA) provided real-time 
spacecraft operating larameters, such as receiver auk- 
matic gain control (AGC) and receiver static phase error, 
(SPE). This configuration performance of the DSN 
Telemetry System through the DSN Ground Communi- 
cations Facility (GCF) High-Speed Data Subsystem. 
3. Test resulk Table 1 provides in summary form the 
test results. Significant events and/or items in the areas 
of RF telemetry, command and metric data are described 
below: 
11. Test Report a. Radio frequency. The standard DSN RF tests of 
tracking range, rate and acquisition under doppler con- Initial testing with the Engineering Model Transponder ditions were very successful. In particular, very limited DqS 71 in April 1972 uncovered several incorn- pshing or pulling effects wee noted over a range of plus patibilities between the transponder and the DSN. The 
minus 325 kHz in the sp.acmft Damponder. 
transponder exhibited lag in sensitivity, pushing effects RF thresholds corresponded to predicted values and were 
at +ong uplink signal levels, instability of the voltage- 
very stable. The redesign of the Helios transponder was 
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) and improper shield- 
successful. ing. Despite these incompatibilities, meaningful engineer- 
ing tests-were performed as documented in Ref. 1. The 
last two phases of the DSN/Helios Spacecraft Compati- b. ( h m ~ ~ n d .  Station-to-s~acecraft command opera- 
bility Test Program were successful in establishing tele- tion performance for DSN-generated commands was s ~ -  
communications compatibility between the DSN and the cessfully tested at threshold levels, for a total of 1500 
Helios Prototype Spacecraft. commands with and without ranging and under simulated 
mission conditions (i.e., under spacecraft low-gain antenna 
A. Prototype CTA 21 Testing amplitude and phase variations in the uplink). 
I .  Test objectiwu. The objectives of these tests were to 
prove system design compatibility betwecn the DSN and 
the PM spacecraft and to demonstrate that compatibility 
deficiencies in the EM had been resolved. A11 tests were 
accomplished in accordance with the DSN testhraining 
plan described in Ref. 2. 
2. Ted conditions. The Helios Prototype Spacecraft 
was located in Building 248 (10-ft solar simulator) and an 
RF link was established to CTA 21 in Building 125 at JPL. 
CTA 21 was configured as a standard DSS utilizing oper- 
The mission critical command performance during the 
Step I1 maneuver was successfully verified. 
c. Metric data. A series of tests was performed utilizing 
the Planetary Ranging Assembly (PRA) for both the con- 
tinuous and discrete modes. In addition, verification of 
the PRA and the Mark I A range delay measurements 
through the spacecraft was performed. The difference 
between the two ranging systems' measurements was a p  
proximately 2 ns. 
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The acquisition times, spacecraft range delay at simu- 
lated 1.6 and 2.0 AU conditions, range stability, and 
DRVID stability tests were performed with the space- 
craft at ambient temperatures. 
No interference between ranging, command, and telem- 
etry was observed with the discrete made of ranging. In 
particular, an &hour DRVID test indicated a very stable 
spacecraft transponder. The variation of the DRVID 
number due to the transponder was measured to be less 
than 5 ns. 
d .  Telemetry. The telemetry tests were designed to 
verify both coded and uncoded telemetry performance 
of the DSN with the Helios spacecraft. Uncoded telem- 
etry performance was tested by determining the bit error 
rate (utilizing test software DOI-5087-TP) and decom- 
mutating HSD blocks. Coded telemetry performance was 
verified by measuring the frame deletion rate for 8, 256. 
and 2048 bps, and a review of the HSD block integrity 
was made. Both the coded and uncoded telemetry per- 
formance met the test criteria of bit err( r and frame 
deletion rate, with the exception of bit error tests per- 
formed at 8 bps and 32 bps uncoded. The 8 and 32 bps 
uncoded modes are not critical to the Helios mission; 
however, tests with the Helios PTM spacecraft were 
planned with STDN (MIL-71) to provide operational per- 
formance estimates at these rates. 
The 128-bps uncoded tests (critical for Step I1 maneu- 
ver) were successfully performed. 
B. Prototype SpacecrafVSTDN (MIL 71) Testing 
I. Test obiectives. The objectives of the tests were to 
verify design compatibility between the DSN and the 
Helios Prototype Spacecraft after transportation from JPL 
and to provide training in preparation for compatibility 
tests with the flight article at C a p  Canaveral, Florida. 
All tests were accomplished in accordance with the DSN 
Test/Training Plan for Helios Project, 613-4; Rev. A. 
2. Test conditions. The Helios Prototype Spacecraft 
was configured to represent a flight model and STDN 
(MIL 71) was configured to represent a 26-meter antenna 
DSS. The spacecraft was located in the clean room of 
Building AO, Cape Canaveral, Florida. An S-band RF 
air link was established between a 1.85-meter antenna 
at Building A 0  and a 1.2-meter antenna at the ground 
station. 
The ground station telemetry and command software 
utilized in these tests was the releasccl version cf Telem- 
etry and Command Data (TCD) DOI-5060-OP-C. This 
package is the final revision of station operational soft- 
ware which will be used to support the Helios mission. 
Bit error rate testing was supported utilizing the multiple- 
mission telemetry (MMT) test software, DOI-5087-TP. 
The total time to accomplish the Helios Prototype Space- 
craft/STDN (MIL 71) compatibility tests was 39 hours. 
The test schedule \\.;is on the basis of a 12-hour shift. The 
successful accomplishment of the RF compatibility tests 
was due in large measure to the outstanding cooperation 
and coordination between the Helios Project Spacecraft 
test team and the STDN (MIL 71) Team. 
3. Test results. Table 2 provides in summary form the 
test results. Significant events and/or items in the areas 
of RF, telemetry, command and metric data are described 
below: 
a. Radio frequency. Short-term RF link fluctuations 
throughout the test period were observed and recorded 
to he ~t 4.0 dB on the downlink and t 3.0 dB on the 
uplink. These fluctuations were primarily caused by a 
faulty three-way directional coupler used for test purposes 
i ~ t  the spacecraft antenna inputs. Elimination of this 
coupler reduced link fluctuations to & 1.5 dB on the 
downlink and k 1.5 dB on the uplink. 
No observable degradation to downlink and uplink 
threshold performance was observed despite link fluctua- 
tions. All RF acquisition and tracking rate tests were well 
within the expected tolerances. 
The subcarrier phase jitter measurement at STDN 
(MIL 71) was significantly improved over the same 
measurement performed at CTA 21. The measurement at 
CTA 21 (8 deg rms) is assumed to be due to an enor in 
CTA 21 test instrumentation. 
B.  Commands. Command performance testing was at- 
tempted five times and was successfully accomplished 
after a noisy directional coupler at the spacecraft complex 
was replaced toward the end of the test period. Experi- 
ence with the noisy uplink revealed that the actual com- 
mand threshold of the spacecraft was approximately 3 dB 
below the specified value of - 144 dBm. i 
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1 c. Metric. All metric data testing proceeded flawlessly. link stability problem, the 8 and 32 bps uncoded telemetry 
I Both discrete and continuous ranging delay measure- performed flawlessly. 
ments were as expected. 
d. Teletiletnj. All telemetry erasure rate tests for the 
coded telemetry were performed as expected. All test cri- 
teria were met or exceeded. 
Bit error rate measurements for the uncoded mode of 
operations were slightly outside the expected limits. This 
deviation from the May 1974 test results at CTA 21 was 
itttributable to the unstable RF link performance observed 
during these tests. 
The 8 and 32 bps uncoded performance problems de- 
scribed previously in the Prototype SpacecraftKTA 21 
testing were not observed. With the exception of the RF 
Ill. Conclusions 
The s~tccessful completion of Helios Spacecraft t&= 
communications test activities at Pasadena and Cape 
Canaveral represents a significant project event. It can be 
assumed with high probability that the telecommunica- 
tions design compatibility established with the PM will 
also be established with the Helios Flight (F-1) Spacecraft. 
The importance of the performance of a formal com- 
patibility test program is clearly demonstrated by the 
problem areas uncovered, verified and resolved during 
the DSN/Helios Prototype Spacecraft Test Program. 
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Deep Space Network 
Test 
date 
- - 
Test 
Test No. BLK I11 PRA Uplink Uplink CMA StfBC SDA SUBC CAR sit 
RCV EXC RNG CMD doppler offset offset offset SUP rut.? EXC 
--- 
5-18-74 S, mximum 1.1 1 1 Off Off 900 -30.0 kHz N A NA Hign 20c8 1 
sweep and Hz/sec 
acquisition rate 
1.1 1 1 Off Off 500 +,')0.0 kHz N A NA High 2943 1 
Hz/sec 
1.2 1 1 Off Off 80 - 10.0 kHz N A NA High 2048 1 
Hz/sec 
1.2 1 1 Off Off 80 + 10.0 kHz N A NA High 2048 1 
Hzlsec 
1.3 1 1 Off Off 500 -30.0 kHz N A NA High 2048 1 
Hz/sec 
1.9 1 1 Off Off 500 +30.0 kHz N A NA High 2048 1 
Hz/sec 
1.4 1 1 Off Off 80 - 10.0 kHz N A NA High 2048 1 
Hz/sec 
1.4 1 1 Off Off 80 + 10.0 kHz N A  NA High 2048 1 
Hz/src 
i 5-17-74 Noncoherent 11.1 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A NA Low 32 1 
downlink spec- 
truln analysis 
t 
i 11.2 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
i 
11.3 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
5-18-74 Noncoherent 11.4 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
downlink spec- 
trum analysis 
11.5 : NA Off Off NA N A N A NA High 128 1 
e 
5-18-74 Coherent down- 11.6 1 1 Off Idle NA N A N A NA Low 32 1 
link spectrum on 
analysis 
11.7 1 1 Off Idle NA N A N A NA Low 32 1 
on 
11.8 1 1 Off Idle NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
on 
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Spacecraft Test data 
T a t  
ANT timt Test commmt 
'IC Performmce RCV (PWR) TWT IINC. DM FM Criteria 
l & 2  MGA 
( VCXOl ) (High) 
l & 2  MGA 
( VCXOl ) (High) 
1&2  MGA 
( VCX0l ) (High) 
1 0 2  MC A 
(VCXOl) (High) 
1 & 2  MGA 
( VCX02 ) (High) 
l & 2  MCA 
( VCXO2 ) (High) 
1612 MCA 
( vCXO2) (High) 
l & 2  MCA 
( VCXOZ ) (High) 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Acquired 0 - 100.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquired @ - 100.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
- 32.5 kHz 
Acquired 6 - 141.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquired Q - 141.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
-32.5 kHz 
Acquired @ - 100.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquired @ - 100.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
-32.5 kHz 
Acquired @- 141.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquired Q - 142.0 
dBmW; Tracked to 
-32.5 kHz 
Acquire 4 - 100.0 
dBmW; Track to 
+ 32.5 kHz 
Acquire Q - 100.0 
dBmW; Track to 
- 32.5 kHz 
Acquire Q - 141.0 
dBmW; Track to 
+ 32.5 kHz 
A~quir t  (iji - 141.0 
dRmW; Track to 
. . d2.5 kHz 
Acquire @ - 100.0 
dBmW; Track to 
+ 32.5 kHz 
Acquire @ - 100.0 
dBmW; Track to 
- 32.5 kHz 
Acquire @I - 141.0 
dBmW; Track to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquirr @ - 141.0 
dBmW; Track to 
-32.5 kHz 
1 hr Acquired U/O @ bast 2 
15 rnin lock (VCXO1) 
1 2115.698552 MHz 1 
Acquirei " I & k t  + 3
lock ( VCXOI ) 
21 15.689552 MHz 3 
Acqur 4 U/L @ k t  
lock ( VCX01) 
2115.699552 MHz 
Acquired U/L Q best 
lock ( VCXO1) 
2115.689552 MHz 
0 hr Acquired U/L @ best 
45 rnin lock ( VCXQ2 ) 
21 15.697344 MHz 
Acquired U/L @ i ' t  
lock ( VCX02 ) 
21 15.697344 MHz 
Acquired U/L @ best 
lock ( VCXO2 ) 
2115.697344 MHz 
I ~ c ~ u i r e d  U/L @ best lock ( VCXO2 ) 21 15.697344 MHz 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 53 min 
( M 4  within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 6 min 
( M d )  within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 10 min 
(High) within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 7 min 
(High) within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 LGA NA Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 11 min 
(Low) within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 MGA 1 Off Q 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 28 min U/L level - 144 dBmW 
within 30 dB of (Me4 i 
the carrier 1 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 14 tnin U/L level - 144 dBmW 
(Hiehi within 30 dB of i !f 
the carrier $ f 
1 HCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 19 min U/L lwel - 103 dBmW 
(High) within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
J 
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Deep Space Network 
Test Test - 
date Test No. BLK XU PRA Uplink Uplink CMA SUBC SDASUBC CAR Bit EXC 
CCV EXC RNG CMD dwnler offset offset offset SUP rate 
518-74 Coherentdown- 11.9 1 1 Off Idle NA N A N A NA lligh 2048 1 
link spectrum on 
analysis 
( contd ) 11.10 1 1 Off Idle NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
on 
5-18-74 Uplink 111.1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
threshold 
5-20-74 Residualcarrier lV.l 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
phase jitter 
1 1 Off On NA N A NA . NA High 2048 1 
IV.2 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
1 1 Off On NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IV.:3 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
5-20-74 Residual carrier IV.4 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
phase jitter 
IV.5 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IV.6 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Off Off 1 
1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IV.7 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Off Off 1 
1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IV.8 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IV.9 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
5-20-74 Noncoherent V.l 1 1 NA NA NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
downlink 
threshold V.2 1 1 NA NA NA N A N A NA High .2048 1 
5-20-74 Coherent down- V.3 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
link threshold 
V.4 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
V.5 1 1 On Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
V.6 1 1 On Off NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
5-20-74 S/C ranging VI.1 1 1 On Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
polarity 
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Spacecraft T a t  d a b  
Tert 
t h e  Test conlment Performance ANT TWT RNC DM FM "" (PWR) Criteria 
1 HGA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 25 min U/L level - 144 dBmW 
(Med) within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 HGA 1 On 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 1 hr U/L level - 132.5 dBmW 
(High) within 30 dB of 42min 
the camer 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 - 154.35 dBmW - 195.0 -e 45 min Average of three 
(High) 1.0 dBmW meusuren.ents 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 5.7 deg nns 2.86 deg 3 hr U/L level - 100 dBmW 
( M d )  1 26 min 1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 6.2 deg nns D/L level - 100 dBmW ( M d  
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 17.98 degrms 22.9 deg rms U/L level - 144 dBmW 
Wed) 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 18.1 deg rms 1 D/L level - 100 dBmW (Med) 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 5.23 dcg rms 2.86 deg rms U/L level - 100 dBmW 
(High) t D/L level - 100 dBmW 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 17.29 deg rms 22.9 deg rms 3 hr U/L level - 144 dBmW 
(High) 26 rnin D/L level - 100 dBmW 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 1.78 deg rms 5.7 deg rms D/L level - 100 dBmW 
(High) igoncoherent mode 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 0.78 deg nns 5.7 deg rms TLM modulation Off 
Wed) 1 Nonrohrrent mode 1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 1.66 deg rms D/L level - 100 dBmW ( M 4  Noncoherent mode 
1 LCA NA Off 0 4 4.96deg rms 2.86 deg rms TLM modulation Off 
(Low) 1 Coherent mode 1 LCA NA Off 0 4 5.12 deg rms U/L level - 100 dBmW (Low) D/L level - 100 dBmW 
1 LCA NA Off 0 4 16.77 deg rms 29.9 deg rms U/L level - 144 dBmW 
(Low) D/L level - 100 dBmW 
1 LGA NA Off 0 4 1.85 deg rms 5.7 deg rms D/L level - 100 dBmW 
(Low) T Noncoherent mode . .
1 HCA 1 Off 0 4 - 159.7 dBmW - 159.0 + U) min Avg. three runs 
(High) 3.0 dBmW 
1 HCA 1 Off 0 4 -158.8 dBmW - 159.0 & 14 min Avg. three runs 
(Hinh) 3.0 dBmW 
1 MGA 1 Off 0 4 -161.8 dBmW - 159.0 + 13 rnin Avg. three runs 
(High) 3.0 d ~ m W  
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 -158.5dBmW -159.0 & 13 min Atg. three runs 
(High) 3.0 dBmW 
1 MCA 1 On 0 4 -157.8 dBmW - 159.0 +. 18 min Continuous spectrum 
(High) 3.0 dBmW Avg. three runs 
1 MCA 1 On 0 4 -180.6dBmW - 159.0 + 13 min Discrete spectrum 
(High) 3.0 dBmW Avg. three runs 
1 HCA 1 On 0 4 Not inverted Polarity not inverted 15 min Continuous spechum 
(High) 
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Dwi> Space Network 
- - 
Test 
"lo No. BLY 111 PRA date Uplink uplink CMA SUBC SDA SUBC CAR Bit EXC 
RCV EXC RNG doppler offset offset offset SUP rate 
5-20-74 S/C rimging V1.2 1 1 On Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
delay 
VI.3 1 1 On Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
5-21-74 Ranging system VII.1 1 1 On Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
acquisition time 
VII.2 1 1 On Off NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
5-21-74 Bit error rate VIII.1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA lligh 2048 1 
VII.2 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 64 1 
r I I I .  1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Low 32 1 
r l I 1 4  1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Low 8UNC 1 
VIII.5 I 1 On Off SA N A S A NA Iligh 2048 1 
1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 128 1 
-- - - -  - - 
523-74 Tdcmetry IX.l 1 1 Off On NA N A N A N A lligh 2048 1 
erasure rate 
IX.1a 1 1 Off On NA N A N A NA lligh 2048 1 
IX.2 1 1 Off On NA N A N A N A High 256 1 
IX.3 1 1 On On BA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
IX.4 1 1 Off On NA N A N A N A lligh 128 1 
IX.7 1 1 On On NA N A N A h' A Low 8 1 
IX.8 1 1 On On NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
5- 18-74 Srthr;rrricr X.1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
freqrtency and 
phase jitter 
5-22-74 Spacecraft XI.l 1 1 Off On 0 0 0 NA High 2048 1 
command 
threshold XI.2 1 1 On On 0 0 0 NA High 2048 1 
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Spacecraft T a t  data 
Tat 
ANT t !me Test con~eient 
'jC Perfonnsnce RCV (PWR) TWT RNc DM FM Criteria 
- - - - - - - pp 
1 HGA 1 On 0 4 1409 ns To be measured .33 min Continuous spectrum 
(High) 
1 HCA 1 On 0 4 14Mns To be measured 22 inin Diswetc spectrum 
(High) 
1 HCA 1 On 0 4 23 min Less than 45 min 1 hr Continuous spechum 
(High) 1.6 AU care 30 inin U/L level - 133.0 dBmW 
U/L level - 132.1 dBmW 
1 HCA 1 On 0 4 1.8 min Less than 0.8 min 29 n~in Discrete spectrunr 
(High) 2.0 AU case U/L level - 154.5 dBmW 
D/L level - 1.25.0 dBmW 
1 MC.4 1 Off 0 4 2.1 x 10-5 10-6 10 min D/L level - 128.2 dBmW 
Wed) 
10-4 57 min D/L level - 140.8 dBmW 
: i 
i 1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 1.5 X lo-" 10-4 2 hr D/L level - 141.7 dBmW 
i (Md)  7 min 
I I 1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 No results 
i Wed) 
4 hr D/L level - 147.7 dBmW 
12 rnin 
lo-; 17 nrin Discrete sp~x-trun~ 
D/L level - 128.2 dBmW 
: 1 1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 3.55 x 10-6 lo-'< 25 min D/L lcvel - 138.4 dBmW 
I (Med) 
i 
:' 1 hlCA 1 Off 0 4 2.1 X 1 W  10-4 1 hr D/L level - 131.8 dBmW 
! (Med) 3Q min 
1 1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 1.9 X 10-2 
I 
L ( M d )  
> 10-1 1 hr D/L level - 1.34.9 dBmW 
. i 1 1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 0 
i I (Me4 
10-4 2 hr D/L level - 131.5 dBmW 
Process 200 frames 7 hr D/L level - 153.3 dBmW 
30 min 
i 
I 1 MCA 1 On 0 4 0 Process 3200 frames 11 hr D/L levd - 142.0 dBmW 
w e d )  30 min 
-- 
1 ; I hlCA 1 Off 0 4 32.788 kHz C 32.768 kHz 1 hr 
' I w e d )  8.0 deg rms To be measured 38 min 
( 
1 MCA 1 Orf 0 4 1.3 x 10-5 10-6 8 hr 512-Hz subcarrier 
(High) 15 min 
1 MGA 1 On 0 4 n 
(High) 
10-5 32 min 512-Hz subcamer, 
discrete spectrum 
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Deep Spece Network 
Tert date T a t  title Test NO. BLK III PRA Uphnk Uplink CMASUBC SDA SUBC CAR BU EXC 
RCV EXC RNG CMD dopp~ei offset offset offret SUP mte 
5-29-74 Command bit X1.l 1 1 Off On Freq. ~nodulation: None NA High 128 1 
error rate with +35 Hz @ 1 Hz/8ec 
uplink spin Phnse modulation: 
modulatio~~ + 40 deg @ 20 Hz/sec 
An~p. modulation: 
lo dB p p  Q 
20 Hz/sec 
X11.2 1 1 Off On Phase modulation: None NA High 128 1 
2 40 deg 8 20 Hz/stx 
Amp. modulation: 
16 dB p-p @ 
20 Hz/sec 
8-1-74 Differenced XU.1 1 1 On Off 0 0 N A NA High 2048 1 
ranging versus 
integrated dop- 
pler (DRVID) 
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Smcecraft Tat data 
Tat 
ANT S/C S/C time Test cornmat RCV (PWR) TWT RNC. DM FM Performance Critsrlr 
1 0 8  1 ht U/L level - leB dBmW 
- 
1 MCA 1 Off 0 4 0 10-1 30 min U/L level - 114 dBmW 
(Hi&) 
1 MGA 1 On 0 4 3 ns drift <5-ns drift 8 hr U/L level - 100 dBmW (w) D/L level - 113 &mW 
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Deen Snare N~twork 
. . 
Test Test 
date Tmt title No. BLK I11 PRA Uplink Uplink CMA SUBC SDA SUBC CAR Bit 
RCV EXC RNC dopplet offset offset offret SUP rate EXC 
7-31-74 S/C maximum sweep 1.1 1 1 Off Off 500 -30.0 ~ H L  NA N A High 2048 1 
and acqulsklon rate Hz/rec 
L1 1 1 Off Off 500 +30.0kHz NA N A High 2048 1 
Hz/= 
1.2 1 1 Off Off 80 -10.0 kHz NA N A High 2048 1 
HZ/K 
1.2 1 1 Off Off 80 +10.0 kHz NA N A High 2048 1 
H z / m  
7-81-74 Downlink spectrum 11.1 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A N A High 128 1 
annlysls 
11.2 1 NA Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
11.3 1 1 Off On NA N A N A N A High 2 1 
11.4 1 1 Off On NA N A N A N A Low 92 1 
7-31-74 Uplink thrcihold 111.1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A NA High 2048 1 
7-31-74 Carrier residual phase IV.3 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A High 2048 1 
jittvr 
N.4 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A High 2048 1 
1V.5 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A High 2048 1 
--- 
7-31-74 Cuhcwnt dwnlinl. V.5 1 1 On Off NA NA N A NA High 2048 1 
thre;.rwld 
7-31-9: S/C ranging polarity VI.2 1 1 On Off NA NA N A N A High 2048 1 
iincl drliiy 
V1.9 1 1 On Off NA NA N A NA High 2048 1 
8-2-74 Bit error nite VIII.3 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A Ltnv 92 1 
Uwodcci 
VIII.4 1 1 Off Off NA NA N A S A Low I) 1 
unrudrd 
8-1-74 TI-lc~~~rtry ~~r.iwrc~ lX.l 1 1 rHf Off NA N A N A N A High 204R 1 
riitc. IX.2 1 1 Of1 Off NA N A N A NA High 2.56 1 
IX.8 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A N A High 128 1 
8-2-74 Sokunier frqutncy X.1 1 1 Off Off NA N A N A h' A High 2048 1 
ilnd nhurr jitter 
8-2-74 Spacecraft cammad XI.1 I.. 1 Off On NA N A N A NA High UW8 1 
t hrt4wld 
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Trbh 2. Holloa Pmtotyp. Sprcurrft telrtommunlcrtions comprtibil~ty tort drtr f-- "'DN/MIL47 
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 1.74degrms To be mrusured % min U/L Iwel - 100.0 dBmW 
1 4 2  High MCA 1 Off 0 4 Acquire&, -100 Acquire CJ -100 2 hr 43 mln Acquire U/L @ bat kck 
1 lfigh MCA 1 Off 0 4 18.87 'leg rnns Tc Iw' meils~I1.i I U/L level - 144.0 dBmW 
dBmW; tracked to dBmW; track to 
+32.5 kHz +32.5 kHz 
1 4 2  High MCA 1 Off 0 4 Acquired (ir -100 Acquirefil -100 
dBmW; tracked to dBmW; track to 
-32.5 kHz -92.5 kHz 
1 4 2  High MCA 1 Off 0 4 Acquired fir. -141 Acquire fir -141 
dBmW; tracked to dBmW; track to 
+32.5 kHz +32.5 kHz 
1 4 2  High MCA 1 Off 0 4 Acquired C? - 141 Acquire 61 -141 
dBmW; track to ~ P I I W ;  track to 
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 1.55dcg nns To be meuwred 1 Spacecraft in m h e r m t  
mode 
1 High MCA 1 On 0 4 -159.5 dBmW -159.0 .c 1 hr 1 n~in  
3.0 dBm\V 
- 
1 High HCA 1 On 0 4 1410.811s 'To In. meinured 33 min PdDlity not inverted, 
L continuous spectrum 
21 15.705024 MHz 
Acquird U/L Qi k t  
lock 21 JS.'IOJDPA MHz 
Acquired U/L @ bat 
lock 2115.705024 MHz 
Acquired U/L O b a t  
lock 21 l5.7050U MHz 
1 1Jigh HGA 1 On 0 4 1389.3~1 To Iw ~neasurtd polarity not inverted, 
disrr~te spectrum 
- 
1 Med MCA 1 Off 0 4 4.3 X 10-4 10-4 2 hr 47 min 8 dB Peak-twpeak 
HF link variation 
-32.5 kHz -.L7.5 kHz 1 
-- 
1 hs d MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurn observed h'u s p u r ; ~ ~ ~  signal 48 min 
within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs obsclved No spurious signal 9 min 
within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 17 rnin 
within 30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 Med hlCA 1 Off 0 4 No rpura ohserved No spurious signal 17 min 
within -30 dB of 
the carrier 
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 -154.3dBmW - 155.0 r 1 hr 16 min 
1.0 dBmW 
1 Med MCA 1 Off 0 4 l .6X10-3  10- 1 3 hr 31 min H dB Peak-tcqmk 
RF link variation 
- -- 
1 Msd MCA 1 Off 0 4 0.0% 0.01 1 3 hr 10 min 104 Frrvna 
1 Mod MCA 1 Off 0 4 0.0% 0.01% I hr 25 nrin 2 X 103 Framer 
1 1Jigh HCA 1 On 0 4 0.08% 0.1% 4 hr nrin 1.6 X lW Framer 
1 Med MCA 1 Off 0 4 32.788 kHz fir 0.38 32.768 kHz 16 min 
deg mn To be m e ~ u c d  
1 High MCA 1 Off 0 4 Ground station Spacecrdt receive 1 hr U/L b v d  - 144.0 dBmW 
transmitted 120 all m m m d  
~onunands, dl coo- 
f i n d  at s p a m r d t  
ppp - - - - - - 
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Table 3. Dofinitlon8 for Tables 1 md 2 
Uplink cloppllcr 
Uplink oflwt 
CMA SURC oltsc4 
SDA SUHC ollwt 
C A H  SUP 
Bit rittc. 
EXC 
HCV 
I'\VH 
ANT 
LC A 
\tGA 
1 ICA 
TWT 
HNC 
S/C I)hl 
S/C Fhl 
RmODUCIBILm OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE lS POOR 
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Pioneer Venus 1978 Mission Support 
R. 0. Miller 
DSN Systems Engineering 
Significant aspects of the inttltiprobe portion of the Pioneer Vcntcs Mission are 
I. Introduction 
Thc Pioneer Venus 1978 Project will consist of two 
missions: an orbiter mission and a multiprobe mission. 
Both missions will utilize an Atlas SLV-IIID Centaur 
D-1AR !aunch vehicle with about 160-km parking-orbit 
trajectory. The orbiter mission will launch in Slay 1978 
using a type I1 trajectory and will have a Venus orbital 
design lifetime of at least 24.3 Earth days. The multiprobe 
mission will launch in August 1978 using a type I tra- 
jcctory. Both missions will arrive at Venus in December 
1978. The type I and type I1 trajectories are used in order 
to separate the launch dates of the two missions. The 
spacecraft will >c constructed by the Hughes Aircraft 
Company under contract to Ames Research Center, 
which has project management responsibilities. This 
article will concentrate on describing some significant 
aspects of the multiprobe mission as it is currently 
understood. Note that much of this material is subject to 
further refinement and change. 
II. Multiprobe Physical Characteristics 
'The multiprobe mission consists of a bus, one large 
probe, and three small probes, a11 five of which will enter 
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the Venusian atmosphere. A schematic drawing of the 
spacecraft is shown in Fig. 1. The spacecraft will he spin- 
stabilized and have a launch weight, including the probes 
and all science instruments, of just over 816 kg (1800 lb). 
There will be a total of 60 kg (1.33 lb) of instruments, 
18 kg (10 lb) of which will be on the bus. 
The bus consists of a basic cylindrical structure, the 
surface of which is covered with solar cells. The large 
probe sits on top of the cylinder centered on the spin axis. 
The three small probes sit equally spaced around the 
circumference of the large probe. The probes are de- 
ployed from the bus by means of qxings about 20 days 
before entering the Venusian atmosphere. The large 
probe will be deployed Erst and then the three small 
probes will be deployed simultaneously. The bus will 
then execute a maneuver to retard its time of flight so 
that the bus will enter the Venusian atmosphere after the 
probes have reachfad the surface of Venus. In this way, 
the bus will serve as a frequrwy rcferenct~ for an inter- 
ferometry experiment, which will be performed in order 
to determine wind velocities during the probe's descent. 
&411 of the prolx-s co~~sist of n sphcrc prrssurizcd \\,it11 
an incrt gas ;d sitting ill ;I high-tlritg ac~roshc4 which 
also serves ;is ;i tl~er~n;tl shicld for the entry. The aeroshell 
an.1 ;tftcd)otly lic%itt sl~ic.lcls of the Inrgc. probc will be, 
jcttisoncd at about 68 km dtitudc, at \vl~icl~ point para- 
c11utc.c \\ill lw de$~! c d  to slo\v tlic dcswnt tlirougl~ the 
lo\vc.r atniospliiw.. Tlw pnriichutc. will bc jettisoned at an 
ultitudc of ;tpl)ruxi~i~;ttcl!. 1-1 Lm. Tlw total dvscc~t  
time for tlw largc prolx. \\-ill bc about 1'2 hr. T l ~ t  small 
probc~ \\.ill ~ ~ o t  utilize. n pnr;iclitttc. nor will tl~c.!. jettison 
thcir 11c;tt shlolel; tl~c.!. will tlcpcwtl solel!. upon acro- 
cl!~ln~iiic t h g  to slo\v tl~c,ir dcsccwt. Tlw sniall probe 
descent \\.ill last on t l~c  ordrr of 1 11s. , 
I l l .  Science Payload 
Thr large probe* \\.ill 1 ~ .  carrying on thc ordrr of 31 kg 
(70 111) of i~~strunwnts. Each s~nitll probe will carry allout 
2.:3 kg (5  11)) of i~~strurnc~~ts ,  and t l ~ c  bus will carry ap- 
l)roxim;ttc4!. 18 kg (40 111) of instrurncwts. The instruments 
and cllirf scirwtists for the. m u l t i p r ~ b ~  mission Iinve been 
officiitlly drsignattd and arc listed below: 
Large probe Experimrnter 
Atmosphrrc. stnlcturc 
Solar mdionir.tcr 
J. Hoffmit~~/U~ii\~ersity of Texas, 
Dallas 
V. O\mia/Anics Rcse~rch 
Center 
A. Sdf/Ames Rc*scarcli Center 
,\I. Tomasko/University of 
Arizona 
R. Bocw/Amc.s Rcwarch 
Caltc.r 
R.  Knollcnbcrg/Particle 
Wasurcment Systems 
B. Hngcnt/Arnes Rrsc.arch 
(7cntc.r 
Small prolw Expc.rimc.ntrr 
Atmosphw structure. A. Seiff/.4nic~s Rcscarch Center 
Sc~plic4ontc~tc~r H. Hagnt/Anws Rcwarch 
Cmtrr 
Sct  flux r;itliomc.tclr \'. Suonii/University of 
\\'isconsin 
Bus Espcrinicwter 
- -- 
Scutral mass I'. \'an Zahn/LJnivcrsit!. of 
spcctronivtcr Bonn 
Earth-based radio 
c.spc~rimrnts Expcrimcntcr 
D\I,HI G .  Prttc~~igill/l\lassachusctts 
Institute of T(~1111ology 
Tracking. turl)ulcncc. H. \\:oo/Jct Propulsion 
L;ibowtory 
Tracking, propagation T. Croft/Stanford Univcrsity 
Tmcking. \vincls -4. Kliorc./Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory 
Tlw individual rspcrimrnts listrd a1)o\.cn will bc de- 
scrilwd in more, debtail in sul)scyucwt DSN Progress Rel~ort A 
articlcs on the Pioneer Venus 1978 Xlissiql. f 
I 
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IV. Telecommunications 
The sigilals froin cuch of the probcs will be recel .. 
via a dircct link with Enrth ratl1c.r tlli111 via a ~cQ,,!' 
through the bus. This mrans that duriug tlic dcsccnt tlicre 
will be a total of fivc signnls, thc bus plus four pobes, 
\vhicIi must bc ncquircd and tracked sin~ultanc~usly. This 
aspect of tlic mission, togcdler with thi. currcwt DSN 
plans for Ilaudling tlic. five simultancvus signals, was 
described in a prcvious article (Ref. 1). 
Current conccpts call for the use of l ~ l ~ g - c ~ ~ ~ s t r i ~ i l ~ t -  
k ig th  sequtntial dccodinp (csscutiall!. identical to that 
used on Pionwrs 10 i d  11) for all the. sigtials from the 
I~us and the pro11c.s. Tlic s d l  prol>c.s \\.ill be in one-way, 
using on-hoard ver! stable oscillntors as the frtqucnc!. 
rcfcrrnce during t h i r  riitirc. descc.nt. Thc, do\vnlink sig- 
nal from the small probcs will triril on 29 min prior to 
cmtry, altliough thc oscillators thmmsrlvcs mas be turned 
on carlier to allow tlic.ii1 to warm up. 
The small probixs \\.ill b r  using very lo\v subcnrricr frr- 
qurncies, on tlw order of 4 kHz. In ordcr to aid in the 
initial acquisition at 2 min prior to entry, the s d l  
probcs may bt. progri~mnied to transmit carrier-o~il!. for 
tlic first 5 min. This \\.ill providcb a stro~iger carrier to look 
for a i d  will re-cluccb t h  cl1ancc.s of locking thr closed-loop 
re~ccivrrs onto a sitlrband. 
On thr large probr, ill1 attrmpt \\.ill I)c made to acquire 
and maintain two-way lock (\vhcrc tlw frcqucwc!. trans- 
mitted by tlw probi. is clctcrn~i~icd by it cohrrcwt nlultiplc 
of a frcyuc~ic!. r r c c h d  from Earth) during thc, cw tire 
dcsccnt. This \\.ill ncwssitutc. acquiring nn upli~ik to tlir 
large probe at prolw turn on 42 min prior to viitry niid 
rcwquiring tlic uplink after (,sit from the 1)lackout. Nack- 
out \\.ill last on tlic order of 20 OW; ho\vc.vc-r, n large* 
rtopplrr shift \\.ill liitvc tak(m pl;\cc. during that pcriod. 
Both thc largc and snlall prolws will have various 
tc~lcmetry format cliaiigrs during thr dcsccwt; Iiowrvc~r, 
cach trlcmctry format \vill have tlir salrle frnnic. length, 
so thnd it sliould not )1r nc>cessar> to roconfigure the sta- 
0l)taining sufficirnt telcmctry margin to ucllic.vcb the 
desired bit ratrs \\.it11 tlic constraints of a~itc~nna size a id  
transmitter power is one of the principal design challenges 
of this mission. Ho\v sooil thc 1W svstC~ns can 1~ turned 
on prior to ctiitr!- and tlicl total tlxnsmittc~ po\vcr are 
Iiiglil! constrnincd by t l ~ c  Ixlttcy siw tvllicl~. in turn. is 
Irigl~l! constrnincd 1)). \vcidit li~nitntiorls. The DSS Ivill 
Ii;1\.v 1vw tli;111 3) inin to i\ccluirc all four of tlicw signals, 
sig~ials \\~liich Ii:t\.c. not l)cc,n scm siwc 1n:incli. It \\.ill bc 
possil~h. to do a tc*lcmt+r! clieck on all of the prolxs on<. 
;tt a timr \vhilc. t h !  arc, still attacliecl to tlie bus via a 
liard\virc~ connection \\.it!) the I)us telemetry subsystc~m. 
Ho\vcvc~. it \\.ill not Iw possil,lc to do n direct or illdirect 
HF cllcck with tile. prol~cs after lau~icli until the HF 
turriou 20 inill prior to entr!.. 
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Low-Noise Receivers: Microwave Maser Development 
R. B. Qumn 
Communications Elements Research Section 
I. Introduction 
Lotc-pass mtcrowaue filters haue been built and tested in the laboratory and 
(ire now read!! for installotion in the 14.3- to 16.3-GHz traueling icaue maser 
presently being used on the 64-nt antenna at Goldstone Deep Space Communica- 
tions Complex. These filters, tchen placed in the input and output lines o f  the 
traueling tcaoe maser, will pret;ent possible calibration errors caused by traueling 
tcaue maser gain changes resulting from pump frequency radiation into the signal 
tcaueguides. These filters are matched at the signal frequency o f  the trauelinq 
wave maser, have low insertion loss, and will operate at 4.5 K. Therefore, no 
significant degradation in system performance results. 
Two low-pass filters with pump frequency rejection 
have been completed and tested in the laboratory. They 
are ready for installation in the 14.3- to 16.3-GHz travel- 
ing wave maser (Ref. 1) presently installed on the 64-m 
antenna at Goldstone Deep Space Communications Com- 
plex. Differences in tra\,elinp wave maser (TWM) gain 
of as much as 0.5 dB have been recorded and are a 
function of impedance changes at the pump frequencies 
as seen at the input of the TWM. Calibration errors can 
occur due to changes in gain caused by pump frequency 
radiation into the signal waveguides. These gain changes 
will be substantially reduced by the use of low-pass filters 
that are placed in the signal frequency waveguide to 
coaxial line transitions which operate at 4.5 K. The small 
physical size of the filter permits it to be located within 
the existing transition. 
II. Filter Description 
The filter is of a coaxial type with eleven semi-lumped 
elements. The design data for this type of filter were 
obtained from Ref. 2 and have been used successfully 
in the construction of a pair of low-pass filters that have 
been incorporated into the X-band TWM system (Ref. 3). 
The X-band filter, with a 12-GHz cutoff, has a rejection 
at the pump frequencies (18.4 to 19.6 and 22.6 to 24.8 
GHz) of over 30 dB and a reflection coefficient at the 
signal frequency (7700 to 8800 MHz) of better thalr -21 
dB. Because of these favorable rejection and match 
characteristics, a scaling factor of % was used to obtain 
an 18-GHz cutoff for use with the Ku-band TWM. 
A removable metal centering sleeve was used to 
establish adequate concentricit;/ of the filter elements to 
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the outer condurtor, It was found that the reduced 
clearance bctwiw tlw capacitive cleinc~nts and the outer 
conductor in tlw scalcd-down filtrr r~quircd a higher 
ilcgrcc. of co i~~nt r ic i ty  to obtain il satisfactory match. 
To solvc this problem a Ti4011 dirlcctric centering sleeve 
(Fig. 1) was inc.orporatcd Tlir c h ~ e n t  diameters wrrc 
reduced to compc~nsatca for the differc.nce in dielectric 
constant, and a Tcfloii slccve was made to fit tightly o w  
five of the six capaciti; c. clrin~~nts. 
In building this filtcr, as with thc X-band fib, the 
match \\.as optiinizccl by cut-id-try mrthods. The final 
tuning for best match at thr T\VM signal frequency 
(11.3 to 16.3 G k )  is doni~ by adjusting the lrnqth of 
thc two 2-56 screws holding thc coupling loop to the 
transition body (Fig. 2). Thc filtcr sectiol~ is locatcd in 
tlw transition body bctwcc.11 the coupling loop and the 
c c n t i ~  contact of thr. SJIA connector, a space prcwiously 
occupicd by a straight scction of coaxial center conductor. 
Sincca thc. transition l d y .  coupling loop, and SMA con- 
ncctur fitting arcb identical to thosc no\v iastallcd in tlrc 
Ku-band T\\'M, thr trnnsition/filtc.r assembly has the 
same outsidr appearance and dimc.nsions and is cfircctly 
intc*rchangc~ablr \\.it11 thc prcwnt transition. In~plcnienta- 
tion of tllcw* filtcw \\.ill riquirc no modification of thr 
traveling \vavcS maser/closrd cyclv rc.friger;\tor ( T W W  
CCH) systcm. 
Ill. Filter Performance 
These filters arc designed to have low insertion loss at 
the Ku-band signal frequency and have an 18-GHz cutoff. 
Hrjc*ction ;it the pulnp frrquencies (25.4 to 27.4 and 35.4 
to 39.3 GHz) is morc than 20 dB. 
Loss and match n~easureinents have been made on 
both filters in the laboratory and, on the basis of these 
~ncasurc~ments, he fi1ti.r with thc best reflection coefficient 
has bi~cn chosrn for use in the TWM input line. The 
ri.flc.ction coc.fficiclnt at thcb signal frequency of this filter 
is lwtter tllm -20 dB across the cntire TWhl tuning 
rangc (Fig. 3). The reflection coefficient of the filter 
clioseii for the output line has been recorded at better 
than -15 dH across the same frequency range. The 
installation of the filtcw is not csprctcd to degrade the 
inatch of tllc. TWXI. 
\\lrilc "idimtical" parts \vi1re used in both assemblies, 
small 111: r.hining differences account for the considerable 
diffcrc*nci~ in the charactcristics of the two filters. 
Thc insr~tion loss at the signal frcquency of thc filter 
chosrn for thc T\VM input is less than 0.2 dB at room 
ti~iiqxraturc8. Th tw  transition/filtcr assen~blics, when in- 
stalled, will be bolted clircctly to the 4.5 K station of the 
CCR. Opvration at this tempcraturi6 will decrease the 
noise contri1)ution caused by thc insertion loss of the 
filter to less than 0.2 K. 
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SIX Experiment: A Study of the Effects of Ambient 
Temperature on Ranging Calibrations 
T. Y. Otoshi 
Communications Elements Research Section 
A study has been mode of the eflects of the outside air temperature at DSS 14 
on ground system range calibrations. Some correlation was found on range data 
obtained with the 20-kW transmitter system configuration, but no correlation was 
found for the 100-kW transmitter system configuration. 
I. Introduction 
In a previous report (Ref. l), Mariner 10 pre- and post- 
tracking pass range calibration data were presented for 
1974 Day 12 through Day 150. A cursory examination of 
the data showed that differences between pre- and post- 
calibration data for the same day's track could be attrib- 
uted to ambient temperature changes. Since outside air 
temperatures at DSS 14 have been tabulated in the rang- 
ing calibration log book. it was possible to perform a 
correlation analysis of these data. This article presents 
the result of this study. 
II. Calibration Configuration 
Ranging calibrations on the ground system at DSS 14 
are currently being performed with the zero delay device 
(ZDD) in the cable configuration that was described in 
Ref. 2. The ranging calibrations are normally done during 
pre- and post-calibration periods of Mariner 10 tracking 
passes at the signal levels and frequencies applicable to 
the particular tracking pass. These ZDD pre- and post- 
calibration data are used along with the ground station 
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Z-correction (Ref. 3) and spacecraft radio system bias 
correction to enablc determination of the true range to 
the spacecraft (Rcf. 4). 
A block diagram of the present ZDD configuration for 
the S/X ground system calibrations at DSS 14 is shown 
in Fig. 1. As was described in Ref. 2, the ZDD is a ground 
station antenna-mounted transpondrr that samples the 
uplink 2113 MHz from the transmitter and generates 
coherent downlink S- and X-band test signals of 2295 
and 8415 MHz. These test signals are transmitted to the 
respective masers through caliLraied cables of known 
delay. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the ZDD in the cable configura- 
tion as it is currently installed in the Mod9 section of 
the 64-m antenna at DSS 14. Since this ZDD assembly 
is located in the air-conditioned environment of the 
Mod4 area, this portion of the range calibration system 
should not 1w affected by outside air temperature 
changes. It is believed that most of the range changes 
attributed to outside air temperature changes will occur 1 
in the uplink and downlink cables between the tricone 2 d 
area and thc control room. Only about 07.5 n1 (320 ft) 
round trip cable length is actually cxposed to the outside 
air tcmperature mvironmcnt, Most of this cable run is 
Spiroline RG 252 cable, but about 12.2 m (40 ft) of round 
trip RG 014 cablib is uscd in the clcvation cable wrapup, 
Ill. Test Results 
i As was discussed in previous reports (Refs. 1 and 5), 
thin Block 4 rangr calibration data are also a function of 
I 
signal lcvrl and differ when using the 20-kW or the 
I 
I 
100-kW tmnsmittrrs. T h r r c f ~ r ~ ,  it was necessary to group 
1 the data as thosc belonging to either the 20-kW or 100-kW transniittcr calibri~tions. Through the use of range 
changc* versus signal lcvcl curves presented in Ref. 5 1 it was possiblr to corrcct the data and normalize thcm 
to a common signal Icvcl rc.crri*nccl, which was arbitrarily 
chosen to br  -145 dBm. Only calibration data from 
1974 Day 85 to Day 172 wore uscd; it was only aftcr 
Day 85 whcn both the dopp1r.r and systeni configurations 
w r e  left unaltered. 
The ranging calibration data arc shown plotted as 
functions of outsidc air tc.nqxbraturc in Figs. 4 through 7. 
It can be seen that some correlation of range change to 
tcmpwaturc, i s  r\.idrnt for the* 10-k\V transmitter system 
for both S- ;111il S-band. 
For thr purposcs of comparison, S-band group delay 
data as a function of tcmpernturc arc shown in Figs. 8 
and 9 for 3.05-m (10-ft) lc!lgths of Spiroline RG 252 and 
RG "4 cablcs, rcspcctivcly. T lmc data were obtained 
in a tcmpcraturc-controlled ovcn and group delay mea- 
surcd by a phase versus frequency measuremrnt t c ~ h -  
nique with a network analyzer. It can be seen that the 
Spiroline RG 252 characteristics , i : ~  similar to those 
measur~xl for the 20-kW data. As was mentioned previ- 
ously, most of the DSS 14 ranging system cable run 
cmsists of HC. 252 cable. 
No carrelation was seen for the data plotted for the 
100-k\Y transmitter systcm data. This lack of correlation 
for the 100-kW transmitter data is difficult to explain. It 
is possiblr. that thcrc are more random noise and range 
changes associntid with tlic 100-kW transmitter itself. 
The effect on connector and cable mismatches could also 
cause departure from expected trends. 
IV. Discussion and Conclusions 
Tlv* rrsults prcscntcd in this article show that some 
correlation of rang(. change with ambient tcmpcrature 
chang(.s was found. Ho\vcver, the results should be inter- 
preted to show trends only and not be used as a correc- 
tion curve. Thc data quality is undrrstandably poor for 
this typca of analysis since it is based on two data points 
n do!. for a period of about thrcc months. Many systematic 
and random errors could easily be introduced. It would 
haw becw prcfrrablr to obtain ranging stability data in 
onc continuous run owr a period of about 12 hours. This 
test should bcgin in thc i d y  morning hours and continue 
to nighttinw hours so as to include the large temperature 
change periods. 
Although time at DSS 14 had been scheduled for per- 
forming some of this typcl of testing, other system prob- 
lems and test rrquircmcnts made it difficult to obtain a 
long cantinuous run of good ranging stability data. 
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SIGNIFICANT GROUP I DELAYANDPHASE 
CHANGE WAS OBSERVED 
O N  EWER SIDE OF THE 
25.C REG ION. (DATA WERE 
NOT STABLE OR REPEATABLE 
I N  INDICATED REGIONS.)- 
FREQUENCY = 8.365 GHx 
DATA TAKEY O N  6-5-73 
RG 252 CABLE LENGTH = 3.05 rn (10 fl 
(NOTE: RG 252 IS A 12.7 mm (In-in.) 
dio 5&&m SPlROLlNE CABLE M D E  
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Characteristics and 
Convolutional 
Simulated Performance of Short 
Codes: Length 7, Rate 113 
J. W. Layland 
Communications Systems Research Section 
This article compares the characteristics and prforniance of ttco near-optimal 
constraint-length 7, rate 1/3 conuolutional codes. Performance estimates are based 
upon software simulations for the additioe tchite Gaussian noise channel. 
I. Introduction 
It is currently expected that in the near future the DSN 
will be asked to support a series of missions utilizing 
short-constraint-length convolutional codes. A maximum- 
likelihood or Viterbi-algorithm decoder will be utilized 
in the tracking stations. The first application will be the 
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 (MJS'77) mission for which 
a constraint-length 7, rate $5 code has been selected as 
the baseline design. That particular rate M code is gen- 
erally accepted as being optimal and has been used else- 
where in currently available hardware (Refs. 1, 2). No 
specific commitment to a rate 'h code exists at this time, 
but it has been shown that if sufficient bandwidth exists, 
the rate 'h codes generally require approximately 0.4 dB 
less signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for equivalent perfor- 
mance than do the rate M codes of the same constraint- 
length (Ref. 3). 
Since additionally neither the encoder nor the decoder 
for a rate 'h code is significantly more complex than that 
for a rate $$ code of the same constraint length, there is 
considerable motivation for deploying within the DSN a 
decoder with the multi-mission capability for decoding 
both rate 36 and rate M codes of the chosen length (i.e., 7). 
It is the express purpose of the work described in this 
article to assist in the selection of the best length 7, rate $5 
convolutional code. Two codes are discussed in detail 
here. Of all the 7 : s  codes which conceptually exist, most 
are very poor performers, and all are believed to be 
poorer performers than these two codes. 
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II. A Good 7:1/3 Code With Weight 14 
The first cwle to he discussed has a generator matrix 
which may be represented iu octal ils 7568127. This matrix 
has weight 14 (14 one's), and hence the c d e  has a maxi- 
muw free distance of 14. The optimum 7 : s  code is em- 
bedded within this code. This code has been widely 
distributed, having been identified by Odenwalder (Ref. 2) 
as the optimum 7 : s  code, and later included in 
LINKABIT (Hef. 4) and Shuttle (Ref. 5) reports. Table 1 
lists the lowest weight code words for this code. No code 
words of odd weight exist. The code is non-transparent 
so that the 180-deg subcarrier's phase ambiguity must be 
resolved by the decoder as it is acquiring node-synchroni- 
zation and before it begins decoding. 
Ill. A Good 7:1/3 Code With Weight 15 
The second code of interest has a generator matrix 
which may be represented in octal as 7576127. The gen- 
erator matrix of this code is separated by one bit from the 
generator matrix of the previous code, and it also contains 
the optimum 7:% code embedded within it. We were 
motived to construct this code from the previous one by 
noting that the upper bound to achievable free-distance 
is 15 (Ref. 6), and hence that a better code might be 
available. Table 2 lists the lowest-weight code words for 
this code. The free-distance bound of 15 is achieved. 
Hence, at extremely low error probability, where the code 
performance is almost entirely defined by the free-distance 
and the code-words at the free distance, this code will 
have somewhat lower error probability than the weight-14 
code. This code is transparent so the 180 deg subcarrier 
phase ambiguity is not detected by 
passed through to the data user. 
the decoder. but is 
IV. Comparison by Simulation 
Performance of maximum-likelihood decoding of both 
7:'h codes has been simulated for the additive-white 
Gaussian Noise Channel. The simulation used 4-bit (16- 
level) quantization of the input symbols, and a decoder 
path memory of 64-bits. Decoder bits were taken from 
the most likely path. The software decoder operates at a 
relatively unimpressive 6 X 10." bits per hour, thereby 
limiting practical sample-sizes to about 4 X loR bits. 
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Figure 1 shows the simulated bit error probability for 
the two codes. Data points at 1.6 dB and above represent 
4 x 10" hits. The two data points at 1.1 and 1.4 dB repre- 
sent only 4 X 10 bits. At each value of Eb/Nu simulated, 
i\n identical noise sequence was input to both coders. The 
noise sequences were distinct for distinct values of Eb/Nl, .  
Because errors in the output of the decoder occur in 
bursts, rather than independently, confidence intervals 
for this simulated error probability must be assigned 
according to the number of bursts, or error events, which 
occur within the simulation run. The one-sigma confidence 
intervals were computed on this basis and are listed in 
Table 3. They are distinct only at 2.4 dB, and they overlap 
to an ever-increasing extent as E b / N , ,  is lowered. 
A three-sigma confidence interval for either code would 
in all cases include the data p i n t  for the other code. Thus 
while the simulation implies that the weight 15 code 
performs better by a miniscule 0.02 dB at lV3 bit error 
rate, it does not provide a statistically significant conclu- 
sion. Increasing the sample-size by a factor of 10 or more, 
as would be needed to achieve a statistically significant 
differentiation of the two codes, does not seem feasible 
without a much faster decoder. 
Most data transmitted from a spacecraft does not can- 
sist of independent hits, but consists instead of instrument 
data words, each of several hits in duration; e.g., "pixels," 
or picture elements which have a nominal 8-bit length. 
As a result, the data user is often interested more in the 
error clustering characteristics of the coded channel, than 
in the bit error probability per se. Figure 2 shows this 
clustering characteristic in two forms: the first is the 
probability that an error burst occurs (typical bursts 
would be 3-15 bits), and the second is the probability 
that an 8-bit pixel contains an error. As before, there is 
no statistically significant difference between the two 
codes. 
V. Conclusion 
The comparison between the two convolutional codes 
with constraint length 7 and rate lh discussed here has 
shown no significant differences in error performance for 
bit error probabilities in the neighborhood of As a 
result, the choice between them should be based upon 
the operational implications of code transparency and the 
subcarrier phase ambiguity. 
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Trbk 1. Low-weight code words of 7566127 Tablo 2. Low-weight code words of 7576127 
Number of 1's C d r  words 
Weight at this weight ( inforn~ation bits) 
14 1 1 
15 None 
16 2 (20 Total) 1001 
3 10101 
3 101 1 
2 11 
:3 11001 
3 111 
4 1111 
17 None 
18 2 (3:3 Totill ) 101 
4 101 10001 
S 1 l(W~O1 
s 1 loololo1 
.5 11~W~111 
4 11 1001 
4 11 101 
- 
I 11110111 
8 1111011101 
.5 11111 
H 111111 
1 0 Sone 
20 184 Total 35 distinct 
sequence\ 
2 1 Sonc. 
22 555 Total dibtinvt 
scqnmccs 
Simbcr ot 1's 
\\'eight ;it this weight 
14 Sone 
15 1 ( 7 Totid) 
S 
9 
2 ( 8 Total) 
7 
- 
4 
3 ( 2 2  Totill) 
9 
5 
9 
5 
3 
2 ( 44 1'ot.d ) 
4 
6 
6 
8 
4 
4 
4 
6 
19 22 Total 
2 1 222 Total 
22 282 Total 
Cede words 
( ii~for~nation bits) 
1 
1 l(l01 
111 
101 
111 
11 1001 
10101 
1011 
101111 
1 loo01 
l l W l l l  
1101 
loo1 
101lOCW)l 
1 1001 11001 
11001111 
1100111111 
11011 
11 10001 
1111 
l l i l l l  
4 distinct 
wciuences 
18 distinct 
sequences 
95 distinct 
wquences 
45 distinct 
scqnmccs 
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Table 3. Onesigma confidence ranges for estimated 
bit ermr probability 
Code 7588127 Code 7576127 
Eb/N, Low High LOW High 
estimate estimate estimatc estimate 
1.6 5.75 X 10-3 5.95 X 10-3 5.72 X 10-3 5.92 X lo-" 
Fig. 1. Slmulatrd bit error pmbrbillty 
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Fig. 2. Simulated pixel m r  probbillty 
and error event prohbiltty 
Performance Degradation of Uncoded and Sequentially 
Decoded PSK Systems Due to Log-Normal Fading 
B. K. Levitt 
Communications Systems Research Section 
The 1978 Pioneer Venris (PV.78) orbiter will d i sp tch  several probes into the 
plut~et attnosphcre. The tclonetry from these probes tcil! 1)e transinitted directly 
to Eurth as coherent, b i n ~ r y  l~I~use-.shift-kege(l (PSK) trncoded or conuolutionally 
o~corlcc!/sec~t~ct~tiully tlccotled tlrtci. TAcsc corntt~trt~iccitiot links will be subjected 
to l o p ~ o r ~ n c r l  futling due to trrrl)rrlctlce in the uttnosphere of Venus. This paper 
offers (I tlreorctical twtlel for predicting the effects of the chatlt~el fading on PV'78 
teletrwtry jwfor~tlcit~cc. Bectrrcse this motlel consi(1et.s the cfects of a noisy carrier 
referenc.~ on the telemetry j)erforrnunce, it pernits the determination of the 
optin~trw tt~odrrlution unglc rchirh i n i n i t ~ ~ i x s  the link error mte  for a given system. 
T!ie iridel jtretlicts t h t  the fading will curise N 1.1 to 1.3 d B  increase in the 
sigr~ul-to-ttoisc lcoeb rcqriircd to tic.hiet;e a frame tlelction rute of for the 
I. Introduction 
Tlic 1978 Pionwr \'enus mission (PV'78) will dispatch 
srvrral probvs into thr plant-t at~nosplicrc.. The telemetry 
froni t11~st~ prolws \\ill br transmitted d i rcdy  to Earth 
as colwrwt, I)i~i;lry phasc4iift-kc.! cd (PSK) uncodcd or 
convolutionnllv rncodrd/soc~nc.ntiallly cli.codcd data. Data 
froni the HI.. .;ill spacecraft Vcwrra 4 indicate. that these 
comniu~~ication ,:irks \\.ill bi, subjrctc~l to log-nor~nal 
fading ducx to turl~ulc.ncc~ in tlic atniospl~rrc of Vrnus 
(Hof. 1). This piiprr offem a tlirori.tica1 niodel for prc- 
dieting the. rffccts of the clia1inc4 fading O I I  PV78 trlcme- 
try 1x~rformancc~. 
An cwlic~r articlc (Rrf. 2) a~i;dyzc~l tlic d(ypdation cf 
PV"i8 uncodc.d tch ic~t ry  due* to log-norn~al fading; how- 
ewer. this alial!fsis \\.as lmcd  on the ididization that the 
rcwivc-r \vus opc.rating \\.it11 a strong (noisc~-frcc.) carrier 
rc~fcrcncc. (inipl!.ing il snla!l modulation angle). Layland 
has csamil~cd tlli. problrnis of uncodcd (Rvf. 3) and 
scyi~ntiall!. d(u)clrd (Hvfs. 4, 5) dc.tc.ction with a noisy 
carrier refcrcwcc.. This pap1.r c.\tcds his noisy rofcrcmce 
9 
i 
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models to include the effects of lognormal fading. As in 
the non-fading case, the noisy reference model illustrates 
that a given telemetry link has an optimum modulation 
angle which minimizes the link error rate. 
II. Analysis 
Signaling errors occur as bit crossovers in the uncoded 
case, and as frame deletions (buffer overflows) in the 
sequential decoding case. Conditioned on the effective 
received signal-to-noise ratio R in the data channel, the 
error rate is given by 
Q(vTR); uncoded case 
P(E I R) = 
D(R, N); sequential decoding case 
Q(*) is the yaussian error function defined by 
Layland (Ref. 4, Eq. 3) has deternlined an approximation 
for the deletion rate of the form 
where N is the computational capacity of the sequential 
decoder in computation per bit. The coefficients {A,. ,) 
should he determined empirically. Pioneer Venus 7'8 will 
use a constraint length 32, rate 1/2 convolutional code, 
with a 512-bit frame. At the present time, an insufficient 
amount of PV'78 simulated sequential decoding data 
exists to determine the An, .'s. Consequently, the analysis 
below uses the A,. ,'s of Table 1, determined by Layland 
(Ref. 5, Table 1) for experimental Helios data. Although 
Helios uses an 1152 bit frame, its sequential decoding 
ramputation distribution should be similar to that for 
PV"78. 
There is, in general, an effective memory duration T, 
over which the decoder reaches certain intermediate 
decisions in its detection procedure. In the uncoded case, 
th,: detector makes a single decision based on an integra- 
tion over a bit time Ta to decode each received bit: 
T, = TH; uncoded case (4) 
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For sequential decoding, the value of T, is more obscure: 
o hiwd decision on a received bit may involve many 
individual searches of different lengths into the code tree. 
Laylnnd (Ref. 6) has considered this problem at length, 
and has used n simplificd analysis to derive an approxi- 
mate formula for T,, (Ref. 6, Eq. 6): 
sequential decoding case (5) 
Because of the log-normal fading and the noisy carrier 
reference, the received signal-to-noise ratio in the data 
channel is a random process of the form 
R(t) = p[exct) cos +(t)lz (6) 
where 
In the equations abo\c, ex'" is the log-normal fading 
process (Ref, 2, Eq. 2), +(t) is the carrier reference phase 
carror (c.g., Ref. 3, Eq. lb),  PT/No is the total received 
signal-to-noise ;at@ and 8 is the modulation angle. At 
very high data rates RU .= l/TH,R(t) is essentially constant 
over T,,,, and x(t) and + ( t )  can be represented by the ran- 
dom variables x and +. The expected link performance is 
then characterized by 
For small values of R,,, such that R(t) contains many 
degrees of freedom over T,, 
P(E) = P [ E J  R = (ex cos +'.)'I (9) 
Note in Eq. (9) that the expectation is not over the 
received signal-to-noise ratio R = p e2x cos", but rather 
over fl, since it is, in fact, this parameter that charac- 
terizes the decoder performance. 
The medium rate model is intended to predict the ex- 
pected error rate for data rates between the two extremes 
above. A generalimtion of the approaches used separately 
for thc fading and noisy reference problems (Refs. 2,3, S), 
it is based on the hypothesis that the conditional error 
rate is given by Eq. (1) with 
where 
The determination of the statistical behavior of the mn- 
dom variable a is complicated by the dependence of 
+(t) on X(t) .  This problem is examined in Appendices A 
and B, where it is shown that a has the approximate form 
and expressions are derived for a$, P ( ~ ) ,  and ~ ( ~ 1 ~ ) .  
Then, numerical integration techniques can be used to 
compute 
Error rates computed using this model merge smoothly 
with those of Eqs. (8) and (9) as Rn approaches its 
extremes. 
Ill. Results 
Equation (13) was used to plot P(E) versus 8, with 
parameter PT/N,,, for the PV78 telemetry modes under 
consideration. For example, Figs. 1 to 4 compare the 
non-fading (y = 0) and fading cases for uncoded and 
sequentially decoded systems, for Re = 2.58 bps. For a 
given PT/N,,; it is seen that P(E) is convex U over 0, im- 
plying an optimum modulation angle B,,,,; because these 
curves have broad minima, deviations of several degrees 
from O,,,, do not significantly alter system performance. 
Figures 3 and 4 introduce the computational capacity 
C ss NRR computations per sec (cps) (14) 
the present DSS capabilitj is C + 25,W cps. 
Current PV"1 telemetry design objectives are a maxi- 
mum bit error rate of in the uncoded case, and a 
maximum frame deletion rate of 10-"n the coded case. 
Table 2 compares the minimum values of Pt/N, required 
to achieve these m o r  rates at the corresponding optimum 
modulation angles B,,,,, for the four PV78 data rates Rs. 
It is shown that e,,,,, is typically about 10" lower for 
the sequential decoding modes as compared with the 
uncoded modes. Also, the model predicts that atmospheric 
fading will cause a 0.6 to 0.7 dB loss in PT/N,, in the un- 
coded case, and a 1.1 to 1.3 dB loss in the coded case. 
IV. Commentary 
Although the results above, and Table 2 in particular, 
have an air of finality, it should be remembered that they 
are based on a theoretical model, the derivation of which 
required several approximations. For the moment, these 
results should be accepted only as rough performance pre- 
dictions, with further refinements required from telemetry 
simulation tests. 
One particularly weak link in the medium rate model 
that applies only to the sequential decoding case should 
be identified. It is generally valid that the instantaneous 
received signal-to-noise ratio R(t) has the form of Eq. (6) 
in accounting for the log-normal fading and noisy carrier 
reference. What may be questionable is the hypothesis 
that the conditional probability of a frame deletion is 
characterized by the time average of over a single 
interval T,,  as denoted by the random variable a in 
Eq. (ll), despite the fact that many individual decisions 
over widely varying time intervals are made in decod- 
ing a frame of received data. This argument is hased on 
the precedent of Layland's medium rate model for the 
effects of a noisy carrier reference on sequential decoding 
performance (Refs. 5 and 6). If we accept the premise 
that a unique value of T, exists for which the single time 
average model yields accurate results, we may still ques- 
tion whether T, is correctly specified by the theoretical 
approximation of Eq. (5). When some tekmetry simula- 
tion data are available, a more accurate model can be 
produced by discarding Eq. (5) and selecting T, such 
that the model conforms to the experimental deletion rate 
behavior. 
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Tabk 1. {A,.,) for Helkr dab 
Table 2. Rwuind P,IN, to achieve P(F) = 10-a at optimum modulation mgb e,,,, assuming no lorsm 
other than noisy nfennco and fading 
Uncoded case Sequential coding 
Bit error rate = 10-*its/s Deletion rate = 10-3 bits/r 
RB. 
bits/s No fading Log-normal fading No fading Log-normal fading 
- 
PT/N,,, dB e,,,, deg PJN,, dB e ,,,, deg PJN,,, dB e,,,, deg P,/N,, dB e ,,,, deg 
16 22.6 52 23.3 52 21.3 42 22.4 45 
84 27.3 59 28.0 59 26.1 47 27.2 50 
128 29.8 63 30.4 63 28.5 50 29.6 53 
256 32.3 67 33.0 67 30.8 53 32.1 57 
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1 o ~ l I  t 1 1  I I J  
50 55 M) 65 70 75 
MOD INDEX, d q  
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
Fig. 2. Uncodd binary PSK, kg-normal fading 
MOD INDEX, dog 
Fig. 1. Uncodrd binary PSK, no fading 
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MOD INDEX, do0 
flg. 3. Sqwnthl  dwoding, no fading 
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MOD INDEX, deg 
flg. 4. brqwntirl duoding, log-normal fading 
Appendix A 
Linearized 2nd Order Phase-Locked Loop Preceded by a Bandpass 
Limiter in the Presence of Log-Normal Fading 
B 
This section documents approximate expressions used Using the threshold condit:on as a reference pint ,  we 
to compute the steady state phase jitter and noise band- can write 
width of a phase-locked loop receiver with log-normal 
channel fading. P 
-r.=ZL 
= P,., (A-7) 
Initially, suppose there is no fading. Linear phase- 
locked loop theory shows that the one-sided loop noise 
bandwidth B, varies w~th the received signal-to-nwse 
Ievei %f. 7, Eqs. (5-18) md (8-14)): 
BL = K,(r + -) 
where 
(A-1) Typically, BI is suffiricntly largcn that the tracking loop 
is oprrating in the limitcr suppression region, 1, < < 1. 
Also, r,, =- 2 i~r a DSS rccc~ivrr. Then we have 
and K, and Kz are loop constants which need not be 
defined here. The limiter signal amplitude suppression -. 11ie cffrctivr sigr~al-to-noise ratio in thr opcmting 1002 
factor at may be approximated by (Ref. 7, Eq. (8-13)): band\vidth is 
in tenns of the input signal-to-noise ratio where I' is the limiter performance factor, which can be 
approximnted by (Ref. 8, Eq. 21) 
in the (fixed) limiter bandwidth BI; P, is the input power In the limiter supprcsion rc b' t101i *.; P can write 
to the tracking loop, and N,, is the one-sided input noise 
spectral density. 5.1731 
2\i;+ 1 
(A-12) 
The tracking loop operating point is often defined in 
telemetry design control tables by the fictitious signal-to- If p, is large, the loop phase error +( t )  is csscntially a 
noise ratio 
zero-mean Gaussian random process with variance 
o$ = l/p,, (Ref. 7, Eq. (8-17)). For intermediate operating 
PC 
7=-- (A-5) levels (p ,  > 3), quasi-linear loop theory yiclds (Ref. 3, N.- 2 B ~ o  p. 84): 
The subscript 0 on B,, above, and on cther loop parame- 1 
ters, traditionally denotes the tin-eshold design point, = - P 1. exp (%) (A-13) 
defined to mum when 1 = 1: 
Now cmsider the cffwt of p~riirrbing thc* system with 
PC, = N O  2 B ~ o  ( A 4  log-normal cl1annc.1 fading. If tlic phasc fading process 
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is sufficiently narrowband relative to B L ,  as is expected 
for PV78, it will be tracked by the phase-locked loop 
receiver. The degradation in the tracking loop perfor- 
mance then results from the lognormal amplitude fading 
process, ex{' )  (R8.f. 2, Eq. 2). Equations A-9 and A-12 
are applicable to the fading case if 7 is replaced by the 
random process tp2xc'' ,  wherein 7 is now regarded as the 
signal-to-noise ratio in the absence of fading: 
For a communication system employing binary PSK 
modulation, with modulation angle 8, 
where Pr is the total received power in the modulated 
carrier. Then Eq. (A5) is 
Equations (A-13) to (A-15) and (A-17) define the tracking 
loop performance in terms of the system parameters 
Pr/N,, B L O ,  and B and the fading process exu'. 
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Appendix B 
Medium Rate Model 
i In the rimin text, it is shown that the effects of log- Thus #(t) varies much more rapidly than exft). To a p  
i normal channel fading and a noisy carrier reference proximate the second integral in Eq. (B-2), assunle excv 
I depend on the random variable (Eq. 11) is relatively constant over (0, TnJ, having the value of its 
time average e7: 
The fading term x(t) is a stationary Gaussian random 
process, with mean m. -= -o: (Ref. 7), and power spectral 
bandwidth B,. For the PV'78 study, Woo established that 
U: = 0.014 (Ref. 8, Eq. 14), and B, -1 Hz (Ref. 2, Fig. 3). 
As discussed in Appendix A, +(t) is a non-stationary, zero- 
mean Gaussian random process, whose variance U$ and 
bandwidth BL depend on x(t). 
Typically, C$ is small enough to warrant the approxi- 
mation cos +(t) r 1 - #(t)/2: 
The first integral is the time average of ex(t' over ?he 
effecti1.e memory interval (0 ,  T,,,), which can be approxi- 
mated by the log-normal random variable e y  (Ref. 3): 
Define 
The statistical behavior of the random variable p has been 
determined (Ref. 2): 
1 r111 
7 - T,n d t e ~ ( ~ 1  (B-3) 
I b p(r l Y) = I* where y has the probability density function 0; p < O  (B-13) 
with 
1 
q =  --(u: +g$) (B-6) PL PC=  1 (B-16) 2 
1 - - 4/31, [ l  - exp (-4/3~)1 
p, = 2n B,T,, (B-7) 
PL E ~ B I , T ~ ,  (B-17) 
For PV%, we are concerned with data rates above 
16 bps, so that T, --, 1/8 sec. Therefore, eXlt) varies slowly i\'ow, \ve have 
i over (0, T,) such that U; - u:. On the other hand, if 2BL, = 12 Hz and the tracking loop is operating suffi- 
age7(1-%) (B-18) 
i' ciently above threshold, BL can be of the order of 50 Hz. 
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Data Structure Design Guidelines 
R. C. Tausworthe 
DSN Data Systems Development Section 
Proper modultlrimtwn of software desigm is more than mere segmentation of 
a progmm into subfunctions as dictated by control-logic topologies, as might be 
suggestrd by ;lossicol structured programming, wherein a limited number of 
program control-logic structures are permitted. Analyzing data connectivity 
between program segments can be far more complex than analyzing control flow, 
unless conscientious precautions are taken to auert this possibility. For this reason, 
dota connectioity design should adhere to a discipline which minimizes both data 
and control-flow connections. This article discwes such conriderations within a 
top-down, hierarchic, structured-programming approach to software &sign. 
I. Introduction top-down, modular, hierarchic, structured design, one 
effect a g& program design are an understaiding of 
the function to be served and the mechanisms available Each of the subfunctions is given a precise end-to-end 
to carry out the job. subspecification, some of which will be expanded into 
separate flowcharts at the next design level, and so on, 
The data structure design guidelines I shall describe until the final collection of subspecifications can be coded 
are prompted by what I call "top-down, modular, hier- directly, without functional ambiguity. The American 
archic, structured development of software." In doing a National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard (Ref. 1) 
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technique for depicting those submodules which are to be 
expanded by subsequent flowcharts is by "striping" that 
flowchart symbol on the parent flowchart. I will, there- 
fore, refer to such submodules as striped submodules 
They are also referred to by others (Ref. 1) as stubs. 
Such hierarchic decomposition identifies the program- 
ming process as a step-by-step decomposition of mathc- 
matical functions into structures of logical connectives 
and subfunctions which ultimately can be realized 
directly in the programming languagck to bc used. Such 
a decomposition tends to channel detail into functional 
levels which aid human comprehension. and thrrebv. 
provides a way to control complexity in a disciplined, 
systematic way. 
Certain flowchnrt tolmlogit.~. or logical mnnectivitics 
of the subfunctions, limited to iterations and ncstings of a 
canonic-structured s d  (Ref. 2) have bem shown (Rcf. 3) 
to produce programs that are rcadablc, undrrstandablc, 
codable, testable, maintainable, modifiable, and manage- 
able. Control branching is entirely standardized so that 
the flowchart, accompanying narrative, and resultant code 
can be read from top to bottom without having to trace 
the branching logic in any intricate. convoluted way. 
But proper modularization of software is morr than just 
segmentation of a program into subfunctions as dictated 
by control-logic topologies. Onc may conceivably erase 
all the control flow lincs from a flowchart and replace 
them by lines representing the data accesses instcad, as 
a graphic way to identify operations on the data and to 
display data interconnectivity between excvmting niod- 
ules. Such a chart would undoubtcdly bc convincing 
evidence that analyzing data connectivity can be far more 
complex than analyzing program control flow, unless 
conscious precautions arc taken to avert this possibility. 
For this reason, data connectivity design should, from 
the very first, be made to adhere to a discipline which 
minimizes module connections and organizes it into 
understandable units. Such a discipline, when coupled 
with structured eol,!rol-logic design methods, offers the 
possibility of maintaining program clarity and corrrctness 
in both data flow and control flow. 
structure is a representation of the ordering and accessi- 
bility relationships among data items without regard to 
storage or implementation considerations; and a storage 
structure is a representation of the logical accessibility 
bt.tween data items as stored in a computer (Ref. 4). For 
example, in the vector-algebra problem Ax = h, the 
vectors x and h and the matrix A art. information struc- 
tures; when we agree to represent this problem in the 
form of dimensioned arrays A(N,N), X(N), B(N), then A, 
B, and X become data structures; when we represent 
these in computer memory, as for example, by the 
mapping 
then this becomes the storage structure. 
A data structnrcb is generally specified as a set of data 
items (variables or constants), each typcd (a) by a range 
of values (such as logical, integer, real, complex, double- 
precision, character, string, or an enumerated set of 
values) and (b) by a connectivity of items within the 
structure (such as are implicit in a linear list, stack, queue, 
deque, orthogonal array, trec, ring, or graph). Perhaps 
the simplest example of a data structure is a single 
integer-vi~lued variable. 
Thc. data structures which onc is apt to use most often 
dcpcnd on the facility with which the programming lan- 
guage to be used accommodates that structure. For 
example, FORTRAN accommcdates integer, real, and 
complex data types in simple or array data structures. It 
is certainly possible in FORTRAN to create and manipu- 
late a queue of string records as a data structure; but it 
is not as easy as it is 4.1. for example, PL/l, where string 
variables and linked-list data structures are within the 
language repertoire. 
A data structure also ~ S S L ~ S S L ' S  another attribute having 
to do with when and where it is accessed in the program. 
This is its scope of activity (or merely, its scope). The 
scope of a structure extends from thc earliest point in a 
program where information appears in that structure, 
until the latcst point that structure is needed, either by 
thc current module, or by another interfacing subsequent 
modulc. The structure is active whenever the program is 
rxrcuting within the scope of that structure. The scope 
'I* Information* Data' and Structures nwcl not be mntinuous For exam&,  an index variable 
* .  
P program operates on data. An information structure for an iteration only is active during the iteration, and 
is a representation of the elements of a problem or of an may be reused by 0th. r parts of a program once the 
apn'icahle solutio~l procedure for the problem; a data iteration has been completed. 
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I Ill. Data Structure Hierarchies 
Dijkstra (Ref. 5) fornlulated the solution of a program- 
. , 
ming problem in terms of a set of "levels of abstraction," 
or concepts capable of being implemented (and inter- 
preted) in many ways, but which were perhaps not fully 
understood at any particular stage of development. Latw 
stages the11 provided rrfinement to each concept until the 
program was entirely complt*te. Thc use of abstractions 
provided a mechanism for hierarchic rcfinen~ent by which 
it was possible to express those details that were knowi. 
and relcvant at ;I particular time, and to defer for later 
refincmrnt, those dctails which were not. 
Hoare (Ref. 8) characterizes an abstract resource, such 
as a data structurc, by three sets of such hierarchics: 
(I)  the reprcsentation of the abstritct rcsourcr, or a sct 
of synibols which one may substitute for the physical 
aspects of the actual resource; (2) a set of nlanipulations 
which provide the transformation rules for rcpresenta- 
tions as a n1ran.s of predicting the effect of sindar 
nlanipulations on the. physical resources; and (3) a set of 
axioms which state the relationship and extent to which 
the physical properties of a resource are shared by their 
qomputcr representation. The extent to which an abstrac- 
tion leads to a successful program depends on the extent 
1 to which (a) the axioms describe the problem, (b) the 
asioms model the program behavior, and (c) the choice 
of a representation, with its manipulations, yields accept- 
able performance merits. 
The way abstractions arc formulated also greatly 
influences thc extent and hkrlihood that a program will 
need major revision during the dc~~lopnicmt process. This 
is the case bcause the nature of thr data and thc proccss- 
ing they require trnd to influcncc thc data structure 
design significantly. Prrmnture representation of a data 
structure during design, when the needs of the structure 
arc relatively unknown. leads to errors in judgcment that 
may go undetrcted until too late for effcctivr removal. 
The use of abstractions during design can postpone some 
of the decisions on data representation untiI a more 
appropriate time in thc development. 
IV. Levels of Access 
Data structures to be used in a program are particularly 
well suited (Ref. 6) to being designed info levels of 
abstraction imposed by thc hierarchic decompositim of 
program specifications. In the top-down method, the top- 
layer considcrations are concerned with the problem, and 
drepcr laycrs traverse the span to programming language. 
The specification hierarchy for a data structure will thus 
begin with one fitting the needs of the problem and wind 
up with detail at the programming language level. 
For c~amplc, suppose, in the upper layers of the design, 
that a modulc function may recognize the need for a 
"stack" to hold certain data. No more informatioc is 
supplicd at t!iat level, not even the name, because no 
other interfaces appear. However, at some eventual hier- 
archic drtailing of the module, the name will become 
important, as well as perhaps those functions which tetch 
and storcb data in the stack. Upon 5ierarchic expansion 
of these functions, more detail is needed about the stack, 
such as its sizc and the pointer to its top element. Even- 
tually, the cntire detail of the stack, down to the bit-by- 
bit m;tchinc~ configuration, will be specified in one form 
or another. 
The hierarchy of drfinition thus describes thc data 
structurc. in levels of access. At thc top, the only access 
is through a vague notion of the data to be held; at deeper 
levels, tiir structure is accessed by name, then by increas- 
ingly marc. detuiltd operations, until, at the final level, 
the individual coniponcnts are acc~ssible. A level of 
accvss for a set of resources is defined as an interface 
through which all accesses to any mnstituent part of a 
rl.sourccB must pass, except for those at deeper levels 
within thcl hirrarchy. 
Extending the examplc. above, let us suppose that data 
at somc lcvel can be acwssed in a stack by way of opera- 
tions PUSH and PULL. Then let all accesses to the stack 
in thc rest of the program, except for accesses within the 
acccw functions thcmsc.lves, be made only via this level 
of access. Accesses to stack components within the PUSH- 
PULL functions have a deeper, more detailed level of 
access to the data structure. Then the access functions 
otrn the structure at each level of access. 
The concept may be  extended; suppose functions 
PUSH(stack) and PULL(stack) represent a level of access 
for a set of stack structures whose names can he substi- 
tuted for thc syntactic variable stack above. Again, the 
access functions own the set of stacks exclusively at that 
1evt.l of acccss in thc sense that modules outside PUSH 
and PULL wishing to access a stack must do so only 
through these functions. 
Thc general idea here is that a data structure (and, 
indeed, any resource) may be characterized by its levels 
of access as well as by the function it serves. Levels of 
access, thcn, can provide a conceptual framework for 
achieving a clear and logical design. At the lowest levt.1 
are the access functions for individual resource units, such 
as arithmetic registers, memory cells, file elemmts, ctc. 
File elements are built into rccords by defining functions 
to process groups of file rlrmtmts as il unit; records are 
built into files by defining functions to process groups of 
records as a unit; and so on, up thc hierarchy. Each IrvL.l 
supports an important abstraction of the hirrarchic 
buildup of the resource. 
Each acccsss level consists of one or more extc~rnally 
accessible functions which share commonly o\vncd re- 
sources. The connections in mntrol and data among thc 
various access modules induced by the top-do\vn hier- 
archy are then limitrd in a natural way. Every resource 
used by a program will cw~~tual ly be represented in a 
hierarchy whose levels map the nreds of the probl(m 
into characteristics of the rcsourrv. 
V. Data Design 
As was indicated carlier, data-flow analysis is a natural 
tool for specifying what a progranl function is in tcrms of 
transformations of input data to the output wanted. In 
a design, which specifies how the computer is to implc~ment 
these, it is usefrll to identify modu!c interfaces to show 
the precedence of data creation a d  usc* among modulcs, 
and to promote understanding of the program interac- 
tions. For example, if data crcntccl in modules A and B 
are going to be furthcr processd by module C, then the 
execution of A and B must precrde C; if A and R do not 
share data, either may be esecutcd first. 
Data-flow diagrams depict the activity of a program 
modulc as reading certain input data structulcs and 
writing other output data structures according to prede- 
f i nd  rules. Such diagrams can br (*very hit as usrful as 
flowcharts, because they provide a means of attacking a 
problrm in which quc,stions of control, which at the early 
stages of design only tcnd to obxure the solution anyway, 
are secondary. Thcy furthcr pr wide a means to identify, 
and thvn to minimize, data-connc~ctions and side-rffects 
among modules. Thcy fit in with the top-clown, hicrarchic, 
modular, strueturrd design disciplinr. They arc eminently 
suiti~ble as documentation to cornmunicatc the overall 
program organization. They idrntify the clemcmts most 
important to the program mainstream, so that priorities 
and alternate operational modes can be cstablishcd. In 
summary, data connectivity diagrams (data-flo\v charts), 
with their accompanying explanatory narrative, form 
another eflcctive tool for the dl ,gner's bag. 
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Probably thv most chffrctivc* use of data-connection 
analysis will ocvur at the higlicst levels of the design. 
Thrn, as design progresses, data interconnrctivity be- 
eomcs more firmly c.stablished in the mind of the designer 
(:ind any rcvicww), so graphic aids diminish in value. 
This is just the opposite nf flowcharting. where the con- 
trol at thv top 1c.vr.l~ t c d s  to be rather non-contributory 
to iindcrstnnding, \)ut Ixwmws c~ncc.cdingly more i m p r -  
timt at the dcyxbr Iwcls. 
Tbc* data-conwction guideline. is t ! ~  following: Design 
thr control logic of a inoddc so as to br  ;ndcpendent of 
the. way the data are structured whenever practicable, 
and rnodularize accesses to data structures so that if data 
iire restructured at a 1atc.r time (e.g., for more efficiency), 
onlv tlic acccw functions ncwl 1~ altcwd: organize sub- 
~nodu!c~s to minin~izc~ data i11tc~fac.t.s whcnwr.r possible. 
VI. Data Structure Design 
Data structuring is primarily concerned with sckction 
of type. Each programriiiiig languagcb has certain rlemcn- 
tary (unstructured) types, such as intcgvrs a i d  rrals, 
which form the. l~asis of more c.utcdcd, or structured, 
typcs. Thcn cxch new data structurc typed is defined in 
trmils of prcb\iously dc.fined typvs, and there is a cor- 
rcy~i ld ing  sct of operations valid on that typex. 
Tho fundamental aspc*cts of data structurc design are: 
(1) d t d i n g  when to saw data rather than regenerate 
them from the input, and (2) dcciding how to store thcin 
\vhrn thry arc to hc saved. Such decisions not only 
d c p n d  on the input data (type) hut on the amount 
((I.$., to store in files versus core). their characteristics 
ira.g., spnrsr \.ibrsus dtwsr within the information structure), 
iund thv uscs to which such data arc to be put (e.g., pre- 
t~ominance of comparisons vcrsus updatc*~). Onc important 
decision is thc* dcgrec of packing to save space versus the 
liick of packing to saw cwcution time. Other decisions 
have to be made concerning whrther thr data accesses 
are to be dircct (LC.., acccsscd dirc~tly within the struc- 
ture) or indiwct (ix.. ncccwcd indirrctly through a sur- 
rogntc structurc of pointers). 
The principal key to making such decisions is experi- 
ctncc. No gmcdized  guide:incs can relate what data 
structure bcat fits the ncctls of specific problem. However, 
hierarchic abstraction docs provide a generalized pro- 
ccdurc for linking experience and expertise to the needs 
of the problem. 
VII. Documentation of Data Structure Design 
Another key toward effecting a good data-structure 
design, as well as pronloting correctness in programming, 
is worthwhile documentation of the data structure. Such 
documentation can be organized in the same hierarchic 
levels of detail as emerged naturally in the design process. 
In fact, if the designer sets down the data design in this 
form from the beginning and maintains it throughout 
during the design process, then the documentation forms 
the vehicle for design. 
Such documentation keeps track of the current state 
of the program rcquirernents and all assumptions con- 
cerning its data structures, their levels of access, etc., up 
to the current phase. Moreover, programmers shodd be 
encouraged to make this hierarchic, top-down, concurrent 
documentation record not only the formal, definitive 
aspects of a structure, such as how the structure is formed 
and what its levrls of access are, but also the more in- 
formal descriptive aspects of the problem, such as the 
rationale why the structurr is defined the way it is. 
The rationale of a program and its data structures is 
for the benefit of humans, not the computer. If this 
rationale is based on the hierarchic structuring of detail 
into increasingly rtafined levcls of acccss, then humans 
can comprehend program complesity at levcl by 
regarding the next l o w r  level as a functional subunit. 
preceding It-vels of the design, the unstriped (non-stub) 
subfunctions must give explicit settings to all control flag 
assignmmts. A striped (stub) subfunction at the current 
level which is specified to alter a control flag at a later 
Icvel. but used at the current or prior level, must be 
accon~panitd by documentation which details explicit 
flag sc-ttings and the rationale for the setting. 
Data structures accc.ssed by unstripcd submodules 
must bc declared as to specific type attributes necessary 
for the intcmdrd programming language to access that 
structure without any ambiguity. Intc~nal data structures 
accc.ssrd by striped modules, not pcartinent to control 
logic or functional correctnrss, as specified above, may be 
dcltailed in later Ir\& in the design. Further expansions 
of striprd boxes succrssively provide more and more 
clrt;~il about the data structures and requirements in- 
volvcd. Specifically, each further detailing of a data 
structure dchition must be made consistent with every 
prcvious nssumption concerning its use as a minimum. 
Tllc final, rsplicit form of a data structure definition 
should contain: (i) the structure narnc; (ii) its mncmonic 
dcrivation; (iii) type attributes (e.g., real, string/array 
variahlr. simple variable, etc.); (iv) range of values; (v) 
scopc3 of activity ( i t . ,  over what portions of the program 
thc structure. is not available for reassignment or reuse 
by othcr parts of the program); (vi) description of the use 
of the data structure in the program; and (vii) a list of any 
data structures which share storage with this structure. 
Documentation also forms the basis for the assessn~ent 
of Program COrrWtness, whether it bc by formal proof, Declaration, or declaration and initialization of a nmo 
informal desk-checking, or testing the running Program. [lata s t r~cturr  may appear as an entry requirement of In the next Section. I give guidelines relrting to the level thr currrnt submodule, to be in sprified, 
and content of documentation for datz structures. previously defined modules. Such actions are documented 
by annotations to the flowchart and code for the current 
Vlll. Data Structure Documentation 
Guidelines 
The overall guideline which has governed the re- 
mainder of this section is the following: Documentation 
of each program submodule should exist to a sufficient 
degree that correctness can be assessed rigorously on the 
basis of its control logic and auditably for functional 
completeness. 
To this end, I shall assume that the control logic for 
a given submodule has been specified completely (as 
structured programming docs), so that module control is 
explicit, and therefore fulfills the guideline. For all de- 
cisions to be explicit and determinable within an indi- 
vidual submodule with no other aid than references to 
modulc; the .iCtual drclaration/initialization code is lo- 
cntcd within the specified modules (striped or unstriped), 
indented (if permitted by the programming language) to 
show that it is a later addition to that module (not con- 
tributing to nor detracting from the prrvious assessment 
of corrcttnrss) and annotated to indicate the later module 
\vhich requirrs this initialization. 
Data Structurrs may bc referenced by striped modules 
in generic terms when not related to control-logic cor- 
rectness. Assumptions made in such references must be 
consistent with the current state of the data structure 
definition. For example, a stripcd module may state that 
a set of characters is "put in the name table," whereas the 
unshipcd submodule which implements that function must 
be spwific, as "NPTR = NPTR+ 1, NAME(NPTR) = N$", J 
r 
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in whieh NPTR, NAME, and N$ appear as appropriate 
detailed declarations in a Data Structure Definition Table. 
A data structure referred to in generic terms, or any 
other way other than by its specific name, should have 
an entry in the software design document glossary, which 
then gives the actual structure name. 
The current state of every data structure definition 
should be maintained in a Data Structure Definition 
Table in the software design document. This table either 
contains the definition or gives an explicit reference to 
defining material elsewhere in the design document. This 
table can be listed in alphabetic order for ease in locating 
structures referred to. 
For readability, it is useful to provide the mnemonic 
derivation of all data-structure names used in a submodule 
unless such names have previously occurred in a direct 
ancestrial module. Names appearing in *cousinn sub- 
modules, unreferenced in their common ancestor should 
repeat the mnemonic derivation for ease in reading. 
IX. Summary 
The guidelines for data structure design are very highly 
influnnced by the control-logic design and other design 
aspects of a program. I have indicated in this paper how 
the top-down, hierarchic, modular, structured-program 
approach is particularly well suited to effective data 
structure design because it permits the postponement of 
data-structure decisions until the requirements for a par- 
ticular data representation arc more concrete, when more 
is known about the program behavior and the character- 
istics of the data. Errors in judgement tend thus to be 
averted and easier to correct when detected. 
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High-speed Data Throughput 
J. P. McClure 
DSN Data Systems Development Section 
A study of inbound high-speed data (HSD) ouer a 25-week period shoxs an 
ooerall throughput of 99.46% froin the DSSs. Of the faulty blocks, 19% contained 
hit errors and the remaining 81% were either not receiued or were not recogniz- 
able. Throughput perforinunce is plotted on a weekly basis for each station. 
As previously reported, the performance of the high- 
s p e d  data circuits from the DSS to thc JPL central 
comn~unications terminal is continuously monitored by 
the CCF. The JPL Con~munications Processor (CP) re- 
cords the monitor data and produces a weekly repon 
detailing inbound HSD circuit performance for each 
tracking pass. These CP reports have been analyzed to 
determine HSD throughput. Throughput is defitwd as 
the percentage of transmitted blocks which are delivered 
error-free. The remaining blocks are either delivered 
with bit errors in them or are not delivered at all. 
The period analyzed covers 25 weeks, Fcbruary 18 
through August 11, 1973. During this interval the DSN 
was principally engaged in the routine tracking of 
Pioneer 10 and thc l a u ~ c h  and tracking of Pioneer 11. All 
passes \\.ere tallied; hence thc results presented herein 
represent normal CCF HSD perforniance. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Table I. The 
"Csod column is a count of error-free blocks delivered 
to the user. Thc "Error" column reflects blocks containing 
errors which were delivered. (The number of bit errors 
in each block is not known.) The "Out-of-lock count 
occurrr.d when a circuit failed between the DSS and JPL 
(the most prevalent cause) or when blocks could not be 
synchronized due to heavy errors. The performance of 
each station is shown, as well as the Ames-to-JPL circuits. 
The "All DSS" entry indicates the combined performance 
of all the DSSs shown. 
Throughput for all of the DSSs was 99.465%. If DSS 
51, the worst station from a transmission standpoint, is 
omitted the throughput increases to 99.607%. 
The Goldstone stations, which are geographically 
close, have bcttcr than average throughputs, as one would 
expect. However, they are not much better. Coldstone's 
percentage of error blocks is much lower than the other 
stations. Combining these two characteristics leads to a 
recognized point-Coldstone has low block error rates. 
However, their circuit reliability is not markedly better. 
The Amcs circuits, which are heavily used and fairly 
short, arc generally comparable to the DSS circuits. 
The tabulated data do not reflect the wide throughput 
variations which occur even on a weekly basis. Plots of 
throughputs for several stations are illustrated in Figs. 
1 and 2. Significant drops in throughput are usually the 
result of a single extended outage during the week. i. 
1 
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Table 1. HSD throughput, Fobruary-Jum 1973 
(4800 bps, 1200 bit blocks, 203 data wb) 
Block count Circuit Location hours Throughput, % Good Error Out of lock 
DSS 11 
DSS 12 
DSS 14 
DSS 42 
DSS 43 
DSS 44 
DSS 51 
DSS 61 
DSS 62 
DSS 71 
Ames 
All DSS 
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Fig. 1. H i f i s p d  d*tr Mock thrwghput, at 41)00 bps, 1200-bit blocks 
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WEEK, 1973 WEEK, i9n 
Fig. 1 (contd) 
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I. Motivation 
"Tutorial Inputw-Standardizing the 
Computer/Human Interface 
A. I. Zygielbaum 
Commun~cations Systems Research Sect~on 
This article rlescwhs a ncrr tcchi~ic~tte for implcmrnting a hrrniun/comprtter 
interface for c(tm~~ttlcr-/)(~st~(~ strlqstctrls for the DSS. Knori.n as "tutorial input," 
t l h  terht~iquc ~~rocitlcs c.onr;cnicnt short inprrt l)roccrlures for the expcricnced 
,y)wutor and (1 hdpittg ltat~d for thc iloc;icv. From the ~)rogmmmcr's t;ietq)oint, 
the technic/irc is irrrpk;rrcntcrl in a comport, norluhr, easily rnotlificd table-drioen 
stntctrrrc. Thc tccht:tqrrc h(1.v hcen succcs.~ffrrll!~ rtsrd thtotrgl~ ttco generations of 
RbD runging m. ,'. ines. 
Though much timv is sprnt by programmers in pro- 
ducing c4fkic*nt, clew, atid cp-plcasing codc. wry little 
tinic is sp.nt i t1  dc~vc4oping an c4iicicwt, rc~lialA human/ 
coniputw intrrfiiw. Fro~n an opcmtionnl standpoint, this 
intc*rfacc is thc. most inip~rtant and Icast understood in 
DSN snl)systcw progra~nming. With ii v i w f  toward mini- 
mizing olwratar cwor and incrcusing su1)systc~ni cfficicwcy. 
this article1 will prtwnt the trrh~iicpc~ for humnn/com- 
putc.r con~niunicatio~i succcssfull!~ used in ttvo gcncra- 
tions of H&D nutging ~!~stc+nts. 
In a t!.pical s:~bsystc.m progriim, thc* operator must 
provitlr opt.r,ttirig par;~rncbtc.rs, critical times and perhaps 
lirnits to the softwart*. Two intcdace techniques are 
gcwrall!. ustd. With the first tc&niquc~ the. opcwtor may 
Iw quc.ried ~ I I  an iaput-by-hput basis. For instance.' 
ESTER 'I ; : ) 
16 
ESTER T3: ) 
15 
ENTEH Tr3: & 
15 
The* first tcdniiquc* hits tho advwtagr that a format 
nrcd not bc nicwmizid or follo\\.c~l. C;i.xm thc. p,tranic8- 
tcrs, ;in op.r;~tor just follows dirvctions. Thr disadvantagc~ 
is that at thc. 10 charactcm pcsr scbconrl of the* usual telc- 
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typewriter, the qwstions sometimes waste an unaccept- 
able amount of time. The second technique is clearly 
faster but requires a thorough a priori kno\vledge of the 
format. This leads to increased training time and a 
greater chance of operator from misplaced fields. 
Overriding the problems and tradeoffs inherent in these 
techniques is the multitude of programs involved in a 
typical DSN opcmtion. An operator may have to com- 
nlunicate with a variety of p ropms ,  each designed with 
a different input philosophy and format. This situation 
naturally leads to an incrrased probability of human 
error. 
In a real-time mission environment, an incorrect pro- 
grim entry can '.:, just as disastrous as an equipment 
malfunction. A specific esample occurred to ranging 
during the Mariner hlars 1971 (h.ihI'71) mission. The soft- 
ware for command and telemetry running on the XDS 920 
Tehnctry and Command Processors (TCPs) used a 
dollar sign for a line terminator, whereas the software for 
the Nu ranging s!.stem used a carriage return. On at lcast 
two occasions, range data were lost because the operator 
typed a dollar sign at tlie end of an input line and walked 
away thinking his task compl~te. The ranging software 
waited the time-out period and then cancelled the neces- 
sary input. .4 simple modificaticn to the software to allow 
it to recognize both a dollar sign and carriage return as 
a terminator saved a significant amount of data. 
II. Proposal 
To input commands and data, the operator first notifies 
tlie PDP 11/20 that command input is desired by press- 
ing an interrupt button (this codd be a breakpoint on the 
XDS %series machines). When the machine responds 
with a pound sign (#) he types an input line terminated 
with a carriage return. The first field is a command fol- 
lowed by a slash (/). If the command is acceptable, the 
softwi?re looks to see if anything else is in the input line. 
If more characters have been typed, they are used. If not, 
the operator is queried by a specific message for the 
appropriate paritnictcr of the now-active command. This 
is true every time a ficld'containing a command or pa- 
rameter has been used. If more characters are in the input 
line, they ;*re processed; if not, and more parameters are 
required, the opemtqr is queried. 
The field delimiters used are a slash between a cam- 
mand and parameters and commas Letween multiple 
paranleters. Note that the \vide line is used. This allows 
commands to be e11terc.d contiguously. 
The following are equivalent wa!s to initialize all 
ranging parameters: 
SYN FREQ: > 
& 44.01234 > 
Usually the subsystem operator is treated as a hutton- '. l,TI,TS,TC: ) 
pus!- :r who ;s tal .grit to run specific software and devices. 
This view was believed incorrect, and software to support $ 20,",20,12 > 
both the 1111-1 and Mu-I1 rangilia systems was developed Cl,CP,CN: 3 
tvith the dirclct cooperation and interaction of the oper- 2 4,19,3 > 
ators. The input routiw devised in this effort has been 
shown to bc easy to learn as well as easy to operate. It MODE: ) 
uses a table-:hi;-cn structure which makes it highly visible 2 - J  
to thr programmer who must implement it and relatively 
easy to modify and enlarge. This algorithm, known as Exa11tlJle 2: 
"tutorial input," is presented here. jfA/1200,44.01234,20,20,20,12,4,19,S,- ) 
Ill. Tutorial Input as Viewed by an Operator Example 3: 
There arc basically two parts to an input using the - #A/1."00,14.012:31,20,20,20 ) 
"tutorial" techaique. First, a command is typed to desig- TC: 2 
nate thr ypc of entry; second, tlie parameter or parame- #12,4,19 2 
trrs are entercd. For clarit]~, consider the commands used - 
wit11 the Mu-I1 system given in Tablc 1. (Parameter CN: 2 
~ ~ f i n ~ t i o n s  arc given in Tablc 1 for completeness.) 
- #&- > 
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Example 1 shows how the operator can be led through 
the input parameters. In Example 2, an experienced oper- 
ator has entered all parameters without software prompt- 
ing. The operator in twmple 3, after losing his place, has 
let the computer request the remaining required numbers. 
Multiple canimands may be entered on a single line. 
In order to change the mode and number of components, 
for instance, onc could enter 
The asterisk (*)  entered for C9 causes the previous value 
of C2 to remain unchanged. 
A further provision to rase the operator's task is error 
correction. Input cancellation (control R-R") results in 
immediately exiting the input routine. Character deletion 
(Cv) causes the program to type t ~ n d  results in the 
deletion of the last chamctrr tmtered into the string. 
Character deletion may be used more than once, e.g., to 
delete the last three characters so that they can be re- 
typed. Line deletion (El') deletes the line, upspaces, types 
+, and allows the wholc line to be retyped. Error cor- 
rection can also be accomplished by use of the command 
to change a particulilr parameter. 
IV. Tutorial Input as Viewed by a Programmer 
Although written in machine language for a PDP-11/20, 
via the SAPDP Xerox Sigma 5 cross assembler (Ref. 1) 
the routine is amenable to coding in anothei machine 
language or in a higher level language such as BASIC or 
FORTH AN. In this discussion the interaction of the input 
roL .,re with other real-time processors will not be cov- 
ered. The Mu-I1 softwarc required interfaces to a teletype 
output routine and to a real-time scheduler. These topics 
will be documented in a forthcoming article on the Mu-I1 
system software. 
Though perhaps not meeting the letter of structured 
programming, whi-311 is difficult, if not impossible, in a 
real-time environmtnt, tutorial input does rcalizc all ad- 
vant:tgcs normally claimed for structurd programmirg. 
Through thc use of a tablc-driven technique, the input 
sequencing and programming is straightforward, easily 
modified, and simply documented. 
The technique involves two tables. The first table is 
the command list. Each entry in the list takes three words 
in the MwII realization. There is one entry for each 
command. The first word has the two characters of the 
command, e.g., "A/" or "TF," the second a pointer to a 
word in the second table, and the third word a number 
equal to the number of parameters to be entered with 
the particular command. 
The second table is the parameter list. Each entry in 
this list takes four words. There is one entry for each 
parameter. The first word of the entry contains the num- 
ber of characters in the message associated with each 
parameter, while the second contains the message loca- 
tion. (The messagcSs arc the queries shown earlier, e.g., 
TOF: >.) The third word gives the location of the decod- 
ing subroutine (integer, floating point, etc.) to convert the 
parameter's ASCII character string to binary. The fourth 
-id final word contains the location of the destination for 
the binary number. Figure 1 contains a listing of the two 
tables in the Mu-I1 software. 
The algorithm which interprets these tables is described 
structurally in Fig. 2 a n d  in a detailed flow chart in 
Fig. 3. 
As an example of the algorithm. let us consider that a 
command "T/" has been input and follow the algorithm 
operation. Scanning the command list (Fig. l), a match 
is found (line ,334) giving the parameter table location as 
SCTl and the number of parameters to be input as four. 
The program looks to see if there are any more characters 
in the input string. If not, the message TXSG, containing 
14 characters, is typed as shown by the SCTl entry in the 
parameter list. If input already exists, the message is 
skipped. In either case, the input parameter is processed 
by INGR which is the integer decoding subroutine and 
the rcsult stored in IT1. 
Thus far, one parameter bas bc.en processed and three 
more are left. The program proceeds directly to the SCT2 
entry in the parameter table and repeats the input pro- 
cess. This continues until all parameters are entered. 
Once again the algorithm checks to see if there are 
more characters in the input stack. If there are none, the 
routine exits. If there are more, the first field is used to 
search the command stark as the program assumes that 
another command is in the input string. The process goes 
on until an error occurs or until the input line is exhausted. 
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The input logic flow is readily observable by following 
the driving tablcs. The tables are also a c:mple documen- 
i tation of the input scaqucnccs. The ease with which com- 
mands and elltries can be modified or deleted is shown 
by a prograni change that occurred during the Mariner 
Venus/Mercury 1973 (M\'M73) mission. 
As originally written, an operator could modify any 
paranictcr or set of parnincters individunlly except for 
time of flight (TOF). Thc only way to change this pa- 
rameter was through the "enter all parameters" A/ com- 
niand. As tlicb mission w~eeedcd, thc TOF changed by 
several seconds each uay. It was obvious that going 
through the cntire initial' ation scqucncc to change TOF 
was a waste of time Tlw decision was made to add the 
TF/ command so that TOF cauld be changed individually. 
Because of the table-drivcn structure, only three cells 
were actually needed. These were, from Fig. 1, lines 
343448: 
TF" Command 
SCTOF Parameter Table Pointer 
1 Number of parameters to be entered. 
This simple modification changcd a tedious operation 
into a trivial one. 
V. Summation 
Data will continue to be lost due to incompatibilities, 
indeed contradictions, between input formats in various 
DSN software systems. This coupled with the trecd 
toward smaller station operational crews. automation, 
and the continued proliferation of minicomputers in the 
DSN makes standardization increasingly important. The 
algorithm presented herein i? a candidate to aid in that 
task. 
A final comment, tutorial input has been used in rang- 
ing software throughout the MVhI73 mission. It has 
shown itself to be an easy-to-use as well as an easy-to- 
learn inpat technique. The extra time taken to interact 
with evperienced ranging operators during its develop- 
ment has been paid back many fold through simplified 
training and the low probability of human error. This 
programming effort clearly shows the value of bringing 
the system operators into the software design process at 
a very early stage. hlany times the operators were able 
to poialt out features which wer4 not helpful and could be 
discarded as well as request features which would sim- 
plify their task. The success of the Mu-I1 system program- 
ming is largely due to this cooperation between the 
progr;mmer and the system operators. 
Reference 
1. Erickson, D. E., "The SAPDP Progranl Set for Sigma 5 Assembly," in The Deep 
Space Network Progress Report, Tcclinical Report 35-1526, Vol. VII, pp. 91-96, 
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Table 1. Mu4 commands 
Command Parameter to be entered 
A/ . All operi~tional parameters: 
TOF, SYN FREQ. Tl,T2,T3,TC,Cl,C2,CN,510DE 
TF/ TOF 
c/ Cl,CL,CN 
T/ TI ,T2,T3,TC 
s/ SYN FREQ 
M/ MODE 
z/ Requested T 0  time 
Y/ Typewriter printout ON/OFF: ix., Y/ON 
Y/OFF 
Table 2. Parameter definitions 
Abbreviation Meaning 
- 
TOF Round-trip light time 
SYN FREQ Escitrr synthesizer frequency 
T1 First component integration time 
T3 Lower-frrq~~mry components integration time 
T 3  Post-acquisition I)R\'ID integration time 
TC 10-lt1H.z calibration integration tinw 
C1 Highest-frequency component 
C2 Lowest-frequency component 
CN Nrmber of post-accpisition I)R\'II) points 
heforc automatic reacquisition 
5101X Selrct configuration 
(i.e., Block 111 o; I\.' receiver phasing, reac- 
cpis~tion \\it11 or withol~t c.&r qync, etc.) 
4. 9, 
- resr~lts in .*tantlard configuration 
T 0  Coc'er synchronization tlme 
- 
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- - - -- 
Fig. 1. Mu-11 software listing 
332. 01 o 
a*. 0 1  0 
i i  i i i o r  I; WORD resvur --- . 
18 000: A wino i 
- 7 A - n  I 8 1257 
In 3 AC A 
4 wmu 1 
3I3. 0 1  0 0 7 0 ~  -0 4 0VTE 0*31Sto@*2S7* N/ 
OL 00704 1 AC 4 
34- 01 O07tIA z i r e 2  - R g C r r E E -  
345. 0 1  00789 0001 A YIRD 1 
346. 0 1  0070b 2 D4 - A 0vTE 8132411013061 TF 
01 007'0B 3 Cb b 
N 7 4  0 1  OO70C LECA N WIRO acTOr 
348. 0 1  007BC 2 0001 A YIRO 1 
3s- u r  oorao 03 A CUNEWEWE 0@331110~?571 
01 OO7BD 1 AF A 
350. 0 1  GO7BO 2 IF52 o17- h ~-n YORD m K D v - - - -  TvCrD . -- 
352. PAGE 
367* 01 OOTCO 2872 t~ WORD i t o ~  
Jss* 01 -0 F 030E A s ~ ~ b - ~ u i - ~ -  
3598 0 1  007Cl IF63 h WORD SVNFMSG 
360. 0 1  007C1 2 1C3E h LOR0 I\DPFP 
36%. 01 W7FZ m 4  
N _ 7 m F s v k f - - - - -  - -  
372. 0 1  007C7 2 16FO r 
-*-v 
374. 0 1  OO7CI 2 0006 A SCTC M A 0  6 
376. 0 1  007C9 1FBC N ~IRO T C ~ C ~  
h WUKU lNGM 
377. 01 OO7CA 286A % WORD ITC 
378. 01 007CA 2 OOOE A SCCl WORD I *  
.- 
S I I . ~  l F 7 E  N wm c m a  
380. 01 007CB L IBFO t, YIRD ~ Y D R  
381. 01 OOTCC 286C N weno i c i  
J s F I U r V V r R - P  
303. 01 007CtY 1FC2 w WORD CZMSG 
3R4. 0 1  007CD 2 l0FO N bORD I~GR- 
k 6-U N WUP ICC 
386. 01 O O ~ C C  a oooc 4 s c c ~  worn 6 
387. 0 1  OO7CF lFC8 N WORD CNMSO 
2-• U N WUMU INlM 
319. 0 1  00700 2 8 6 ~  N WORD 1CN 
390. 01 OO7DO 2 0001 A SCroE YORO 10 
391. 01 007Dl l F 8 I  h M ~ R O  MMSG 
39P. 01 00701 t lcbo N WORD rNlr& 
993. 0 1  00702 2870 N MORD IPOL 
3940 O I  OO70E 2 OOOL 4 SCT0 wIRO 14 
399. 01 00703 lF94 N WORD TOMSG 
'496. 0 1  007D3 2 1D6G w YORD INTO 
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~~~~~~ 
Commond, IF commond r q ~ e a t  DO. 
Sow current parammterr. 
Input line. 
DO UNTIL input stock empty. 
Seporate next input field. 
Seach command table for motch. 
IF NOT match. 
Notify operator. 
EXIT command. 
ELSE. 
Location - command table (match + I ) .  
Count - comn.-nd table (match +2). 
Poramter, DO UNTIL cwnt = 0. 
If input stack NOT EMPTY. 
Separate next i n p ~ t  field. 
ELSE 
Print parameter table (location) charatus from 
string addressed by pcrameter toble ;location + I ) .  
Input line. 
Location - location +2. 
DO SUBRGUTINE addreued by paameter table (locotiul). 
Location - location +l . 
Store result in pammter addressed by parameter table (locotion) 
Location - location + l .  
Count - count - 1  
END 
END 
END 
Fig. 2. Structured npresentrtion 
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COMMAND INPUT i? 
COPY CUlENT 
PARAMETERS TO 
TEMPO WRY STACK 
POINTER TO FIRST 
COMMAND TABLE 
LOCAT ION 
INCREMENT PARA- 
METER PO INTER 
THESE SUBROUTINLS ARE 
/ASCII TO BINARY CON- 
VERTERS OR SPECIALIZED 
TABLE IPARAMETER CONTROL ALGORITHMS MAND TABLE (COM- 
. . . - - - \ . . . . - - . . - . - . . 
POINTER) TO PROCESS 
INCREMENT 
COMMAND 
COMMAND POINTER 
r"(Ys-z-)"~ FLAGS SET? 
>TOP OF TABLE? 
PARAMETER POINTER 
-COMMAND 
TABLE (COMMAND 
POINTER\ 
"INPUT ERRORU TO INCREMENT PARAM- 
ET€K POINTER 
TYPE (2) RARY STACK LOCA- TION GIVEN BY PARAMETER TABLE (PARAMETER POINTER) 
MAND TABLE 
COMMAND 
COUNT 
-COUNT - I 
I 1 vrc OPERATOR 
INCREMENT PARA- 
METER POINTER 
QUERY 
TABLF (PARAMETER 
POINTER) 
INCREMENT PARAM- 
ETER POINTER 
INCREMENT PARA- 
METER POINTER 
COPY TEMPORARY 
STACK TO CURRENT 
PWETERS 
Fig. 3. Tutorial input schematic flowchart (Mu4 realization) 
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INPUT Q 
STACK EMPTY ? fl TYPEWRITER CHARACT El l  INTERRUPT I IS INPUT CHARACTER EQUAL TO: 1 
CONNECT TELE- 
TYPE AND LINK 
TYlNT TO THE 
TELETYPE CHAR- 
ACTER INTERRUPT 
,RETURN TO @ 
,' FROM 
INTERRUPT 
ROUTINE 
EC R~ 
INPUT POINTER 
- START OF 
cc OTHER 
I CANCEL INPUT I I PUSH TO INPUT STACK I 
CARRIAGE RETURN 
CLEAR Wt'UT STACK 
t 
CPSPACE AND TYPE 
,I _ II 
t 
F-7 MAND INPUT (k) 
L 
FLUSH ONE CHAR- 
ACTER FROM INPUT 
STACK 
I 
PRINT " - " 
t 
INCRtMENT 
INPUT POINTER 
NOTE: TIME-OUT NOT SHOWN 
PUSH TO INPUT I STACK I FIELD POINTER 
- INPUT FIELD 
START LOCATICY 
DISCONNECT I TELETYPE AND I INTERRUPT I 
INPUT FlELD (FIELD 
POINTER) -INPUT 
STACK (INPUT 
POINTER) 
I 
= "/"7 
RETURN 
IF THIS PERIOD IS EXCEEDED, THE 
COMMAND ROUTINE IS TERMINATED. 
TABLES 
-
COMMAND TABLE 
POINTER 
PARAMETER TABLE 
MESSAGE LOCATION 
TARGET LOCATION 
INCREMENT I FIELD POINTER I 
INCREMENT 
INPUT POINTER r-l 
Fig. 3 (contd) 
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Helios Spin-Mod ulation Doppler Effects 
N. C. Ham 
DSN Engineermg Section 
It is predicted that the spin-stabilizecl Helios spacecraft when communicating 
oia its lotla-gain antennu to the deep space stations of the Deep Space Network 
will affect the obserrjed rc~tlio frequency rloppler signal wl~ich is norimlly only a 
ftctlction of the spacecrcijt-to-Eurtl1 radial oelocity. T h e  effect is due largehj t o  
the spin nodulution created by the spacecraft rotation and the right-circularly- 
po1ari:cd element of the spucecrnft antennn system that ia pl~ysically offset several 
radio frequency tcarjelengths from the rotatiotwl axis. The (liscussion decclops the  
expscterl effects to the general doppler equation, and expressions for the resultant 
one-wa!y uplink awl dotcnlink and tico-tray coherent dopplcr frequency cases 
. ~ 
are presented. 
I. Introduction 
The effects on the doppler frequency induced from the 
spin modulation generated by the Helios spacccraft 
rotating low-gain antenna (LGA) will be discussed, and 
equations expressing the resultant effects will be devel- 
oped for the one-way, uplink and downlink, and two-way 
cohcwnt doppler cases. 
A spacecr dt travrling at a radial velocity o, away from 
the ground transmitter will rccrivc the transmittcd RF 
signal changed by this wlocity (Fig. 1). If D is the instan- 
taneous distance. bctwrm the transmitter and spacccraft, 
the total number of RF \vavrlmgths A contained in this 
one-way uplink path is nb = D/A,  and sincr. there are 2~ 
radians angular excursions of the phase angle y per wave- 
length, the total number of thest: angular rxcursions made 
by the transmitted wave is y :; 2~ D/A. 
\\'ith the spacwraft in motion, D and the phase y are 
changing, and the change in y with respect to time is 
frequency and is thr dopplrr angular frequency o:, given 
by 
II. Rotating Spacecraft With Offset 
LGA for Uplink Case 
Consider now the case of a spacecraft rotating at an 
angular rate ( 0 ,  (approximatel!. 1 revolution per swond) 
containing a right-circularly-polarizcd (RCP) horn antenna 
disI~laccd physically approvimately 6A from the spin axis 
2, as is the Hrlios spacecraft (Fig. 2). Thr offrct of the 
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uniformly rotating offset antenna is equivalent to varying The spacecraft received signal, considering all of the 
a distance cyclically about D, or D + AD, where AD components bec~mes 
varies sinusoidally along the velocity path; thus 
D = D' - (sin J /  6 ~ )  cos w,t, where J, is the aspect angle [ On + (sin $I w, 6A~,-l,)~in a,t formec by the spacecraft-Earth line and the spacecraft W R . X / C  --' w7'.UWO 1 + C 
spin axis, and D' is the mean distance. Equatiot (1) now 
becomes : - - a), ,  rad/s 
I 
(4) 
2 fl 
on = - A a7 [D' - (sin $I BAR(')') cos ~ r t ]  which is the resultant received one-way uplink case, and 
these dopplcr components are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
- % ['ID' + (sin ) U. sin w f  
-h dl' Ill. Downlink Received Signal 
where 6A1(,.1, is the displaced value of the horn antenna in BY reciprocity, similar results are observed at the 
wavelengths, at thc spacecraft receive frequency, or grorlnd receiver when rrcc~iving a signal transmitted by 
the spacecraft in a one-way downlink configuration, i.e., 
'I, 
u,,, = - [uH -t (sin $ w, 6Artrr) sin o),tj, rad/s A [ 210 (2) U R  4- (sin +w,- 221 6 ~ ~ , . , . )  sin wrt UIR, CRI, = UJT.  S / r '  1 The doppler angular frequency, related to the ground C 
tmnsrnittcd RF angular frequency wT,,;lt,,, is u) ,, rad /S 
I 
(5) 
uIf + (sin JI U, 3ARVl') sin w,t I where the physical horn antcnna displacement in wave- o n  = wr .  r;rrrr C (3) lengths is approximatcly grcBatrr by 240/221 iit this 
frequency. 
where = C/f ,  and C is the velocity of propagation. 
An additional ^actor results from the rotating RCP horn IV. Two-way Coherent Doppler 
Therefore, the resultant spacecraft received angular 
frequency is comprised of thrrc components which modify 
the ground transmitted frequency: the doppler angular 
frequency related to spacecraft-Earth radial velocity, a 
bias angular frequency equal to thc~ spacecraft angular 
rate due to the rotating RCP antenna, and a cyclic devi- 
ating acgular frequency (about the resultant of two above 
components) also occurring at the spacecraft angular rate 
with the deviation magnitude related to the antenna dis- 
placement and aspect anglc*. 
The transponder functions to coherently transform the 
rerultant spacecraft received angular frequency by a 
constant factor 210/221 arrd transmit this signal through 
the same rotating RCP horn antenna to the ground receiv- 
ing system. However, in addition, a delay { occurs in the 
transponding process. This delay is to the carrier frc- 
quency (phase delay ty)  and the modulation (or group 
delay && which can 1,e influenad by th spacecraft 
thermsl tempcraturc, rrccivcd signal level and resultant 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
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The carrier phase delay variation is assumed to be small to a lagging angle relative to the actual horn antenna 
during a normal DSS tracking period such that  location receiving the uplink signal. 1 &y/dt < < dr/dr and should not alter the doppler fre- 
quency, as expressed by Eq. (1). 
Equation (4 )  is the expression for the received signal 
The group delay f, is a factor only if it becomes a sig- appearing at point A of Fig. 4, and the transpond ratio 
niscant value, since this would have the effect of effec- and group delay &, modifying this to give the expression 
tively shifting the horn antenna for the downlink signal at point B as, 
The result of a signiCrmt apparent lag angle is that the 
frequency deviation component cyclic zero crossing 
(Fig. 3) as a function of time would be the vector sum 
of the contributing uplink and downlink angular modu- 
lating signals. Fortunately, the group delay at 1 Hz will 
probably be very low through the transponder circuits so 
that the effective horn location for downlink will be 
coincident with the uplink horn location and pres.s..rve any 
reference to the spacecraft frame structure. 
Progressing further through the system configuration, 
the rotating offset horn antenna has the effect of varying 
AZ) about thr* mean distance D to the downlink signal 
with effects similar to those of the uplink signal. 
A study of Eqs. ( 4 )  and (5) for the uplink and downlink 
received signals reveals that the values of the velocity, 
frequency deviation, and bias compor~ents are not dc- 
pendent upon the signal amplitudr, or the characteristics 
of the antenna gain patterns, for either link case. Specifi- 
cally the cocfficirnt to the frc,?uency deviation compo- 
nents is proportional to the sine function of the aspect 
angle. Thus, in this two-way coherent mode, dissimilarity 
in thc~ antcnna gain patterns at a given aspect angle is 
incidental tc thr valuc of this component. 
The overall doppler signal w,, TOT.11, can be found by the 
comparison of the ground transmitted signal to the 
ground recrivc~d signal. The general equation for this 
overall two-way doppler condition is cxprcsscd as 
where the ground system functionally multiplies the 
transmitter frequency by 240/221 during the doppler 
extraction procvss as shewn in Fig. 4. 
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where ob is the velocity factor which is a function of the 
change in distance D. 
The factor for the rotating offset horn antenna was de- 
veloped in Eq. (2) and is applicable here; thus, the final 
overall doppler rxprcssion is 
or exprrssrd in terms of frequency as 
240 (= F ~ . ~ ; ~ , ~ , )  2 (e, (sin q f ,  12.) sin 2n f.t) 
fl), T O T A L  = - C 
240 f ,  ( v E  i (sin $ f ,  12n) sin 2n f  , t )  
.- 
C ).Hz 
where f ,  is the spacecraft rot.![ m a 1  frequency. 
Thus, in this two-way coherent mode it call bin seen 
that the dopplcr velocity component has incrcasrd by tt 
factor of 2 relative to the onr-way, downlink moclc; and 
similarly, the drviation frequency componrnt value has 
doubled. Howcvcr, the bias frcqucncy rornpnrnt has 
b r m  modifii.il hy thc filetor 
240 
=w. (ox 4- (sin + W ,  R A , ~ , , ,  )sin ~d)\ 
V. Doppler With Ground System Antenna 
Linear Polarization 
Thc co~nplctr spacc~craft LGA is compriscfl of thr RCP 
horn antenna and a vc.rtical-linear-firid diconr an- 
tcma. The vertical-linear compotwnt of the. horn c.lcmc.nt 
cu)tnbinc.s with thc diconv antcmna rlcmcmt to croatr 
intwfrro~nc~try cffrcts at aspcct angles in thc \.icinity of 
I) 2 12 -* 50 dcsg (Rrf . 3). 
A motlr to lcssew thcw c*ffrcts \vould 1)c. to utilizca a 
horizontal-linrar polnrizatinn o11 the. ground transntittc~r/ 
rrcr*ivc~r systcm to opcratc. only wit11 the I~orizontal-linci~r 
mmponont of thc. RCP horn LG.4. This   node csscwtially 
rcduccs thc. influcwcb of thc. iliconc~ nntcnna and catcrs 
l;~rg(*ly to the 11o.n LG.4 ovcsr the. nsprct iungl(.s of 
0 4 10 dcg. 
Owing to thcl fact that the spacecraft horn antenna i- 
still rotating, and physically t l ~ c  E-plane vector is also 
rotittinp, thc* siimcl equations stated for this ground system 
I K P  modr i ~ r r  ;~pplir;il)lr to this litwar plariwtion mode. 
The* sig~lal Icvrl, I~o\\wc*r, \vould bc~ ittt(*~~uatt*d approxi- 
matc4!. --- 3 dB Ix~at~sc.  of rcwiving onl!. thca linear com- 
ponent of the RCY wave (Rcf. 2). 
VI. Polarization Definition 
Thc* I)i;ts mguliir frcqucwy co~nponcnt due to the 
rotittine E-plan(. wetor shift clirc*ction as discussed above 
is biwd on thc standardized convention of thi- Institute 
of Radio Enginc-rrs (IRE) and thc. spacrcraft rotation 
s('I1Se. 
The tlirc.ction of thc spacrcraft rotation is such that, 
i1ftc.r thc spi~l axis has Irwn propc~ly pointcd so that it is 
i~pproximately normal to thv cdiptic planr, the spin is 
cou~~tc~rclo~k\\~isc. as vicwc~d from the northern ecliptic 
1wIc. (I'..-f. 4) nntl is ill~~strittccl in Fig. 2 as swn by the 
ground sta!ions. 
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Fig. 1. Typical ground tnnm~itter :rd 
sprcecnft geometry 
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Fig. 2. Rotating sprcuraft with displaced 
antenna conflguratbn 
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Fig. 3. lnstadaneous dopplec component8 of spacecraft 
received RF signal 
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Fig. 4. Cohonnt two-way doppler model tor spscmaft 
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A Proposed Method of Reducing the Gravity Distortions 
of the 6CMeter Antenna Main Reflector 
M. S. Katow 
DSN Engineering Section 
TIrc surfacc panrls of ilw 64-111 main rcflcdor arc prescritl!~ set to a prescribed 
parahaloid (It 45 c k g  cl/ccnlim allgk. Rotation cl/~orct hc elevation nxi.s to tllc 
h k o n  or =.cnit/r attitrtrk introt/rtccs r~rltlitiond root-mcrrn-srpcrre (rms) tlirtortions 
rlrrc to the clrange in t/rc direction o f  t/re ,~ral;it!l vector witla respect to the sym- 
nctric N X ~ S .  This article pro~)ose.s a mctlrorl of rchcing tlie I~rrmps cr brrmps over 
the iqieltling "hard" portions of tlw clewtion cc.ltecl a.sscmbly supporting the 
rcflector structure, t11u.s rctltrcing the rrns c1i.s.iortion.s tluc to grmit!y for the strirc- 
ture. The b u m p  can he eflectiocly rcmoced 119 controlling the height 3f the panels 
a l ~ o t ; ~  tlrr reflector strrrctirrc by rncms of tnrcl~anical 1el;crugc connections to the 
clcccrtion motion. thus ittaintmitin:: the simplicity atul relinl)ilit!l of the reflector 
systctn. h talde of ot;crnll rms clttortions tvsdtiitg from the srrmmcrtions of oartous 
optiorls i.s incltrdee/. 
I. Introduction SASTRAN ~ t r ~ l c t ~ r i i l  a~ d!~sis prograni, and c~\duatcd by 
thc nns program whic.11 Iwst fits ;I par.il)oloid and outpots 
~ r o m  the initial outputs of the contour lnaps describing 
~ ~ 4 0 1 0  rontollr ,f tllc. rc~sidu;lls nntl the r:Ils of then 
the normal distortions to the h s t  fit paralxdoid (Ref. 1). 1, IxF patlllt,ngth t,rrors (ncf. 2). 
two humps or bumps c.sistcd ovcbr tht. c h a t i o n  bewings 
for tht. gravity "off to on" loading casts with tlw rcflrctor 
at thc zcnith utiituclc or lmk. In the studicls for a larger 11. Analysis Discussion 
reflector structure, an  upgraded 64-m model with dclctcd Tlii. prirniiry outputs of thc* structurai analysis are the bumps was used 2s a basis for dimensional analysis with distortion (:3-tli11ic.t1sional) vc.ctors from tht, two !oadinps 
the expectation that it ~ o u l d  bc fc-asiblc*. ;Is follo\vs: 
(1) Gravity "off to on" loatling in thc. symmetric axis This article descriks a p ropscd  method for actuating 
- Ion. dirtct' 
thr  surfacr nanc4s to c*ffc*ctively rrducrb the bumps to 
slmost zt3ro. I 'hc irnprovcAmmts in thc rms distortion (1) Gravity "off to on" l o d i n g  in the* antisymmetric 
va1uc.s w i w  romputcd as wctor distortions, using the dirt.c.tion. 
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For any particular elevation angle, the relations of the 
unit gravity vector and its component values along the 
yvmmetric and antisymmetric directions we pictured in 
Fig. 1. 
Since the symmetric axis gravity component value Z is 
equal to the cosine of the elevation angle multiplied by 
the unit value, it follows that an eccentric crank arrange- 
ment rotating 90 deg produces an offset S equal to the 
cosine of the angle multiplied by the eccentric radius R. 
If the eccentric radius R is selected to equal the maxi- 
mum correction required at the surface panel support 
as shown by the contour maps, this support will be fully 
corrected throughout the elevation angle range. 
The analysis method also revealed that an overcorrec- 
tion is actually necessary since the best fit paraboloid 
adjusts for the corrections in a Z lateral motion in the 
next iteration of best fitting. At first, only the bumps from 
the symmetric loading case were removed; but with the 
large percentage change resulting from the analysis, two 
bumps of smaller area were removed from the antisym- 
metric loading case for study. 
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show half views (the reflector 
assembly at Goldstone, California, is symmetric about the 
center vertical planc) of the contour maps describing the 
residuals after the palaboloid best fitting of the computcd 
distortion vectors as "before" and "after" corrections. Fig- 
ure 2 shows the change for the symmetric gravity loading 
case and Fig. 3 shows the change at horizon look with 
the panels set at 45 deg with only the symmetric bumps 
removed. Figure 4 shows the differences for the dzti- 
symmetric loac'ling case. Here, the bumps were over the 
top and bottom trusses of the rectangular girder where 
strong and rigid connections with the elevation wheel 
assembly occur. 
Ill. Results 
Table 1 details the analytically computed rms perfor- 
mance values in H RF pathlength errors for the various 
options noted. Included also are rms values for available 
surface panels and a figure for the subreflector surface 
attained for the multiple panel assembly for the sym- 
metric hyperboloid. It  should be pointed out that an 
unsolved problem at this time is the manufacture of the 
subreflcctor symmetric about one plane as required for 
the shaped cassegrain optics arrangement. 
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Table 1. Half-pathlength e m .  m. distortion hwn gravity lording, mm (in.) 
Reflector structure Plus surface panels' and subreflectors 
Antenna attitude Bump removed Bump removed 
Zenith Horizon Normal zenith Both Horizon 
only only only Both only 
Zenith look, set 45 0.50 (0.020) 0.45 (0.018) 0.40 (0.016) 0.33 (0.013) 0.81 (0.032) 0.79 (0.031) 0.76 (0.030) 0.74 (0.029) 
aeg 
45 deg elevation, 0.25 (O.O1O)h - - - 0.64 (0.0%) 0.64 (0.025) 0.64 (0.025) 0.64(0.025) 
panels set 
Horizon look, set 0.63 (0.025) 0.34 (0.013) 0.62 (0.024) 0.31 (0.012) 0.91 (0.036) 0.74 (0.029) 0.89 (0.035) 0.71 (0.028) 
45 l eg  
Zenith look, gravity 0.86 (0.034) 0.43 (0.017) - - 
off/on 
Horizon look, 0.63 (0.025) - 0.46 (0.018) - 
gravity off/on 
- - - 
30ptimzm manufacturing surface panel distortion rms = 0.51 mm (0.020 in.). 
Optimum subreflector distortion rms = 0.31 mm (0.012 in.). 
Wptimum surface panels setting error rms = 0.25 mm (0.010 in.). 
Root-mean-square sum = VE mf; no rms distortion due to lateral offsets at the primary focus accounted; perfect pointing assumed 
(CONSCAN use equivalent to rms = 0.5 mm (0.020 in.) = 0.1 dB at X-band). 
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ZENITH 
COMPONENT Z 
Fig. 1. Relations of the gravity vector components 
+0.25 mm X 
INTERVAL (PIP)  7, 
(a) NORMAL (b) AFTER BUMP REMOVAL 
RMS = 0.86 mm (0.034 in.) RMS = 0.43 mm (0.017 in.) 
FOCAL LENGTH 27.13312 m (1068.233 in.) FOCAL LENGTH = 27.12999 m (1068.1 10 in.) 
Fig. 2. Contour maps of the distortions measured normal to the 
surface of the best fit paraboloid. Loading: gravity off to on, 
zenith altitude 
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(a) NORMAL 
RMS = 0.63 mm (0.025 in.) 
FOCAL LENGTH = 27.09276 m (1066.644 in.) 
(b) AFTER ZENITH BUMP REMOVAL 
RMS - 0.34 mm (0.013 in.) 
F O U L  LENGTH = 27.W497 m (1066.731 in.) 
Fig. 3. Contour maps of distortions measured n m a l  to the 
surface of the best fit paraboloid. Lording: gnvity, horim look, 
prnels set at 45 dog 
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(a) NORMAL (b) AFTER BUMP REMOVAL 
RMS =O 62 rnm (0  025 in.) RMS = 0.46 mm (0.018 in.) 
FOCAL ~ENGTH ='27.11041 rn (1067.339 in.) FOCAL LENGTH = 27.11046 rn (1067.341 in.) 
Fig. 4. Contour maps of distortions measured normal to the 
surface of the best fit paraboloid. Lording: gnvity off to on, 
horizon altitude 
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Three-Spacecraft Simulation for Viking 1975 
M. M. Whang 
DSN Data Systems Development Section 
.4 telemetry simulation cupubility is prociidecl ut each Deep Space Station, by 
tcay of the Simttlation Concersion Assembly (SCA), for testing station equipment 
and training of operations personnel prior to each mission. The simulation equip- 
ment prociided to the DSN for support of the Viking 1975 mission has been sub- 
stantially more complex than that procided for precious missions. No single 
station in the DSN has had the requirement to track three spacecraft simulta- 
neously for any past flight project. Deep Space Stations will be required to support 
the eguiwlent of four spacecraft (ttco orbiters nnd two landers) for the Viking 
1975 mission. 
Houiewr, any single station will haue u tiietc ungle of the equitialent of only 
three spacecraft maximum at any gicen tine (ttco orbiters and one lander). Since 
each spacecraft has two telemetry channels (one science and one engineering 
channel), the Deep Space Stations must be prepared to process six channels of 
telemetry data and hence a six-channel simulation capability must be provided. 
This entails the generation of an additional trco channels of simulated telemetry 
data ocer the present four-channel capability of the Simulation Concersion Assem- 
bly. This article describes the SCA modification necessary to prepare for the 
Viking 1075 mission. 
I. Introduction 
The Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA) provides 
ii mission-independent source of simulated data for use in 
the checkout nnd test of telemetry data handling equip- 
ment at a Deep Space Station (DSS). The SCA is also a 
serial element of the DSN Simulation System with the 
DSS Telemetry and Command Data Handling Subsystem 
to process data generated at the Mission Control and 
Computing Center (MCCC) and distribute the data to the 
various equipment throughout the DSS, including the 
Subcarrier llemodulator Assembly (SDA), Symbol Syn- 
chronizer Assembly (SSA), Telemetry and Command 
Processor (TCP), Block Decoder Assembly (BDA), Digital 
Decoder Assembly (DDA), and the test transmitter assem- 
blies. At present, all cC the SCAs have been updated to 
support MVM'73. For the Viking 1975 mission, the SCAs 
at the 64-m stations (DSS 14,43, and 63), and temporarily 
at CTA 21, will be updated to support mission require- 
ments. At the 26-m stations, the SCA hardware will re- 
tnain unchanged; however, new software capabilities are 
provided to support the project. 
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11. Viking 1975 Simulation Requirements 
The simulation requirements imposed on the SCA by 
Viking 1975 are defined in detail in Ref. 1. The following 
paragraphs briefly describe these requiremcnts as they 
specifically pertain to the SCA; for further information 
refer to Ref. 1. 
The SCAs at the 84-m DSSs will be required to simulate 
high-rate (science) and low-rate (engineering) data for 
each of two orbiters and one lander spncecraft. The two 
orbiter high-rate channels will be required to provide 
block coded data at a maximum rate of 16.0 kbps and 
uncoded data up to 4 kbps. The orbiter low-rate channels 
will provide uncoded data at a maximum rate of 33-34 
bps. The lander high-rate channel will be required to 
provide block coded data at a maximum rate of 1 kbps; 
the low-rate channel will provide uncoded data ,jp to 
8-45 bps. 
Each of the six telemetry channels (channels 1 throi~gh 
6-5 and 6 are new) will require biphase modulation. ' f ie  
orbiter high-rate channels will be modulated by a sub- 
carrier frequency of 240 kHz, the low rate at 24 kHz. The 
lander high-rate channel will be modulated by a sub- 
carrier frequency of 72 kHz, the low rate at 12.0 kHz. 
The 64-m DSSs will also require a third test translator 
with associated modulator, mixer, and modulation index 
control to provide for new channels. The test translator 
RF carrier will be 2.11 CHz. 
The SCAs at the 26-m DSSs will require a four-channel 
(existing channels 1 through 4) rimulation only. The data 
rates, formats (uncoded or block coded), and subcarrier 
frequencies are the same as for the 64-m DSSs. These 
stations will be required to simulate high- and low-rate 
data for each of two orbiters (four channels) or high and 
low rate for one orbiter and one lander. 
The existing SCA software. DOI-5089-TP-C (DROP C), 
will require updating to become DOI-5089-TP-F (DROP 
F). The new software will provide for maximum control 
of the hardware at the 64-m DSSs. The same software 
will also provide for control at the 26-m DSSs. In addi- 
tion to hardware control and high-speed data line (HSDL) 
(bit stream) data routing, the software will be required to 
simulate the following fixed data outputs (maximum 
capabilities): 
(1) Two orbiters: 
(a) Visual Imaging Science (VIS) data (high-rate 
data with incrementing line and picture counts); 
capabilities provided on telemetry channels 1, 
2, 5, and 8; capabilities exist at 26-m (channels 
1 and 2 only) and 64-m DSSs. 
(b) Viking Orbiter Science (VOS) data (high-rate, 
fixed data); channels 5 and 6 only; capabilities 
exist at 64-m DSSs only. 
(c) Viking Orbiter Engineering Launch (VOEL) 
data (low-rate, fixed data); channel 4 only; 
capabilities exist at 26- and 64-m DSSs. 
(d) Viking Orbiter Engineering Cruise (VOEC) 
data (low-rate, fixed data); channel 3 only; 
capabilities exist at 26- and 64-m DSSs. 
(2) One lander: 
(a) Visual Imaging Lander (VIL) data (with incre- 
mentir.g line and picture cou~its); capabilities 
provided on telemetry channels 1 and 2 only 
(26- and 64-m DSSs). 
(b) Viking Lander Engineering Format 4 (VLE4) 
and SSCA (surface sampler) low-rate, fixed 
data; channel 1 only (26- and 64-m DSSs). 
(c) Viking Lander Engineering Format 5 (VLE)  
(low-rate, fixed data); channel 2 only (26- and 
64-m DSSs). 
Ill. Existing SCA Capabilities 
At present, the SCA is capable of simulating four chan- 
nels (channels 1 through 4) of telemetry data. Two of the 
channels (channels 1 and 2) have block coding, high- and 
low-rate capabilities. The other two channels provide 
uncoded low-rate data only. Each of the four channels 
can he biphasc (BI-+) or interplex-modulated. 
The SCA also provides a computer-controlled data 
selection matrix which provides for modulation control, 
modu:ation index setting, and test signal routing to various 
DSS eqdpment. 
The existing software provides for control of the SCA 
hardware, input and processing of HSDL inputs from 
MCCC, and MVM'73 fixed data simulation of Imaging 1 
(IM-1) at 117.6 kbps. The IM-1 data were embedded in 
the MVM73 SCA software. 
For purposeb of Viking 1975, the 28-m stations will 
retain the exrsting hardware capabilities; however, new 
software will provide for the required fixed data simula- 
tions described in Section 11. 
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IV. New SCA Capabilities Required 
In iddition to the existing capabilities described in 
Section 111, the 64-m DSSs will be required to provide 
two new telemetry channels (for a total of six), with 
associated hlock coders and variable data-rate cap~bilities. 
Two new modulators ilre required to provide two addi- 
tional hiphase outputs. These modulators will be identical 
to the four existing modulators and will also be capable 
of providing interplex modulatio~l. A new mixer, with 
associated modulation hdex setting capabilities, and a 
power amplifier will be required to provide for a third 
transmitter test signal. The SCA data selection capabili- 
ties will he expanded to provide for routing of the two 
new channels, and for increased test signal outputs to an 
increased number of DSS equipments. 
In addition to the new hardware required, a new soft- 
ware SCA Data Houting Operational Program (DROP) is 
required to provide for control of the new hardware and 
also to provide two additional telemetry channel outputs 
and simulation of the fixed data described in Section 11. 
This program must be compatible for use at both the 26- 
and the 64-m DSSs. 
V. Implementation of New Capabilities 
The SCAs at the 64-m DSSs will be updated to meet the 
requirements of Viking 1975. These modified SCAs will 
be redesignated to become the SCA 11. At present, the 
SCAs at CTA 21 and DSS 14 have been updated and are 
in use. The SCAs at DSSs 43 and 63 will be updated in 
the near future. 
The SCA I1 is basically an add-on and expansion of the 
existing SCA configuration. The requirement for a six- 
channel simulation is satisfied by adding two new telem- 
etry channels (5 and 6) to the existing four-channel con- 
figuration. The two new channels are capable of providing 
high or low rate, block coded or uncoded data outputs. 
Since three channels of high-rate data and three chan- 
nels of ;ow-rate data must be simulated, the SCA I1 will 
provide expanded bit rate capabilities. This was accom- 
plished by adding one uew bit sync generator and a 
frequen-y divider network. The bit sync generator pro- 
vides the basic timing clock for the new telemetry chan- 
nel 5. The frequency divider provides for selection of 
either low rates, or bit sync generator rates, for existing 
telemetry channels 1 and 2. Channel 3 and 4 bit rates are 
idso selectable and are obtained from an existing fixed- 
rate generator (low rates) or from a bit sync generator. 
Telemetry channel 6 receives a bit rate input from exist- 
ing hit sync generator 2 (RSC 2). 
Four new video conditioner modulators, with biphase 
i~nd interplex modulation features. will be added to pro- 
vide a total of eight video conditioner outputs. New video 
conditioners 5 and 6 will provide for modulated or un- 
modulated outputs of the two additional telemeity chan- 
nels Video canditioners 5 m d  6 are also interconnected 
to provide for inhnrplexed data outputs. These two video 
conditioners provide outputs and modulation index setting 
for a third test transmitter signal. 
Video conditioners 5 and 6 receive suhcarrier frequency 
inputs from the new frequency divider network. A new, 
fourth, suhcarrier frequency generator (SFG) is provided 
for a basic frequency input to the frequency divider, and 
for subcarrier input to video conditioner 7. The three 
SFGs contained in the existing SCA cocfiguration provide 
for SFG inputs to video conditioners 1,2,3,4, and 8. 
New video conditioners 7 and 8 will be installed at 
DSSs 43 and 63 only, and will provide test signal inputs to 
eight SDAs. 
The SCA I1 contains expanded data selection capabili- 
ties to provide for six-channel routing, modulation control, 
and modulation index control. The new capabilities also 
provide further test signal inputs to more DSS interfacing 
equipment. This is accomplished by expanding the basic 
design of the existing data select drawer to provide a new 
drawer. The new drawer will provide for routing any one 
or all or any combination of the six telemetry channels, 
data types nonreturn-to-zero level (NRZL) or nonreturn- 
to-zero mark (NRZM), to the fol1owil:q units, as the test 
data described: 
(1) Bit error rate (BER) outputs to a maximum of five 
SSAs (NRZL only) and three TCPs. 
(2) Word error rate (WEN) (channels 1, 2, 5, and 6 
only, with block coding capabilities) outputs to a 
maximum of five Data Decoder Assemblies (DDAs) 
and three Block Decoder Assemblies (BDAs). 
(3) Convolutional error rate (CER) (channel 1 only) 
outputs to a maximum of five DDAs. 
(4) Bit sync (BS) outputs to three TCPs. 
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The data select drawer also provides for modulation 
control of the video conditioners and for control of the 
modulation index at tenuators contained within the video 
conditioners. These capabilities will provide for biphase 
or interplex modulation of test signal outputs to a maxi- 
mum of eight SDAs (four new), nonmodulated data out- 
puts to a maximum of five SSAs, and nonmodulated 
outputs to provide for integrated, low-rate inputs to eight 
TCPs. Eight modulation index attenuators can be con- 
trolled to provide ~ ~ t t i n g s  for pairf \ inputs (1 and 3, 2 
and 4 ,5  and 6; 7 and 8 are not used) to associated mixers 
for test signals to three transmitters. 
The existing SCA hardware configuration consists of 
two standard buffer assemblies and a two-cabinet XDS 
910 computer. This configuration will remain unchanged 
at the 26-m DSSs. At the 64-m DSSs a third buffer assem- 
bly with associated interfacing cables will be added to 
provide the hardware for the new capabilities required. 
The third cabinet will recvive EOM/POT inputs directly 
from the computer via a PINROT expension chassia 
added to the computer taemory cabinet. A photograph ! 
of the new cabinet, buffer cabinet 3, is shown in Fig. 1, 4 
and the front and rear physical layouts are shown in 1 
Fig. 2. The SCA 11 installation at CTA 21 is shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that the SCA I1 consists of, from left to right, 
the new buffer cabinet 3, existing buffer cabinets 1 and 
2, and two XDS 910 computer buffer cabinets. 1 
The new DROP program is compatible for operation at 
both the 26- and 64-m DSSs. At the 64-m DSSs the pro- 
gram provides for control of the maximum hardware 
control capabilities and the fixed data outputs described 
in Section 11. Throughout the design and development of 
the SCA 11, the software development presented the most 
problems. In order to accomplish all of the software re- 
quirements, some of the software functions were incorpo- 
rated into the SCA I1 hardware. 
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AGC Calibration Accuracy 
G. L. Stevens 
Network Operations 
Currently, measurement of reccioed signal power at the DSN stations & per- 
formed by calibrating the autotnatic gain control voltage os an indicator of 
receioed signal power leoel. Errors in the ACC voltage vs sir+ tuer level 
calibration ore identified and the overall ACC calibration acr estimuted. 
I. Introduction 
At present, DSN Standard Test Procedure No. 853-51 
4A-07 Rev B is used to calibrate the receiver automatic 
gain control (AGC) voltage vs the received carrier power 
so that the Digital Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS), the 
Telemetry and Command Processor (TCF), and the voice 
report all yield an axurate estimation of the rewived 
spacecraft carrier power. Fifteen AGC voltage/signal 
level pairs covering a 30-dB range are used in the cali- 
bration. The test trnnrmittcr output signal level is ad- 
justed to the desired calibration levels using the Y-factor 
technique of power ratio measurements. 
calculates the cot onding canif-r power using the 
third-dqrtu. polynomial c-stablishcd in the AGC calibra- 
tion. Similarly, the TCP samples the AGC voltage and 
estimates the rc~eived signal power using its linear ap- 
proximation of the AGC voltage/signal power rclationrhip. 
This rrpcrt presents a discussion of the theoretical 
aspcacts a:. ! limitations of the ACC voltage vs received 
CW signdl power calibration prxedure. 
II. Procedure 
The ACC voltagc/signal level pairs are used by the The signal level calibration consists of four major steps. 
DIS to generate a third-degree polynomial curve fit. The Each of these major steps will be examined, and those 
TCP performs a seven-point best fit straight line approxi- items which al;iar to limit the accuracy of the calibra- 
mation to the calibration data. Received spacecraft signal tion will be idcntified. An attempt will be made to place 
power estimation is performed independently by the DIS a hound on each of these discrete error contributions and 
and TCP, The DIS samples the receiver AGC voltage and to estimate the overall ACC calibration accuracy. 
i 
I 
z 
i 
A. Step 1: Y-FI~M Calculations whera 
In order to calculate the Y-factors that are rcquired 
to input the drsircd tcst transmittcr signal levels, it is 
first neccssnry to obtain mcasurcd values for: 
?Y 
= thc sensitivity of the Y-factor calculation 
to an crror in the pnd value 
B uncorrrctcd bandwidth of the 10-kHz bandpass 
filter in thc* Y-factor de~tcctor assembly a' - = the scnsitivity of the Y-factor cnlculation 
" 
to an error in thr p i n  factor C gain factor of the Y-factor dctector assembly 
Thcsc paramctcrs, along wi"n the dcsircd input carricnr 
power lrvc4s from thc tt5t . .nsmittchr, arc used by the 
Y-factor computer program DOI-5313-SP-B to calculate 
the Y-factors uscd in thr AGC calil~ration. Thc formula 
us;d by thc DIS to calculutc thv Y-factors is: 
jl ). 
- jlT,,, = tile smsitivity of the Y-factor calculation to an cwor in thr measured value of sys- 
tc.111 noisca tc.mpcq-ature 
p ~ t l  -I P,. - 1  198.6 -- C 
10 
7 Y 
- 
2B = thc* scwcitivity of thc Y-factor calculation 
to an ~ r r o r  in tlw mcwurc.d value of the 
10-kHz filter b;~ndwidth. 
where 
pad = test transmittcr rc.fwrnas strp attclnuator cali- 
bratcd valuc, dB. 
P,. = t ~ s t  transmittc*r carrirr p w r ,  dRm. 
198.6 = Bo1tznia11's constant 
/mtl i -  P,. -t 198.6 - C X = .- - - 10 log (T,,, B )  (7) 
In ordc-r to cvalu;ltcl thc* accurncy of the calculated 
Y-factors, it is first ncwssary to dcfinc thc errors in the 
mcasurcd systrlm paranwters. Thcw c*rrors arc: 
Ttir csrror AY, in the calculated valuc of each Y-factor 
will rc.sdt in an rrror in thc sctup value of carrier power 
of AP,.. Solving Eq. (1) for P, yiclds 
AT = the rrror in thc nwasirrcd valuc of system 
oprating tc.mpcraturcb, K 
PC = 10 log (10'"1" - 1) 1- 10 log T,,,. 
+ 1 0 l o g B - t ~ d  - 198.6-t G (8) GB = the crror in thc measured value of the 10- 
kHz crystal filtcr bandwidth in the Y-factor 
detcctor assc*mhly 
The sensitivity of tht. srstnp valuc of carrier power to 
the crror in the calculatrd Y-factors is obtained by taking 
the derivative of P, with iespct  to 1'. Wc obtain AC = tlw clrror in t h *  mcwurc*d value of the gain 
factor, dB 
Apad = tlv* clrror in thc calibrat~d value of the test 
transn1;tter rclfcrc*ncc stcp attenuator 
Therefore, the error in the srtup signal lev#-l due to the 
Y-factor errors is givm by The error AY in the calculated valuc of Y can now bc 
ergressed as 
In order to evaluate the calibration signal level error 
contributions discussed so far, it is necessary to assign 
values to AT,,,, AB, AC, and Apad. These four valries 
are given below: 
(1) The measured value of T,, has a worst case (3u) 
error of 1.3 K (Rcf. 1). 
(2) The accuracy i the i~ieasured value of bandwidth 
is limited primarily by the accuracy of the Airborne 
Instrument Laboratories (AIL) precision attenuator. 
The precision attenuator is used to calibrate the 
filter attenuation as a function of frequency. The 
accuracy of the precision attrnuator over the rap;? 
used for this calibration is 0.06 dB (Rcf. 2), cor- 
responding to a bandwidth error of 140 Hz. 
(3) The gain factor accuracy is Iimitcd by thc precision 
attenuator and is approximately 0.03 dB. 
(4) The capability exists to calibrate the test trans- 
mitter step attenuators to an accuracy of 0.05 dB. 
This is the accuracy of the reference step attenuator 
(pad) value. 
The AGC calibration errors introduced by the Y-factor 
calculations are sumnlarizcd in Table 1. 
B. Step 2: Calibration Signal Level Adjustments 
The second major step in the AGC calibration is to 
set up precise test transmitter signal levels using the 
Y-factor equipment. Three major factors which limit the 
accuracy of the calibration signal level settings are: 
(1) The resetability and nonlinearity of the precision 
attenuator. For Y-factors such that 4 dB < Y < 16 
dB, the precision attcnuator accuracy is approxi- 
mately 0.04 dB. 
(2) The operator's ability to "eyeball average" the strip 
chart recorder trace and to duplicate that avcrage 
by adjusting the test transmitter output level. Thc 
inherent limitations of this technique result in an 
additional worst case error contribution of 0.05 dB. 
The procedure of using the test transmitter step 
attcnuator to decrease the signal power in two 
10-dB steps to provide three calibration points for 
each of the five calculated and set up Y-factors. 
This procedure results in calibration signal power 
errors (in 10 of the 15 calibration points) of not 
more than 0.05 dB. 
These three error sources and their nec worst case error 
contribution to the signal level adjustments are sum- 
marized in Table 2. 
C. Step 3: AGC Voltage Measurements 
Thc third phase of the calibration is the measurement 
of the noisy AGC voltage. The AGC voltage is averaged 
over a 100-s interval by the 2401C integrating voltmeter 
and is then displayed. The principal sources of error to 
be considered include: 
(1) The CW power stability of the test transmitter 
(Ref. 3). The published specification of 0.5 dB is 
not repre~entative of actual performance over the 
five short periods (7 to 10 mill each) during which 
the calibration signal level must remain constant. 
It is assumed that the power stability of the test 
transmitter o v r  thew short time periorls is 0.05 dB. 
(2) The mascr gain stability over thc pchriod of time 
(approxim:~*4y 1 h) that it is used during thc AGC 
calibration and the accuracy to which its gain can 
be set. The short-term fixed position gain stability 
is 3.05 dR/10 s and the long-term gain stability is 
0.5 dB/lI  h (Ref. 4). The total calibration error 
due to thc mas1.r gain adjustment and gain vari- 
ation is a5suined to be not greater than 0.15 dB. 
(3) The rwriver gain stability. Thc receiver gain sta- 
bility during the AGC calibration is assumed to be 
0.a5 dB. 
(4) The variance of the 100-s averages taken by the 
integrating voltmeter due to the variance of the 
AGC voltage. The variance of the AGC voltage 
can be calculated by using the results of Chapters 
7 and 8 of Tausworthe (Ref. 5). It has been shown 
by Lesh (Ref. 6) that the variance of the 100-s 
averages is related to the variance of the AGC 
voltage by: 
for T/r large, where 
uZ, = the variance of the 100-s sample 
uXoc = the v:lriance of the ACC voltage 
t 
T = the integration time (100 s) I 
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t + = the closed loop AGC time constants IV. Total AGC Calibration Accuracy 
t 
i 2.69 s (narrow) The total worst case AGC calibration error is obtained by combining the results of Tables 1 through 3 with . = 0.241 s (medium) Fig. 1. Figure 3 is a plot of the total AGC calibration error 0.283 s (wide) vs signal level. A probable error scale is included by making the assumption that the worst-case error is a 30 
me accuracy of Step of the AGC calibration planed value of the calibration error. It should be noted that 
as a function of signal level in Fig. 1. there is no significant difference between the DIS and 
TCP accuracies, since most of the calibration errors result 
0. Step 4: Manual Gain Control (MGC) from sources that are common to the DIS and TCP. I 
Sampling and Curve Fitting 
The fourth major step in the AGC calibration is the V. Summary 
process of adjusting the MGC voltage to the value ob- 
tained in Step 3, sampling these voltages with the DIS This step-by-step view of the AGC calibration proce- 
and TCP, and performing the seven-point best fit (TCP) dure has hopcfully identified the principal sources of 
and the third-degree least squares curve fit (DIS). The calibration errors. The calibration errors associated with 
three parts of this phase of the calibration will be con- each of tho four calibration phases have been estimated. 
sidered separately: It has been shown that the AGC calibration accuracy is largely a function of two factors: 
(1) The MGC voltage stability and setability will create 
an error not exceeding O.m V or 0.02 dB. 
(2) Gain stability, zero offset and linearity specifica- 
tions for the AGC isolation amplifier (Ref. 7) 
indicate a maximum error contribution by this 
component of 0.1 dB. If the digital voltmeter is 
used to check the zero offset, gain, and linearity 
while the amplifier adjustments are made, this 
maximum error can be reduced to approximately 
0.02 dB. 
The error contributions of the TCP analog multi- 
plexers will not be greater than 0.0025 V (Ref. B), 
and the accuracy of the TCP analog-to-digital con- 
verter (ADC) is 0.0035 V (Ref. 9). These two errors 
result in an additional TCP worst-case calibration 
error of 0.06 dB. Similarly, the DIS analog multi- 
plexer (Ref. 10) and analog-to-digital converter 
(Ref. 11) errors result in an additional DIS calibra- 
tion error of approximately 0.04 dB. 
(3) The AGC voltage/signal level pairs are used by the 
DIS to generate the third-degree polynomial curve 
fit. The TCP performs a seven-point best fit straight 
line approximation to these data. A study by Lesh 
(Ref. 12) of a similar calibration technique indicates 
that the cplibration error contribution by the DIS 
curve fitting process is less than 0.01 dB. Similarly, 
the TCP calibration error introduceu by the 
straight-line approximation does not exceed 0.02 dB. 
(1) Calibration of all hardware associated with the 
AGC calibration including: 
Ttst transmitter. 
Maser. 
Receiver. 
50-MHz AIL precision attenuator. 
Y-factor detector assembly (10-kHz bandpass 
filter). 
AGC isolation amplifier. 
TCP and DIS analog multiplexers and ADCs. 
(2) The accuracy to which system measurements and 
adjustments are made by the operator. 
It is important to note that this report is concerned with 
only the calibration accuracy of the receiver AGC voltage 
as an indicator of the CW power level at the receiver 
input reference plane. The AGC calibration accuracy 
(Fig. 2) should not be confused with the overall accuracy 
of spacecraft signal level reporting. Many other factors 
are involved, including: 
(1) DSS antenna gain variations and pointing errors. 
(2) Maser gain variation as a function of antenna point- 
ing angle. 
(3) Uncertainties in path loss. 
(4) Long-term equipment stabilities. 
A tabulation of the MGC sampling and curve fitting These would have to be considered in a study of the 
i errors is given in Table 3. overall spacecraft signal-level reporting accuracy, 
! 
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Worst-case 
Value error Error source 
contribution, 
dB 
AT = system temperature 1.3" K 0.18 
error 
AB = bandwidth error 140 Hz 0.06 
AC = gain factor error 0.03 dB 0.03 
~ p u d  = pad value error 0.05 dB 0.05 
Y-factor calculation worst-case error total 0.32 
Table 2. Signal level adjustment errors 
Error sowce Value, dB 
Precision attenuator 
Test transmitter adjustments 
Test transmitter step attenuator 
Calilxation signal level error (worst case ) 0.14 
Table 3. MGC Sampling and c u m  fitting enon 
- - 
Error source Value, dB 
hlCC voltage adjustments 0.08 
AGC isolation amplifier 0.02 
Analog multiplexers and A/D's (TCP) 0.06 ( DIS ) 0.04 
Curve fitting (TCP) 0.02 (DIS) 0.01 
Worst-case total (TCP)0,12 (DIS)O.OY 
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Fig. 1. AGC voltage measurement error 
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Sequential Decoding in the Presence 
of a Noisy Carrier Reference 
J. R. Lesh 
Network Operations 
A new model for predicting the comptrtatioi~al performance of a sequential 
decoder operating in a noisy carrier reference enl;ironment is described. The 
major difference between thb model and pre~ious models is that the new model 
characterizes the number of computations per frame as the sum of the computa- 
tions resulting from a number of independent searches. This number of indepen- 
dent searches can then be considered as an effectioe frame length. When this 
computational model is aueraged otjer noisy reference phase errors using a 
medium-rate interpolation scheme, the results are found to agree quite fat:orably 
with experimental measurements. 
I. Introduction 
Characterizing the computational behavior of a sequen- 
tial decoder in the presence of a noisy carrier reference 
has long been recognized as n difficult problem. The first 
difficulty one encounters when undertaking such a study 
is to characterize the computational behavior of an ideal 
(noiseless carrier reference case) decoder. It was con- 
jectured by Savage (Ref. 1) and subsequently verified 
many times experimentally that the number of computa- 
tions required to decode one bit (or branch) behaves as a 
Pareto random variable. However, 1. hen using sequential 
decoding one must necessarily gtoup the incoming data 
into blocks or frames, in which case the random variable 
of interest is the number of computations per frame rather 
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than the number of computations per bit. Unfortunately, 
.I Ions no satisfactory model for the distribution of cornput* t' 
per frame has been proposed to date. Some progress has 
been reported by I,nyland (Refs. 2 and 3) using curve 
fitting techniqrres of data produced by simulations. Such 
a technique has the ohvious disadvantage of being valid 
only when the simulation conditions are reproduced, and 
furthermore, one often loses the insight afforded by more 
analytical models. In this paper we develop directly a 
model for the distribution of computations per frame 
which is based not on simulations but on convolutions of 
Pareto distributions (Section 11). In Swtion 111, we com- 
pare the results of this model to experimental data and 
link the two by considering a quantity called the effective 
frame length. 
In Section IV we attack the second major difficulty 
associated with actual decoder performance modeling: i i.e., the effects of a noisy carrier reference. We consider 
both high- and low-rate phase error effects upon the ideal 
decoder model developed previously. The final "real" 
. , decoder model results using a medium-rate technique 
developed by Tausworthe (Ref. 4). This final model is 
compared with experimental data in Section V, followed 
by conclusions in Section VI. 
II. Convolutions of Pareto Distributions 
Let C, represent the number of computations required 
for the decoder to decode (or advance) one bit. As pre- 
viously stated, it is well known that the random variable 
C, approximately obeys the Pareto law; i.e., 
where a is the Pareto exponent determined by 
where E,(a) is the random coding bound exponent func- 
tion (Ref. 5) which depends implicitly on the signal-to- 
noise ratio and RN is the code rate in bits per channel 
symbol. It is customary to plot computational distribu- 
tions on log-iog paper, in which case Eq. ( I )  represents 
a straight line with slope -a. Now let CF denote the 
number of computations required to decode a frame of 
F bits. Two models for the frame computational distribn- 
tion which have been proposed in the past are 
and 
Equation (3) assumes that the accumulation of L com- 
putations occurs from a single long search, whereas 
Eq. (4) assumes that every bit requires exactly the same 
number of computations. Both of these expressions are 
clearly wrong since P, (CF 2 F) is incorrectly predicted 
:t 
by Eq. (3) (except when F = 1 or a = l) ,  and the assump 
tion for Eq. (4) is clearly invalid. However, it is important 
, :  to note that Eq. (3) represents a vertical shift of Eq. (1) 
by log F (on log-log paper), whereas Eq. 4 represents a 
; f horizontal shift of log F. Both of these observations will ! become useful later. 
With this background, let us consider the following 
construction. We assume that the computational distri- 
bution per bit is given by Eq. (1) (with equality). That is 
to say: 
Now, let us assume that the number of computations 
required to decode a frame of F, bits (CF,) is given by the 
sum of F, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables each distributed according to Eq. (5). 
(This assumption will be modified later.) Then it is well 
known that the probability density function of Cp, is 
given by the (F,- 1) fold convolution sum of Eq. (5). 
Figure 1 illustrates the results of such convolutions when 
the Pareto exponent cr = 1.5 and for various values of F,. 
It is interesting to note that as the frame length F, in- 
creases, the "Pareto-like" characteristic of CFe rapidly 
disappears with the appearance of a low end knee. Such 
a knee has been observed in experimentally determined 
distributions of computations per frame. Also of signifi- 
cance is the fact that all of the curves tend asymptotically 
to the result given in Eq. (3), with F replaced by F,. Such 
behavior was predicted earlier by Sussman (Ref. 6). 
Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the distribution of Cpe 
as a varies (i.e., signnl-to-noise ratio (SNR) varies) for 
F.  = 192. 
In order to utilize these results, it is necessary to charac- 
terize the distribution of CF, without having to perform 
the convolutions each time. For the purpose of charac- 
terizing these distributions, a large number of Pareto 
distribution convolutions were performed at different 
values of a and F, and the results studied. It soon became 
apparent that a pattern was emergi~~g. In particular, it 
was noticed (at least for reasonably large F,) that if one 
fixed the value of a and varied F,, the point on each C,, 
distribution which had a tangent line parallel to the 
original Pareto distribution occurred at a value of L 
which was a constant multiple of F,. In other - ,,ords, 
given a and F, sufficiently large, there exists . I  mnstant 
K (a) such that the tangent line to the distuution ',.-e 
at L = K(a)F, has slope - a. This point appears to i*e 
qnite useful since it is quite close to the value of L for 
which the distribution of CFr begins to rapidly drop. 
Several values of K(a)  are shown in Fig. 3. We note that 
K(a) can he well approximated by 
This approximation is  also shown in Fig. 3. 
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Let us now consider the following model for the distri- 
bution of CF,. Given a and F, let P, (CP, 2 K(a)* Fe) 
= 1. At K (a)* F, let the model distribution begin dropping 
in a straight-line manner which best describes the rapid 
descent region of the convolved Pareto distribution. This 
amounts to letting the distribution be characterized as 
behaving initially as a Pareto distribution with exponent 
(say) a'. At the point where this straight-line distribution 
crosses the asymptotic distribution given by Eq. (3) we 
begin following the asymptotic distribution. By perform- 
ing such constructions, we again find that the value of a' 
is also reasonabiy independent of F, (for sufficiently large 
F,). Several values of n' are shown in Fig. 4 along with an 
approximation given by 
Combining these results we obtain the model for the 
distribution of CF, given by 
where 
a' In [K(a)F,] - In F, 
L* = exp 
(a' - n) 
Figure 5 compares the results of the model with the 
corresponding Pareto distribution convoh~tions for F, = 
84 and a = 1.0 and a = 1.5. It is interesting to note that a 
similar type of model (i.e., Pareto distribution with dis- 
continuous a) has been used in the past by Berger and 
Mandelbrot (Ref. 7) for characterizing the distribution of 
sequences of intererror gaps in telephone lines. 
We will find it useful to scale the results of our model 
by the frame length F,. In particular we let 
represent the average number of computations per bit 
(when a flame of F, is decoded using L computations). 
It should be noted that N is quite different from the 
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ensemble average of the r~ndom variable representing i 
the number of computiitions per bit. For example, for any i 
values of L and F,, N is defined as their ratio. On the 
other hand, the average of the number of computations 
per bit is a fixed number and may be either finite or 
infinitedepending on the value of a. In terms of N, our 
model for the distribution of Cp, becomes 
where 
n' In K(cr) + (a- 1) In F, 
N* = exp 
a' - fi 
Ill. The Concept of Effective Frame Length 
Now that we have a model for the distribution of CFC 
let 11s see if it  can br used to predict sequential decoder 
perfor~nuace. To accomplish this, the model in Eq. (11) 
was compared with experimentally determined frame 
co~nputation distrilmtions provided by Layland (Ref. 8). 
Figure 6 ilhI~trate~ this comparison where we notice 
immediately that the value of F, for which the model 
approximatrs the experimmtal result is very much smaller 
than the fram? length F used in the experiment. In fact, 
it appears in Fig. 6 (as well as in essentially all other com- 
parisons made but not included in this paper) that the 
value of F, that one should use is 
Indeed, this result appears to have been a significant 
factor in improving the accuracy of the model. 
Let 11s reflect upon what Eq. (13) is telling us. Recall 
that in Section I1 F, was used to determine the number 
of convolutions which we performed. Consequently, F,, 
which we .hall interpret as the "effective frame length," 
represents the number of independent searches made by 
the decoder. Recall also that a characteristic of the Pareto 
distribution is that a single long search of length L is more 
likely than two searches of length L/2. However, a single 
I long search covering the entire distance L is also very 
I unlikely. Consequently, one would expect that within a 
frame of reasonable length there should be several long 
searches. Equation (13) tells us that, within a frame, 
approximately 2';1 of the bits in the frame result in long 
searches. 
It can be argued that F,. should d e p n d  on n. Indeed 
this surely seems plausible and certainly a model for F ,  
showing this dependence would be an improvement. 
However, there itre certain factors which make the exact 
selection of F ,  less critical. At large n there is a good 
separation between lines of different F,, and consequently 
Eq. (13) can be visuully justified. As a approaches unity, 
all of the lines of F,  collapse into the same line. Conse- 
quently, itny value of F, will work in this region. In the 
interval 0 < n < 1. the different F ,  curves again separate, 
except this time with the larger values of F, on top. How- 
ever, probabilities are always constrained to be not more 
than one, so that there is a limit to the separation that can 
occur for this region of a's. Furthermor- veration of 
decoders at these values of n usually occurs relatively 
small probability, so that if one is interesteu in average 
pt~rfonnance, the error contributions resulting from the 
region 0 < n < 1 are usually quite small. 
IV. The Effects of\ N ~ S ~  Carrier Reference 
\\'hen sequential decoders itriB used in ditta links in- 
volving phase-coherent carrier tracking, one mcst not 
only determine the operating characteristics of the de- 
coder but must also determine the effect that the carrier 
tracking loop has on the decoder as well. There are two 
cases where these effects can be quite easily determined. 
The first of these, called the low-rate model, occurs when 
the data rate is so small reh ive  to the carrier tracking 
loop handwidth W ,  (two-sided) that one can consider 
that the tracking loop phase error process +(t) varies very 
rapidly over ;I sequcntiid decoder hit (branch). In this 
case, cne ciln compute the effecti\.r or degraded symbol 
encrgy to noise ratio ?i from 
where R is the input sy~nbol SKR. Lindsey (Ref. 9) has 
shown that Eq. (14) can be expressed as 
where 1 4 *  ) is the 1 8 " ~  order modified Bessel function and 
p,. is the carrier loop signal to noise ratio. Now, using 'R 
one can determine the appropriate random d i n g  error 
exponent function E , , ( * ) ,  and then from Eq. (2) the value 
of the Paretn exponent can be determined. Since we 
recognize that n depnds  on the signal-to-noise ratio we 
shall designate the low-rate Pareto exponent as a (R). 
Finally, the low-rate modrl is obtained by using Eq. (11) 
with n replitced by n (R). 
At the opposite extreme, consider the case where the 
data ratc is so high relative to W,, that one can consider 
the phase error process ct,(t) as being constant over the 
entire snlumtiitl decoder frame. In this case one creates 
a high-rate model by computing n ( R  cos2 +), where + is a 
random variable distributed as +(t). Viterbi (Ref. 10) has 
shown that this ct, has a density function given by 
Thus, the high-ratc modrl becomes 
Unfortuni~tc4y. in many citses the data rate is such that 
nrither the high or low rate assumptions are justified. 
\\'hen this situation occurs one uses some type of interpo- 
lation scheme to intcqdittc* between the high- and low- 
riitr ~nodels. The one we shall use is the method devel- 
oped hy Tiioswortlie (Ref. 3). 
The usual problem one encounters when attempting to 
use this method or any ather interpolation model origi- 
nally drveloped for uncoded or block coded data, is 
determining the effective integration time Tu of the 
sequential decoder. It appears that a great deal of insight 
into the characterization of TM can be gained by using the 
etfrctivc frame length developed in the pevious section. 
To understand this. recall that L represents the total num- 
ber of computations required to decode a frame of length 
F .  Furthermore, we assume that there are F ,  long (and 
independent) searches. For the remaining (F - F,)  bits in 
the framc let us assume that each bit is decoded using 
only one computation. Thus, for these ( F  - F,) bits the 
effective integration time Ty , is simply the time per bit Ta. 
If this is true, then the F ,  long searches n;ust accumulate 
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a total of L- F +  F, computations. Thus, for the bits in 
this group there is an average number of computations 
per l i t  (N') given by 
f 
I L 
j L-F+F, N' = 
! F, (18) 
I 
In order to convert N' to a time we will use the "full 
tree" assumption suggested by Layland (Ref. 3). This 
assumption essentially says that if a long search occurs, 
the search pattern is more likely to look like a full tree 
search rather than a long search along a single wrong 
I path. Since the average branch depth in a full binary tree 
containing N' branches is log, (1 + N'/2) the average 
integration time TM, for the long search bits is 
L-F+3F, 
T M ~  = 7'1, log, ( 2F, ) (19) 
4 
i 
e 
make such a comparison, data from DSS 71 (Ref. 11) as i! 
well as data from DSN System Performance Tests (SPTr), ! j 
were compared with our model. Actually, a slightly more i 
complex version of the model was used. In particular, the 
independent search computations distribution model given i 
by Eq. ( l l ) ,  which is a two-straight-line model, was re- 
placed by a three-line model constructed from the two- 
line result. The construction procedure is illustrated in 
Fig. 7 and results in a model given by 
\ Fe1-1t N-n ; N; < N 
Let us now apply the Tausworthe interpolation separately 
to the short and long searches. ~oward th i s  end let PI, and 
P, represent the results computed from the low- and 
high-rate models respectively. Then we have 
Pl(CF 2 N*F)  = ( l -a , )  PI, + a, P!;, i = 1,2 
(20) 
where 
and where P, (CF 2 N F), i = 1.2 represent the medium- 
rate estimates of the computations distribution for the 
short and long search bits respectively. Then, if we 
average Pi (CF 2 N* F), i = 1.2 over the times during 
which each result applies we obtain the final estimate 
h P (CF 2 L) given by 
V. Comparison of Predicted and Experimental 
i Results 
The real test of a model is its ability to predict per- 
formance under real decoding conditions. In order to 
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where 
(N*)" 
N2 = Cm] 
and 
However, the use of Eq. (24) produces only slight differ- 
ences in the prctlictinns relative to the two-line m~vlel. 
Whenever comparing theoretical predictions with di,ta 
taken in the DSN, one must be careful to separate the 
loss or degradation resulting from the carrier tracking 
loop from those occurring in the rest of the system (speci- 
fically the subcarrier tracking loop and symbol tracking 
loop). To accomplish this. a telemetry analysis computer 
program created by Dunn (Ref. 12) was used to determine 
system and subsystem losses. Those losses which did not 
occur as a result of the carrier tracking loop were con- 
sidered as degradations on the symbol eze~gy-to-noise 
ratio. 
Figure 8 illustrates the closeness of the predicted values 
to data provided from Ref. 11. These data were obtained 
using the Helios frame length of 1152, and ench curve is 
I cl~nracterized by the bit rate, modulation index and total- 
! power-to-noise-density ratio P J N , , .  In Fig. 9 we see the 
c~mparison of our model with data provided by the SPTs, 
I also for a frame length of 1152. In this figure, the separate 
curves are characterized by the bit rate, modulation index 
and the sy~nboi error rate (SER). It is believed that the 
separate curves can be more accurately characterized by 
using the SER since this quantity is directly measurable. 
In Fig. 10 we see the comparison of the predicted result 
with experimental results for the Pioneer frame length of 
192. Here we see a reasonable separation between the 
theoretical and experimental values. It is believed that 
this difference is a result of characterizing the distribution 
of CF, .  Recall that if we use the 2% figure to relate the 
actual and effective frame lengths, then for Pioneer we 
are using an effective frame length of less than 4. How- 
ever, it was stated that Eq. (11) (or, equivalerrtly, Eq. PII) 
was a good approximation only for sufficiently large F,. 
It is therefore believed that a more accurate model for 
the distribution of Ccp is needed at the Pioneer effective 
frame lengths if one is to perform better estimates than 
are indicated in Fig. 10. 
VI. Conclusion8 
We have seen that the performance of iin ideal sequen- 
tial decoder can be quite accurately predicted by con- 
sidering a number of convolutions of Pareto distributions. 
We then found that the number of such convolutions 
could be interpreted as an effective frame length. The 
effective frame length proved m t  only useful in charac- 
terizing the ideal decoder but also provided much insight 
into determination of the medium-rate interpolation 
parameters used in characterizing real decoders operating 
in a noisy carrier reference environment. Although pre- 
dictions for Pioneer frame lengths were found to be some- 
what in error, the accuracy at longer frame lengths 
appears to be quite satisfactory. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of computrtlons nsuking from (Fe.1) convolutions of Panto 
distribution a = 1.5 (dashod lines indkrto asymptotic nwit of Eq. 3) 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of actual decoder computations distribution with stnight-line model for (a) F = 1024, a = 1.7, 
(b) F = 256 and F = 1024, a = 1.9 
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- WO-LINE MODEL 
-- - THREE-LINE MODEL 
Fig. 7. Construction method for thmlino model 
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A 
Fig. 8. Comparison of medium-rate model with actual noisy reference decoder for frame length 1152 and (a) 2048 bps, 
Pt/No = 39.1 dB, mod index = 67.1 dog, (b) 1024 bpr, PTI'NO = 36.3 dB, mod index = 60.0 dog, (c) 512 bps, 
PT/NQ = 34.1 dB, mod index = 48.0 dog, (d) 256 bpr, Pt/No = 31.4 dB, mod index = 42.0 dog 
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Fig. 9. Cmplriron of medium-rate model with actual noisy referonce decoder for fnnte kng& 11s and 
(1) 2048 b p ,  SER = 8.0% mod Index = 54.6 deg, (b) 1024 bps, SER = 7.7%, mod index = 54.6 dog, 
(c) 512 bps, SER = 7.9% mod index = 54.6 dog, (d) 256 bps, SER = 7.9%, mod index = 54.6 deg, 
(0) 128 bps, SER = 7.5%, mod index = 54.6 dog 
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Fig. 10. Comprriron of medium rate model with actual noisy reference d d a  for frame length 192 m d  
(a) 2048 bpr, SER = 8.2%, mod index = 66.5 deg, (b) 1024 bps, SER = 8.1%, mod index := 66.5 dog, 
(c) 512 bpr, SER = 8.296, mod index = 66.5 dog, (d) 256 bps, SER = 8.5%, mod index = 66.5 dog 
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Real-Time High-Rate Telemetry Support 
of Mariner 10 Operations 
J. T. Hatch 
J. W. Capps 
Network Operations 
Teleoision pictures from the Mariner 10 spacecraft were receitied and displayed 
in real-time at JPL during important phases of the AlVAf'73 mission. In order for 
the DSN to support this actioity, the telemetry data processing equipment at 
DSS 14 had to be modified and a special micro~cace super group channel estab- 
lished between the station and ]PI.  to handle transmission of the high rate (117.6 
kbps) data. How this capability was implemented and operated by the DSN is 
described in this article. 
I .  Introduction 
The approved Mariner VenidMercury 1973 (MVM'73) 
mission profile established a requirement for real-time 
evaluation at JPL of spacecraft uncoded 117.6-kbps high- 
rate telemetry data (video pictures). Mission events which 
called for real-time transmission of the 117.d-kbps data 
were as follows: 
Mission event Date or period 
Earth-Moon television Mid-November 1973 
system calibration 
TV scan calibrations November through 
January 1974 
Kohoutek comet pictures January 1974 
Venus encounter February 1974 
Mercury encounter March 1974 
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To meet the requirement, the DSN established a 230.4- 
kbps data transmission capability between DSS 14 and 
JPL, with the Western Union (WU) leased portion of this 
capability being known as the 240-kHz super group 
microwave channel. 
At DSS 14, a word formatter assembly was provided by 
the project to receive the 117.6kbps data from the symbol 
synchronizer assembly (SSA) of the Telemetry and Com- 
mand Data (TCD) Subsystem and arrange the data in a 
nonblocked, synchronous word-formatted mode for for- 
warding to the station's Ground Communications Facility 
(GCF) interface. The data were then transmitted via the 
GCF and the WU-leased s u p r  group microwave channel 
to the Mission Control and Computing Center (MCCC) 
at JPL for processing and display of the pictures on tele- 
vision monitors. 
As an added feature, durinq the Mercury encounter the 
capability was provided to transmit the pictures from JPL 
to NASA Headquarters and Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), where they were also displayed on television 
monitors in real-time. 
II. Description of Capabilities 
A. Basic Data Handling Configuration 
The basic configuration of this real-time data handling 
capability is depicted in Fig. 1 and includes the DSS 14, 
MVM73 Project, CCF and MCCC equipment and inter- 
faces indicated below. 
(1) DSS 14 
(a) Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SSA). 
(b) SSA word formatter switch and word formatter 
(Project-snpplied). 
(c) 230.4-kbps \Videband Data Assembly (WBDA) 
wh:ch included wideband (\\'B) patch panels, 
General Electric Time Division Multiplex (GE 
TDM) 522 data set/modems, and bit error rate 
tester (BERT) 901. 
(2) GCF switching center at Goldstone (GCF 10). 
(a) Dual Area hlicro\wvc. Assembly (Ahl\VA) 
radio channels. 
(I)) 230.4-kbps \\'BDA (same its DSS 14). 
(c) \Vestern Union (\W) leased CE TDM 501 data 
sets. 
(d) \\'U-leased GE TDXl520 modems. 
(3) GCF 10 to GCF 20 intersite transmission (\\'U- 
l e i i d  240-kHz super group microwave channel). 
(4) GCF switching ccwter at JPL (GCF 20). 
(a) \\'CT-le~secl GE TDXI 501 tl;ita sets. 
(b) \\'U-leascd GE TDX1520 data sets. 
(c) 230.4-kbps \\'BDA, which included \VB patch 
panels. BERT 901, and lint. driver amplifiers. 
(a) Mission Test Computer Facility (MTCF) com- 
~nrtnications intiv-face patch panel. 
(b) \\'ord deformatter. 
(c) hlTCF 1230 computer. 
(d) Project/hlission Control Computing Facility 
(hlCCF) Television Assembly (TVSA). 
B. Wideband Data Transmission Capability 
The wideband portion of the capability depicted in 
Fig. 1 was engineered iind installed by the Ground Com- 
municc~tions System Engineering Group of the DSN Data 
Systems Dc~velopment Section as the 230.4-kbpdfTBDA 
iitidcr Engineering Change Order (ECO) Number 72-224. 
It was used to support M\'M"73 test and mission opera- 
tions activitic~s from July 1973 through April 1974. The 
main featurc*s of the 2.30.4-khps \VRDA are the following 
capubilities thitt it pro\~ided: 
(1) A full di~plex 230.4-kbps data transmission capa- 
hility. The data wcw routed from DSS 14 to GCF 
10, utilixing dual Area Microwave Assembly radio 
channels and a \\'U-leased 240-kHz super group 
microwave channel between GCF 10 and CCF 20. 
(2) Redundant eqr~iprnrnt to provide a backup to 
prime equipment. 
(3) Full dup1c.x end-to-md testing capability utilizing 
looplxwk techniques and special 230.4-kbps bit 
error ratr trsting cquipmmt known as the BERT 
901. 
(4) Equipment necessary to provide it compatible inter- 
face with Project-supplied equipment and MCCC 
;issemblies. 
C. NASA Headquarters/GSFC Television Configuration 
In March 1974, a requirement was established by the 
Office of Space Science Applications, NASA Head- 
quarters, to providc some real-time Mercury encounter 
pictures to SASA IIeadquarters and CbFC. The con- 
figuration shown in Fig. 2 was used to meet this require- 
ment. The s!.stem was active for a total of 10 h and 30 min, 
which included 2-'h h of testing and 8 h of prime Mer- 
cury enrolinter picture transmissions. 
Ill. System Installation and Checkout 
A. Schedules 
The 230.4-kbps \\'ideband Data Assembly installation 
bcagan approximately June 1, 1973. The GCF portion 
(\\'U-leased 240-kHz super group microwave channel and 
CCF XICCC/Projtct cable interface) was completed dur- 
ing the first week of July 1973. This wideband system, 
;dong \vith thr. DSS 14 GCF/Project word formatter and 
the JPL GCF/hlCCC word deformatter interfaces, was 
tested during the last three weeks of July and declared 
oprmble on August 1, 1973. 
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6. Problem Areas 
The CCF experienrvd almost no technical or institlla- 
tion problems in the establishment of the DSS 14-to- 
JPI, 230.4-kbps capal-rility. In fact, the hardware per- 
formance and test results exceeded all expectations. All 
GCF installation and checkout schedules were met; how- 
ever, it minor problem was experienced with \Vestern 
Union and General Electric in assuring that the July 1, 
1973, committed date for completion of the GCF 10-to- 
JPL leased 240-kHz super group installation was met. 
A slip in the July 1, 1973, date was averted by the JPL 
Coinmunicittions and Supply Section's direct coordina- 
tion with the Vice Presidents of \irestern Union and 
General Electric, to effect it speedup of deliveries of the 
230.4-khps data set/modems from General Electric to 4 
western-union. 
C. Test Results 
The GCF provided it full duplex end-to-md testing 
capability for thr 240-kHz super group, with an additional 
microwave link test capability at GCF 10. BERT 901's 
were provided to DSS 14. GCF 10 and GCF 20. This test 
capability allowed the GCF to transmit a 2047-bit pseudo- 
random pattern in both directions for channel perform- 
ance \ did it t '  lon. 
The GCF establishetl iun a1low;tl)le bit error rate of 
1 X lo-? as the test criteria for circuit validation. To meet 
the bit error rate objective at a line transmission rate of 
230.4 kbps, a 5-min bit error rate count end-to-end for 
both links could not exceed 700 bits in error. The follow- 
ing formula was used to citlculitte bit error rates: 
bit error count 
= error rate block count x block size 
(Note: block size equaled 99999 bits in each test.) Results 
of testing conducted on October 25, 1973, on the prime 
230.4-kbps widebancl circuit between DSS 14 and GCF 20 
ilre tabulated in Table 1. 
IV. Operational Performance 
A. General 
This mission-dependent high-rate telemetry data han- 
dling and transmission system performed exceptionally 
well. Of the approximately 9000 pictures obtained 
through the Mercury encounter, some 5000 were pro- 
cessed and displayed at JPL in real-time. Those pictures 
not received from DSS 14 via the 230.4-kbps ti'ideband 
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System were received from the overseiis 64-m stations 
(DSS 43 at Canhemi, Australii~, und DSS 63 at Madrid, 
Spiiin) via the 28.5-klq-rs wideband circuits, or were pro- 
cessed directly from the digital original data records that 
werr shipped from thc DSSs to JPL. 
B. Data Quality 
The quality of the pictures received during \'enus 
c.ncounter was excellent, weraging an i~pproxi~nnte bit 
error rate of 1 x 10 ;, or one bit in error for every 
lOO.000 bits received. For Mercury encounter, the bit 
error rate i~vt . r i~gd npproxin~ately 2.5 X 10 '. The 230.4- 
klqx \\'idelmnd System equaled or cxcetded all estab- 
lished lwrformiuncc specification during both encounters. 
Had the system added significantly to the bit error rate, 
rspeci~rlly tluring periods of marginal spacecr.tft tele- 
communications performance at Mercury encounter, the 
Project wo11ltl huvc had degraded data. 
C. DSN Support 
DSN support of the hliirincr 10 real-time 117.6-kbps 
high-rate telrtnt~try data retrieval effort wits based on a 
"best efforts" commitmcwt and low cost implementation. 
Nevcrthelt-ss, th~ring lXK/Ground Data System (GDS)/ 
hiCCC prc.launch testing. thc only prohlems c*xperienced 
were minnr ones encountered at DSS 14 with the word 
formatter. Furthermore, throughont the mission and 
espt~ially (luring the critical Vmus and Mercury en- 
counter sequences, the system functioned rc4iitbly and 
with a minimum amount ot downtime. 
The real-time 117.6-kbps high-rate telemetry data re- 
trieval capal)ility was de-implemented following Mercury 
c.ncounter. Subsequently, however, the decision was made 
to provide the same support for the second Mercury 
encounter, thi. closest i~pproach of which occurs on Sep- 
trmber 21, 1974. All equipment tnodifications and installa- 
tions were completed at DSS 14 and DSC 10 by mid- 
August. and arrangements made for lease of the IISC 10 
to the JPL 230.4-khps super group microwave channel 
for the nlonth of September 1974. DSS/GDS/MCCC 
testing is schcduli~l to he completed by September 15, 
1974. 
D. Operational Constraints 
Ilespite the success indicattd ul)ove, certain fc*ittures of 
this capability were undrsirable from an olx~nitions sup- 
port standpoint. For examplr, ilt the station and through- 
out the GCF interfaces, little or no capability existed for 
on-line real-time monitoring of the system status; system 
design was such that standard DSN dat:t ;ind circuit 
monitoring techniques could not be eniployed because of 
the nonstitndnrd word formatted data transmission mode 
that w i ~  used. 
These constraints required stopping the data flow and 
conducting off-line testing in order to troubleshoot the 
system when problems occurred. In addition, use of the 
mission-dependent word formatter assembly necessitated 
modifications at DSS 14 to interface this equipment with 
the SSAs and the 230.4-kbps WBDA. These nonstandard 
interfaces created an awkward operational situation at 
DSS 14 which was too troublesome to be acceptable on a 
long-term basis. 
V. Conclusions 
The MVM'73 high-rate telemetry data transmission sys- 
tem met its objectives in tin impressive manner. Limita- 
tions and constraints imposed on the DSN by the system 
design were overcome and the system was operated 
successfully. If a similar system is to be used for future 
missions, then design and engineering effort should be 
expended in order to provide the DSN with a standard 
capability that is free of any constraints that could 
hamper successful DSN support of critical mission opera- 
tions. 
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Table 1. 23O.Ckbpr widebmd circuit tost mutt8 
Bit error Data, (h Test Terminal Duration, h rate throughout 
Part 1 GCF 20 3 2.3 X 99.898 
Part 2 GCF 20 8 5.2 X 10-8 98.898 
Part 1 DSS 14 3 6.1 X 10-7 99.975 
Part 2 DSS 14 8 4.2 x 10-7 99.983 
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?ROJECT/MCCC 
N ASSEMBLY - 
Goldstone DSCC Energy Distribution 
8. H. Chapman 
TDA Planning Office 
In expectation of increases in cost and decreases in supply o f  currently auail- 
able energy forms, the DSN is studying the installation o f  systems which wiU 
prouide reliable Decp Spcc Communications Complex energy in stable amounts 
and at stable cost. One of the main factors in improcing the economic viuiility o f  
such an installation is the efficiency with which the useful energy forms resulting 
from the conuersion of the siehle e.u?rgy form to he prooided can be distributed 
to the consumers. The aim of t l~e  I:o120u.ing general dtstrihtion model fa to prooide 
a method for the optinral design of a network for the dfstrib-tion of several 
diflerent types of energy to users and for the optimal operation o f  such a network 
when installed. When such a network ts operational the consumers' demand for 
energy can he ascertained by real-time sampling but during the design phase 
these energy demnds are known ody stochastically. The initial model below 
describes the case of ktwwn constant demand and will form the basis of a subse- 
quent model o f  the stochastic demand case. An algorithm to be wed in the snlution 
of this model problem is also outlined. 
I. Mathematical Model l reflecting the initial capital cost plus the operational and 
maintenance cost over the expected lifetime of the plant. 
The heat output of each plant is the sum of two terms: 
(1) recovered waste heat, which is a known function of 
the plant's elwtrical output, and (2) heat obtained from 
fuel directly at a known cost. A portion of this heat output 
is then converted at a knnwn cost and efficiency to chilled 
watcr for use in cooling. Each link of the distribution 
system has a known cost function of its capacity, and the 
losses in each link are known functions of the amount of 
energy traversing that link. 
In detail the situation to be modeled is as follows: 
Several plants and the related distribution system are to 
be constructed to serve the electrical, heating, and cooling 
needs of several established energy consumers whose 
demand for each energy form is constant and known. The 
possible locations of the plants are given, but the par- 
ticular sit- to be usexi are to be selected so as to result 
in the least total construction and operational cost. Each 
plant has a known cost function of its electrical capacity, 
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If a particular link is to be cons.mctec1, ita capacity 
must lie between prescribed upper and lower h d s .  
The distribution system also allows for the transfer of 
electrical energy between plants, intermediate energy 
distribution nodes at various sites between plants and 
consumers, and substitution of electrical energy for heat. 
ing and cooling energy at some known efsciendes and 
costs. Thus the problem is to determine whirh sites are 
to be used, what capacity plant to install at each selected 
site, and what the distribution pattern should be for each 
energy form. This is to be done so as to minimize the 
total construction and operational cost while satisfying 
the demands of each consumer and the capacity con- 
straints on the distribution system. 
In order to maiirtain a clear relationship betwen the 
physical problem and the following mathematical formu- 
lation, the variables and functions involved will all be 
triply subscripted. The first subscript refers to the level 
of the distribution system with which the variable or 
function is associated. The second and third subscripts 
refer, respectively, to the origin and dcstination within 
that level of the quantity described by the variable or 
function (Fig. 1). 
A. System Variables 
1. Level 0: Plant Variables. There are k possible sites 
for total energy plants (TEP) which derive electricity, 
heat, and chilled water from fuel. The variables are: 
eWi = electrical output of plant i 
HWt(eooi) = recovered heat output function of plant f 
hoi = dirwtly dcrived heat output of plant i 
k,ii = portion of heat output of plant f used for 
conversion to chilled water 
Coii(hOii) = chilled water output function of plant f 
coil = electrical energy leaving plant i for plant f 
E,ir(e) = electrical energy amving at plant f when 
electrical e originated from plant i 
2. h e 1  1: Primary Distribution Variables. The amounts 
of the three energy types leaving the plants and amv- 
ing at the 1 electrical consumers, m heating energy 
consumers, and n cooling energy consunrcrs are: 
eli = electrical energy leaving plant i for electrical 
consumer f 
Elij(e) = electrical energy arriving ut electrical con- 
sumer / when electrical energy e originated 
from plant i 
clir = cooling energy leaving plant i for cooling 
energy consumer / 
C,{ , (c )  = cooling energy arrhlng at cooling energy 
consumer f when cooling energy c originated 
from plant 1 
h,,, = heating energy leaving plant i for heating 
energy consumer f 
Hli I(h) = hcating cnergy arriving at heating energy 
consumer j when heating energy h originated 
from plant i 
3. Level 2: Secondary Distribution Variables. Subse- 
quent amounts of the three energy types distributed 
between consumers of the samc encbrgy type. The vari- 
ables artg: 
e t i j  = electrical energy leaving electrical consumer 
i for electrical consumer f 
EZit(e) = clcctrical energy arriving at electrical con- 
sumcr i when clcctrical cnergy e originated 
from c.lccrrica1 cansumcr i 
c,i, = cooling energy leaving cooling energy con- 
sumer i for cooling energy consumcr j 
C,r,(c) = cooling rnergy arriving at cooling rnelgy 
consumer f when cooling cncrgy c originated 
from cooling encrgy consumer f 
A,il  = hcating energy having hcating energy con- 
sumer i for hrating energy consulner / 
H,, j(h) = heating cnergy ar~iving at heating cnergy 
consumcr f whcn hentir ( cnrrgy h originated 
from heating ccergy r .sumer i 
4. Level 3: Cooling Energy Substitution. Amounts of 
electrical energy from cach electrical consumer used for 
substitution as cooling energy at each cooling cnergy 
consumer are: 
escj = clcctrical energy leaving electrical consumer 
i for substitution as cooling energy at cooling 
cnergy cansumer 1 
C.,i j (e)  = cooling energy arriving at cooling energy con- 
sumer f when electricaj el: .rgy e originated 
from electrical consumer f for substitution 
5. Level 4: Heating Energy Substitution. Amounts of 
electrical energy from each electrical consumer used for 
substitution as heating energy at each heating energy 
cwnsurner are: 
edcj = electrical energy leaving electrical consumer 
t for substitution as heating energy at heating 
energy consumer j 
Hdi,(e) = heating energy arriving at heating energy con- 
sumer j when electrical energy e originated 
from electrical consumer i for substitution 
B. Demands 
e ,  = electrical demand of electrical consumer j 
c,  = cooling demand of cooling energy consumer j 
h, = heating demand of heating energy consumer j 
If the energy input to a heating or cooling energy con- 
sumer exceeds thr demand, the excess energy is dumped 
as waste. In order to keep the total system energy con- 
stant, this wasted energy is accounted for by the following 
slack oariables: 
c: = waste cooling energy dumped at cooling energy 
consumer j 
h: = waste heating energy dumped at heating energy 
consumer j 
(If consumcr j is actually a dummy consumer repre- 
senting a possible distribution node for electrical, cool- 
ing, or heating energy, then e j  or ci and c; or h, and It:,  
respectively, are set equal to 0). 
C. Cost Functions 
aWi(e) = cost of installing electrical generation capac- 
ity e and waste heat recovery of capacity 
H(e) at plant i 
and j(e) = ~ o s t  of installing an electrical link of capacity 
e between plant i and plant j 
a l i j ( e )  -- cost of installing an electrical link of capacity 
e between plant i and electrical consumer j 
azi )(e) -- cost of installing an electrical link of capacity 
e between electrical consumer i and electrical 
consumer 
a,,j(e) = cost of installing an electrical substitution 
link taking electrical energy e from electrical 
consumcr i to cooling energy consumer j and 
converting it to provide cooling energy C S i i ( e )  
o,,,(e) = cost of installing an electrical substitution 
link taking electrical energy e from electrical 
consumer I to heating energy consumer f and 
converting it to provide heating energy H,i !(e) 
pnni(h) = cost of installing direct heat generation of 
capacity h at plant i 
Ooi,(h) = cost of installing heat to chilled water con- 
version of capacity h at plant i to provide 
chilled water output Coi (h)  
b l i i ( h )  = cast of installing a heating link of capacity h 
between plant i and heating energy consumer j 
pZii(h) = cast of installing a heating link of capacity h 
between heating energy consumer i and 
heating cnergy consumer j 
p i j ( r )  = cost of installing a cooling link of capacity c 
between plant i and cooling energy consumer j 
y p i j ( ~ )  = cost of installing a cooling link of capacity c 
between cooling energy consumer i and coot 
ing energy consumer j 
All of the above functions include initial capital cost and 
installation cost plus the expccted maintenance cost over 
the expected system lifetime. 
II. Linearization of Functions 
In general, all of the above cost, loss, a i ~ d  production 
functions will be nonlinear. In order to make the mathe- 
matical problem more tractable by rxrent  computational 
techniques, it is desirable to replace each of these func- 
tions by an approximating piecewise-linear function. This 
can be done to any desirable accuracy since, in general, 
the functions being approximated will be at least piece- 
wise smooth. For example, consider the recovered heat 
and cost functions of the electrical generation capacity 
of a plant at site i (Fig. 2). It is then possible to approxi- 
mate H,,,,i(e,,l,i) and a,,,(e,,i) to within allowable error by 
functions which are linear on the intervals ep,,ikb e:,olk for 
k = i . . . l , , , ,  as i ~ r  Fig.3. 
The partition values ep,,,, and e,!,,,, and the approxi- 
mating linear functions can be determined for example 
by a piecewise-linear least squares fit simultaneously on 
both functions. 
The single plant in the description above with its upper 
and lower bounds on electrical generation capacity is 
then replaced by looi = 3 "pseudo-plants" with the rele- 
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vant upper and lower bounds to describe the capacity 
region in which each should operate. 
e;i,,e;ijk = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-electrical link k between plant site 
i and plant site j if built 
The dichotonlous variable b o i k  is then introduced such 
that: 
e:i,,e;ijk = upper and l w e r  bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-electrical link k between plant site 
f and electrical consumer j if built 
b l k  = 1 if pseudo-plant k is actually to be constructed 
at plant site i c : ~ , ~ , c ; ~ , ,  = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-cooling link k between plant site i 
and cooling energy consumer j if built ~, , , ,~k  = 0 if pseudo-plant k is not to be constructed 
h:iwh;ijk = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-heating link k between plant site i 
and heating energy consumer i if built 
Since at most one of these pseudo-plants will be con- 
structed at plant site i, we have the additional constraint: 
e:i,k,eiijk = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-electrical link k between electrical 
consumer i and electrical consumer i if 
built Since the capacity of pseudo-plant k should be zero if it is not to be constructed and it should not be con- 
structed if its capacity is zero, we have the following 
constraint to force the w r e c t  logical relationship be- 
tween the dichotomous and capacity variables: 
c:i,k,cO,ia = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-cooling link k between cooling en- 
ergy consumer i and cooling energy con- 
sumer j if built 
h:,jk,h;ia = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-heating link k between heating en- 
ergy consumer i and heating energy con- 
sumer j if built 
Each pseudo-plant will then have linear heat-recovery 
and cost functions in its limited capacity range: 
HoOir(eo0ir) = Hooikeooik + Hi, , , ,  = Hooikeooik + Hioil; b o i k  ejijk,e;i,k = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-electrical substitution link k from 
electrical consumer i to cooling energy 
consumer j if utilized 
The same artifice may be used to piecewise-linearize 
each nonlinear function appearing in the model. This 
introduces the following bounds on the allowed operating 
capacities of the pseudo-system elements to be defined in 
doing so. 
e:,,,, e:,,, = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
pseudo-electrical substitution link k from 
electrical consumer i to heating energy 
consumer j if utilized 
As in the above example, the construction or non- 
construction of each pseudo-system element is controlled 
by the use of dichotomous variables. 
Ill. Upper and Lower Bounds on Capacities 
of Pseudo-system Elements 
A ~ , : ?  = 1 if pseudo-plant k at plant site i is to be used 
fw electrical generation (k = 1 ... f m i )  e',,,,, e;,, = upper and lower bounds on electrical ca- pacity of pseudo-plant k at plant site i ,  if 
built h i k  = 1 if pseudo-plant k at plant site i is to be used 
for direct heat generaticn (k = 1.. . mOci) h;,,,h;,, = upper and lower bounds on direct heat 
generation capacity of pseudo-plant k at 
plant site i, if utilized 
b i i k  = 1 if pseudo-plant k at plant site i is to be used 
for production of chilled water (k = I ... mOii) 
h:iik,h:iik = upper and lower bounds on capacity of 
heat to chilled water conversion of pseudo- 
plant k at plant site i, if utilized 
~ , , i , k  = 1 if plant site i is to be connected to plant site f 
by a pseudo-electrical link with capacity be- 
tween ep,,lk and eii jk (k = 1 . .  . f o r , )  
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if plant sitr is to be connected to electrical 
consumer f P pseudo-electrical link with 
capacity between e:, jk and e:, jk (k = 1 .. . l l i l )  
if plant cite i is to be connected to heating en- 
ergy consumer f by a pseudo-heating link with 
capa~itybetweenh;,~~andh:,,~(k = l . . .mI i1 )  
if plant site i is to be connected to cooling en- 
ergy consumer j by a pseudo-cooling link with 
capacity between c: . ), and c: Jk  (k = 1 ... nlik) 
if electrical consumer i is to be connected to 
electrical consumer j by a pseudo-electrical 
link with capacity between e;,), and e:,), 
(k = le . . l z i j )  
= 1 if heating energy consumer i is to be connected 
to heating energy consumer j by a pseudo- 
heating link with capacity between hp,,, and 
h:rjk ( k  = I . .  . rnZi j )  
v2i jk = 1 if cooling energy consumer i is to be connected 
to cooling energy consur- :r j by a pseudo- 
cooling link with capacity between c ; , and 
c ' , ~ , ~  (k = 1 . .  . n,i j )  
hi jk = 1 if substitution from electrical consumer i to 
cooling energy consumer j is to be provided 
by a pseudo-electrical substitution link with 
capacity between e?i jk and eSi jk ( k = 1 ... l,i j )  
A r i l k  = 1 if substitution from electrical consumer i to 
heating energy consumer i is to be provided 
by a pseudo-electrical substitution link with 
capacity between e:i jkand eii jk(k = 1 ... l,ir) 
The constant demand problem can then be formulated as 
the following mixed integer linear program: 
Minimize 
where the sums over j and k are taken over all possible 
combinations corresponding to the value of the distribu- 
tion level subscript i and the type of the variable (e, h, 
or c).  
This will give the minimum total cost of the system 
with the following constraints: 
Subject to 
The following constraints arise from the energy balance 
(energy flowing in equals energy flowing out) at each 
node of the distribution system: 
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The following constraints, besides keeping the capacity 
of each pseudo-system element between the relevant 
upper and lower bounds if it is to be constructed, also 
force the correct logical relationships between the ca- 
pacity variables and the associated dichotomous variables. 
where the subscripts i ,  j, r ,  and 1 run over all allowable 
combinations, depending on the type of variable. 
The remaining set of constraints insures that at most 
one of the possible pseudo-system elements in each case 
is to be constructed as an element of the real system. 
where the subscripts i, 1, and r run over all allowable 
combinations depending on the type of the associated 
capacity variable. 
IV. Method of Solution 
The most favorable results in solving large mixed 
integer linear programs like the above are currently given 
by branch and bound methods (or specia1:wd methods 
which utilize branch and bound methods as part of their 
procedure.) The method is a search procedure which 
estimates or evaluates the maximum objective function 
value for all possible combinations of values of the 
integer restricted variables. It begins with a large set of 
possible combinations of values for the integer-restricted 
variables and then divides this set into successively 
smaller subsets. 
At each step an estimate is made of the maximum 
objective function value given that the combination of 
values of the integer restricted variables lies in each sub- 
set. Also at each step this estimate of the maximum objec- 
tive function value for each subset is compared with the 
objective function value of a solution which satisfies the 
constraints and has integer values for the integer- 
rcstricted variables. Subsets whose maximum objective 
function values cannot exceed the value of the best cur- 
rent integer solution arc then no longer considered as 
candidates for containing the optimum combination of 
values of the integer-restricted variables. 
If at any step an integer solution is found whose evalu- 
ated objective function value is larger than that of the 
current best integer solution then it is taken as the up- 
dated best integer solution. Continuing in this manner 
the subsets are partitioned more and more finely and are 
eliminated as their maximum possible objective function 
v\luw fall below the increasing objective function value 
of the best current integer solution. Eventually a point 
is reached where one of the subsets will contain only the 
optimum combination of values of the integer-restricted 
variables and this solution will then become the current 
best integer solution. From this point on, the comparison 
of objective function values will eliminate all the remain- 
ing subsets of possible combinations of values of the 
intcger-restricted variables and establish this solution as 
the true optimum. 
In more detail, the method is illustrated by the accom- 
panyil~g structured Level 1 flowchart. \Vhen the given 
mixed-integer linear program is feasible, it is solved as a 
linear program neglecting the integer constraints to ob- 
tain the objective function value Zoo. Prior to solving this 
problem there was no current feasible solution in which 
the integer-restricted variables took on integer values; 
so the objective function value of the current best integer 
solution x,,, is set equal to - oc. Likewise before this 
problem was solved there was no estimate of an upper 
bound on its objective function value so U B p  was set 
equal to a. 
If the solution of this problem is such that all integer- 
restricted variables have integer values, the optimal solu- 
tion has been found immediately. If not, one of the 
variables whose integer constraint is not satisfied in the 
current solution is chosen for the branching process. Here 
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two new subproblems are created by restricting the value 
of the unsatisfied variable to be greater than the integer 
immediately above its current value and to be less than 
the integer immediately below its current value. The 
initial feasible region is then divided into two disjoint 
regions, one of which must contain the optimum solution, 
since the branching variable must be integer-valued and 
only a non-integer portion of feasible region has been 
removed between these two disjoint regions. One of these 
subproblems is then chosen to be solved immediately as 
a linear programming problem neglecting the integer 
constraints. The other subproblem is stored in a list with 
an upper bound on its objective function value to be solved 
later. This process is then repeated with the solved sub- 
problem becoming the current problem at each step until 
one of its branched descendants yields a solution whose 
integer-restricted variables have integer values. The value 
of the objective function of this solution is recorded as 
xu, and any subproblem in the stored list whose upper 
bound is less than x,,, can be eliminated since its feasible 
region could not have contained the optiniun~ solution. 
The method then backtracks by choosing a problenl from 
the stored list to begin the procedure again. 
At each branching step the feasible region is split into 
two disjoint regions and the non-integer region between 
them is removed from the feasible region. Hence, at any 
point in the procedure, exactly one of the subproblems 
contains the optimal solution (if it is unique). In cases 
where one of the integer restricted variables is not con- 
strained above but the problem does have a finite opti- 
mum solution, the method will keep reducing the infinite 
portion of the feasible region until the upper bound on 
the objective function value associated with that region 
falls below the objective function value of the currcnt 
best integer solution at which time it can be eliminated. 
This leaves only the disjoint finite feasible regions which 
the procedure continues to divide while eliminating the 
non-integer regions of the integer restricted variables 
until the objective function values of all remaining 
feasible regions have been examined and the optimum 
solution found or infeasibility demonstrated. 
The details of the methods used in the branching and 
backtracking subroutines to determine which of the prob- 
lems is to be solved next and in finding upper bounds on 
the objective function values are given in an appendix. 
This procedure has been used successfully on large mixed 
integer programming problems with on the order of one 
I~undred 0-1 integer variables and several thousand con- 
tinuous variables (Refs. 1, ?), and hence will be effective 
in drding with problems having a few consumers and 
plants and involving mildly non-linear cost and produc- 
tion functions. 
In cases where there are many consumers and plants 
and more non-linear functions, however, the number of 0-1 
integer variables increases enormously to the point where 
branch and bound methods cannot solvc the problem 
within a reasonable amount of coniputcr time even if 
many of the obviously uneconomical combinations of 
values of these variables have been eliminated before- 
hand. In cases such as this, a refined procedure utilizing 
"Bender's decomposition" can be used. This is an iterative 
procedure which at each step deals only with decoupled 
problmis describing the distribution of individual com- 
modities (here, energy types). Besides being able to deal 
with much larger problcnis (problems having about two 
thousand 0-1 integer variables and about twenty thou- 
sand continuous variables have been solved (Ref. 3)). 
The fact that at each step the procedure deals with only 
the usual "transportation problem" involving a single 
commodity allows the problem of stochastic demand for 
tl~csc commodities to be dealt with much more simply 
than the case wl~ere the transportation problems are 
coupled together. 
An important problem for DSN energy distribution is 
then the formulation of the full stochastic problem in 
terms of a Bender's decomposition algorithm. 
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BRANCH 
CHOOSE AN UNSATISFIED INTEGER 
VARIABLE x- WlTH CURRENT VALVE 
a - npO +rfpO WHERE npO IS 
PO AN INTEGER AND 0 < fpO < 1 
CREATE N O  NEW SUBPROBLEMS BY 
APENDING TO THE CURRENT 
PROBLEM P THE CONjTRAINTS: 
xp npo + 1 AND x 5 npo P 
CALCULATE UPPER BOUNDS ON THE 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THESE 
NEW SUBPROBLEMS 
SET CURRENT PROBLEM P = ONE OF 
THESE NEW SUBPROBLEMS AND PLACE 
THE OTHER IN LIST WITH ITS UB 
= MIXED INTEGER PROBLEM 
TO Y SOLVED 
w 
I SOLVELP 1 
IF NOT SOLVE CURRENT PROBLEM 
P AS A LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM NEGLECTING INTEGER 
NEW INTEGER SOLUTION: 
RECORD VALUE OF THE 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION xgc 
CHOOSE FROM LlST 
THE NEXT SUBPROdLEM 
TO BE SOLVED AND 
SET IT EQUAL TO P 
Fig. 4. flowchart for BRNCHNBD 
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I. BRANCH 
Appendix A 
Details of Methods Which Can Be Used in BRANCH and 
BACKTRAK Routines 
In the optimal solution of the current linear program- 
ming (LP) subproblem some of the integer-restricted- 
variables will take on non-integer values. In order to force 
these variables toward integer values, two more tightly 
constraiaed subproblems are formed. Let the integer- 
restricted variable xp have &, = n,,,, + f ,  (where n, is an 
integer and 0 < f ,  < 1) as its value in the current opti- 
mal solution. The feasible set for the current subproblem 
is then reduced by appending the further constraint: 
xp 2 n, + 1 to yield one subproblem and by appending 
xp < n, to yield the other subproblem. The decision of 
which unsatisfied integer variable to choose for this 
branching process is often based on the calculation of 
penalties which estimate the change in objective function 
value due to the newly appended constraints. 
A. Simplex Algorithm 
-4s a preface to the following procedures, some of the 
salient points of the simplex algorithm will be described. 
Suppose we have the standard linear programming 
problem: 
Maximize the linear form 
where the ZIj are constants, subject to 
and A = (a,J is an m X n matrix. Suppose also that we 
have m linearly independent columns of A which yield 
the following feasible linear combinations: 
when 
The xt = x l j  are called the current basic variables. If we 
then set the values of the remaining variables equal to 
zero : 
xk, = 0 fork, E J 
we obtain a current basic feasible solution. The xki are 
called the current non-basic variables. The value of the 
objective function for this current basic feasible solution 
is : 
m 
$0 = C a, a, 
i = 1 
The columns corresponding to current non-basic vari- 
ables can then be expressed as linear combinations of the 
columns corresponding to the current basic variables. 
This can conveniently be recorded in tableau form, i.e., 
- 
m 
a,*, = Cat, a,,, (synthetic x k , )  
1 = 1 
can be represented as 
Appended to the tableau is a row of reduced costs 
denoted by a',, ii,; giving the decrease in objective function 
value when one unit of synthetic x k ,  in the current basic 
feasible solution is replaced by one unit of real s,. If an 
arbitrary amount of synthetic x k ,  is replaced in this 
manner, the resulting solution may be infeasible or feasi- 
blc but not a basic feasible solution. However, the simplex 
algorithm introduces as much as possible some currently 
non-basic variable xki ,  which has a negative reduced 
cost, while still retaining feasibility. This results in a new 
basic feasible solution as follows. If the value of x k ,  is 
increased from 0 to v k i  then to maintain feasibility: 
the value of the basic variable X,, must change to: 
If it is assumed that the problem has a finite solution, 
then at least one of the Z,,, must be greater than zero. 
Since the value of all basic variables must be greater than 
or equal to zero, v k i  can be increased until 2." = 0 for 
some basic variable X,. Then XI, becomes a non-basic vari- 
able and xk, = X, enters the basis in the amount a,,, = oni. 
The value of the objective function is then increased 
from Z, to Zoo - Z,i u k i  (recall that ;i,, < 0). 
Since b is represented by a unique linear combination 
of the colunlns of A corresponding to the current basis, 
and since (in the non-degenerate case) the value of the 
objective function increases with each change to a new 
basic feasible solution, there must be a unique objective 
function valw associated with each basic feasible solu- 
tion. Hence, thc algorithm can never return to the same 
basis twice and as the procedure is repeated, for problems 
assumed to have finite optimum, each basic feasible solu- 
tion is examined until in a finite number of steps one is 
found for which all the reduced costs are positive. For 
this solution no currently non-basic variable can be intro- 
duced into the basis without decreasing the objective 
function value; hence, this must be the optimal solution. 
B. Penalties 
Suppose we have solved the following mixed integer 
linear program : 
Maximize 
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subject to . I x  = b, where A is an (m X n) matrix 
but as a linear program neglecting the integer constraints. 
Regardless of the LP method used in the solution the final 
simplex tableau can still be obtained. Let 
{ x k i )  for ki r l  c (1 ... n) 
be the set of non-basic variables and 
be the set of basic variables. The tableau is then given as 
follows : 
- - - 
. . . . 
- XI , a,, a,, .... a,, a,, N-m 
- - - - 
.... 
- 
Xtt1 arno . .a,", a,,,, . . . . ant , am. n -n 
(1) The column of A corresponding to the non-basic 
variable x k ,  is expressed as a linear combination of 
the columns of A corresponding to the basic vari- 
ables (synthetic x k l )  
(2) The first column of the tableau gives the values of 
the objective function and the basic variables in the 
final solution 
(3) If the non-basic variables xk, are changed in value 
from zero to u k , ,  then in order to maintain feasi- 
bility the value of the basic variables X, must 
change to 
(4) The decrease in the objective function value when 
one unit of synthetic xk, in the optimal solution is 
replaced by one unit of gi  is given by Z,,, (the 
reduced cost of xk,), and since the solution is 
optimal the reduced costs must all be positive. 
Suppose that the basic variable X, has the current 
optimal value Z,,,,. If a new problem is created by append- 
ing to the current problem the constraint: X, >Zn0 + a 
then the value of the objective function must decrease 
since the feasible region has been reduced. Since the 
number of constraints has been increased by one in the 
new problem, one of the currently non-basic variables 
xkq must enter the basis of the new problem. 
If the value of a is small enough the rest of the basic 
variables will remain the same as in the current optimal 
solution. From the current tableau the minimum amount 
in which xk,, may be introduced can be determined (as 
in 3 above) 
since xk,, must be introduced in a positive amount must 
have a, < 0 
The decrease in objective function value from the cur- 
rent optimum when xkq is introduced in the amount uk, 
can then be determined from the reduced cost: 
Considering all of the non-basic variables which may 
enter the basis of the new problem in this manner, the 
current objective function value must be decreased by 
at least: 
from zero to 
Similarly, if a new problem is created by appending 
to the current problem the further constraint: xu < a, - 
the degradation of the objective function value must be 
at least 
and if this minimum is taken for j = r, then the amount 
of the non-basic variable xkr in the solution must increase 
from zero to 
These results may now be applied to an integer-restricted 
basic variable x, which has the current optimal value 
where n, is an integer and 0 < f,, < 1. 
Setting 
(corresponding to adding the constraint X, 2 n, -t 1) 
(corrtqonding to adding the constraint Xp < n,) 
the degradations of the objective functions must be at least 
- 
If the minima are taken for 1 = 9 and 1 = r respectively, 
D. = a min [ - $1 then the amounts of the currently non-basic variables xr 
- 
aptco and xkr must have increased in the optimal solutions o! 
the new problems. However, if either xkq or xkr is an 
and if this minimum is taken for f = q then the amount integer restricted variable, its amount in any integer solu- 
of the non-basic variable xk, in the solution must increase tion of the new problem must have increased from its 
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w e n t  zero value by an integer amount of at least one. 
The degradations of the current objective function value 
must therefore be at least equal to the reduced costs 
a,, or a,,. 
Thus, we can formulate two penalties which can be 
used to find uppcr bounds on the objrctive functions of 
the more tightly constrained problems created from the 
original prol,lem. 
which gives as an upper bound on the objective function 
for the original problem with the appended constraint 
X, < n,, the value 
& o \  max { fp0 [:I -- ,aut } j.1 
which gives as an upper bound on the objective function 
for the original problem with the appended constraint: 
X, < n, the value 
A stronger upper h u n d  on the value of the objective 
function of a subproblenl which was obtained by more 
tightly constraining the current problem can be obtained 
by a Comory cut. Gomory showed that if the integer- 
restricted variable X, is unsatisfied in the LP solution of 
the current problem and has the value &, = np + f,, 
then any feasible integer solution of the current problem 
(and hence any feasible integer solution of a more tightly 
constrained subproblem) must satisfy the following addi- 
tional inequality: 
where 
and 
I - )  a,, < 0 and 1 # I (1 - fPO) f:1 = f,, f P A f P o ~ n d P I  
If this inequality is appended as a constraint to the 
current problem, then the degradation of the objective 
function for this subproblem from the dual-simplex 
method must be at least 
D, = min itl, [$I
j c ( l  ... n) 
Using this value it is now possible to give a penalty for 
satisfying the integer requirement of any currently un- 
satisfied basic integer restricted variable: 
Pa = min 
j c ( 1  ... n) 
f", > fwandfrl  
An uppcr bound on the value of the objective function 
of any integer solution attainable from the current prob- 
lem is then given by 
A choice may now be made, based on these penalties, 
as to which unsatisfied integer restricted variable is to be 
used for branching. The most commonly followed pro- 
cedures are as follows: 
I )  Calculate the penalties Pf: and PP, for all currently 
unsatisfied integer restricted variables. 
-Choose the variable associated with the smallest 
penalty as the branching variable. 
-Create two new subproblems by appending to thc 
current problem the constraints: X, 2 n, + 1 and 
XP < n,1 
-Choose the ncw subproblem associated with the subprobltm need not be solved at al! sincc it could not 
smaller penalty for immediate solution. possibly be optimal. 
This procedure is bascd on the assuqtion that in most 
cases thc smaller pcnalty will reflect the smaller true 
degradation, and hcnce that an integr  solution will be 
reachcd along this branch with a high objective function 
value. If this assumption is not justified, a rdinemcnt of 
the above procedure known as node swapping can be 
used : 
la) Compare the trucn degradation of the subproblem 
which was solvcd immediately with the pcnalty of 
the postpo~med subprohlrm. 
-If thc truc degradation exceeds the pcnalty, 
solvc- the postponed subproblcm to find its true 
degradation, then choose the subproblcm with the 
lower true dcgradation as the prohlcm from which 
to cantinuc branching. 
-If the true dcpadation of the immediately solvcd 
subproblcm is lcss than the pcnalty of thc post- 
pontrl subprol~lc-m, thew the subproldrm solvtd 
must h i ~ ~ e  th  lowcr t n ~ c  dcgrildation and is the 
problcbm from which bri~nching should continue. 
In cases wlwe the number of constraints is vcry large, 
however, the pcnalty n~ethod of directing the search for 
an optimal integr  solution breaks down and the search 
b m m c s  essentially random. The rr1ason for this is that a 
calculated 1wnalty will not rcprcsent in any manner the 
true degradation of the associatcd subproblem. In fact, 
thr larger pnal ty may bc* in the direction of the much 
smallcr truc drpdat ion .  This is ~llustrated in Fig. A-1 
whcrr the fcasihlr set of the current problcm has bcm 
pro j t~ t td  on thc (X,,, x,,) planc. 
To r1irtr.t the scwch in thcw cases, branching can be 
basrd on priorities. The branching variable is chosen as 
thr unsatisfitd intcyyr-rrstrictrd variable in the solution 
of the. c~rrrci~t problem which is highcrt on a priority 
list supplicd t~sogt~nously by the user. The postponement 
or solution of thc newly cra ted  subproblems is then 
hnscd on pcnaltitr; (perhaps with node swapping). The 
priority list may I)(. d(.trr~ninrd from the user's knowledge 
of which \.ilriiiblc.s \vill 11aw thc grmtcst cffcct on the 
ovrrull systcnm or, failing this, priorities may be assigned 
in ortlcr of thc cost cwfficirnt valucs in the original 
objective function. 
Or Bettcr still 
-Choosc~ thr variable itssociatcd with thc: largtst Lc~t'l :3 
pcaalty as the branching variable. 
-Crc*atv two new subprob:ems by appending to the 
current problmm thc constraints: X, 2 n,,,, t L and II. BACKTRAK 
-Placu! thc. ncw sd)prol)lem associated with the 
larger pnalty in LIST with its upper bound (deter- 
mined from PC or P$ and Pi;). 
-Choose the other new subproblcm for immediate 
solution. 
This proctdure has the advantage of postponing the 
problcms which arc known to have the smallest objective 
function values until later in the search when presumably 
there will a11 intcgtbr solution available with a larger 
objceive function value in which case the postponed 
In most casts the proccdurc of further constraining 
unsatisfied intcgtsr-rcstrictd variahlcs will eventually 
lrad to a p i n t  whcre the subproblcm chosen for branch- 
ing cannot uscfully Ix! further constrained. This can 
happen if it bccames infeasible or if its value falls 
thr value of the btst integer solution currently available 
or if it yields a ncw bcst intcgcr ~olution. In thrsc cases 
it is ncbct.ssary to havc a procedure C-* rhoosing a prob- 
Icm from the s tord  list from M ., :o :ontinue the 
search. Thc* c*arlic*st such procvdurc L. d was LIFO (last 
in-first out) in which the next prohlcm chosen was the 
last problcm placed in the list which has an upper bound 
grcatcr than the current b a t  integer solution value and 
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was dictated by the serial access nature of the storage 
devices available when it was first implemented. 
In general, such a choice of procedure may be far from 
optimal. An improved procedure is to choose as the next 
problem the problem in the stored list which has the 
largest upper bound on its objective function value. This 
procedure takes advantage of the newer random access 
storage devices but still not in the most efficient manner. 
The disadvantage of this procedure is that it takes into 
account only the objective function value and excludes 
other, perhaps equally imp. ;ant. properties of the stored 
problems: primarily, the amount of work necessary to 
bring the chosen problcti~ to an integer odution. A current 
mdhod which takes both of these factors into account 
is the best projection criterion. 
i 
A. k t  Projection Criterion 
Lct the optimal value of the objective function for the 
i original mixed-integer problcnl with the intcger require- 
ments rclaxrd be x:: and the value of the objective func- 
tion of the latest integer solution found be x;. If the first 
integer solution has not been reached, some estimate, 
possibly inaccurate, of the value of x:, may be given. 
Define the sum of integer infcasibilities 
111 
s = C min IfPo, 1 - fp )  
11 I 
as a measure of how much the integer restricted variables 
in the problcm differ from integer values in the solution. 
If the objective fmction value x: of each outstanding 
problem presently stowd in the list is plaited against its 
sum of integer infeiisibilities & and then projected par- 
allel to the line between (so, x;) and (0, xi) onto the line 
s = 0 we get as the projected value 
S w  Fig. A-3. 
Here 
gives an c5t;rnatc of the marginit1 degradation of the 
objirtivc function value for a unit drcrcase in the sum 
of integer infcasibilities and hence p k  is an estimate of the 
objective function value which can be obtrincd in an 
intcger solution (s = 0) attainehle from the current out- 
standing problem k and is of course more accurate when 
sk is small. The potential objective function value of a 
problem can be estimated from its upper bound while an 
cstimatc of its sum of integer infcasibilitics can be ob- 
tained from its value in the parent problem which 
branchcd to yield the stored problcm. The next problem 
chosen for solution is then the one with the largest pro- 
jectcul integer solutios value pk. If the value of A is 
overestimated, more weight is placed on objective 
function value in deciding which outstanding problem is 
to be chosen next for solution. if the value of A is under- 
c.stirnatrd, more weight is placed on the proximity to an 
integer solution in this decision, 
Fig. A-1. A larger penalty in the direction of 
smaller degradation 
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COMPUTE ll$ FROM 
I CREATE TWO NEW SMPROBLEMS BY APPENDING TO THE CURRENT PROBLEM THE CONSTRAINTS: I 
SET P = SUBPROBLEM 
ASSOCIATED WlTH THE 
SMALLEST PENALTY 
PLACE THE OTHER 
SUBPROBLEM I N  LlST 
WITH ITS UPPER BOUND I 
CHOOSE UNSATISFIED 
INTEGER RESTRICTED 
VARIABLE Xp WITH 
THE LARGEST PENALTY 
CREATE TWO NEW SUBPROBLEMS 
BY APPENDING TO THE CURRENT 
PROBLEM THE CONSTRAINTS: I 
PLACE THE SUBPROBLEM 
ASSOCIATED WlTH THE 
LARGER PENALTY IN LlST 
WlTH ITS UPPER BOUND 
SET P = OTHER SUBPROBLEM 
Fig. A-2. Flowcharts for BRANCHI, BRANCHP, and BRANCHIA 
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BRANCH AS I N  
BRANCHl ABOVE 
SOLVELP 1 
I - 
BRANCHl 
bRANCH AS IN 
BRANCH1 ABOVE 
i 
SOLVE THE POSTPONED 
SUBPROBLEM AS A N  LP 
NEGLECTING TkE INTEGER 
RESTRICTIONS 1 
SOLVED SUBPROBLEM 
BRANCHl 
SUBPROBLEM 
BRANCHl 
BRANCHl ABOVE 
Fig. A-2 (contd) 
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Fig. A-3. Objective function versus sum of infersibilities 
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